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A bstract
Exploiting sparsity in signal and image analysis has been very fruitful in recent researches. 
Compressive sensing is the pioneering framework in achieving this. However, there are 
other fields such as dictionary learning and blind source separation which can benefit 
from sparsity-inducing methods. In this study some advanced methods are developed 
to improve the recovery performance in compressive sensing and also to utilize sparsity- 
inducing algorithms in multichannel blind source separation problem. The main focus is 
on methodological aspects and variety of applications from communications to biomedical 
signal processing and computer vision can be considered.
Finding optimal projections in compressive sensing has been always of interest to the re­
searchers, This problem is tackled using three approaches. First, a segment-wise strategy 
for sampling of signals is proposed which requires less memory while achieves similar per­
formance as that obtained in conventional random sampling. Second, an improved version 
of a previous method in measurement matrix optimization is proposed. Third, a more 
advanced approach for finding nearly-optimal projections is proposed. It is demonstrated 
that the proposed methods significantly improve the reconstruction quality compared with 
conventional random sampling. In addition, the performance of the proposed methods are 
shown to be superior to those of the other related methods.
Dictionary learning is extensively named as a framework which provides sparse represen­
tation of the data. Learning incoherent dictionaries and attaining fast algorithms are two 
important key successes of dictionary learning methods. These issues are addressed and 
two different algorithms are proposed. First algorithm is designed to impose incoherence 
into the dictionary learning algorithm. In the second method the focus is on achieving low 
computation cost as well as uncorrelated dictionary elements. Furthermore, the analogy of 
dictionary learning to multichannel blind source separation is investigated. The proposed 
approaches are then applied to brain fMRI images to detect the activation regions. The 
empirical results on both synthetic and real data confirm the effectiveness of the proposed 
methods.
Blind separation of sources with underlying sparse nature, from multichannel observations, 
requires the knowledge of sparsity domain of each source. This, however, is not always 
the case and the underlying sparse domain of sources might be hidden. This problem is
addressed and a practical solution is provided to find the mixing matrix and the constituent 
sources as well as their sparse domain. This is achieved by fusing dictionary learning 
algorithm into the source separation process. The proposed method uses an adaptive 
scheme for obtaining the sparsifying dictionaries, capturing local patterns of the sources, 
while reducing the separation error. It also has the ability to denoise the sources during 
the separation and learning. Further, the proposed method is extended for the case of 
available global sparsifying transform for each source. The results of simulations on both 
1-D and 2-D signals are promising and demonstrate that the proposed method is able to 
recover (and denoise) the sources without prior knowledge about sparse domain of the 
sources.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The classical digital sampling devices acquire the input analog data with a sampling fre­
quency of at least twice the maximum frequency of the input signal—the so called Nyquist- 
Shannon sampling theorem [2,3]. The reason for using this scheme is to preserve all existing 
information in the signal. As an example, consider a mega-pixel digital camera which is 
built from millions of CCDs (charge-coupled devices) to acquire high quality images. It 
operates by taking a high resolution picture from the scene and then compressing it using 
traditional techniques for further processing. The popular compression techniques, mainly, 
convert the sampled image into a transform domain, such as wavelet or discrete cosine 
transform (DCT), where a sparse representation of the image is available. Then, low am­
plitude elements are either discarded or coded coarsely to compress the data. By sparse 
we mean a signal/image which has few active components and most of the components 
are (nearly) zero. The block diagram of such a traditional system is shown in Figure 1.1.
The idea of “compressive sensing" ^  was motivated by the following question asked by 
Donoho with regards to the traditional sampling [4]: “ IkTiy go to so much effort to acquire 
all the data when most of what we get will be thrown away? Can’t we just directly measure 
the part that won’t end up being thrown away?”
Compressive sensing (CS), originally, aims at combining the first two blocks in Figure 
1.1, i.e. sampling and compression, to directly acquire a compressed version of the input 
 ^Other equivalent popular names are: compressed sensing and compressive sampling.
1
1.1. Overview
sample ----- ► compress ------ ► transmit/store
-v[«l
i [ / 7 ]
decompress receive
Figure 1.1: A simplified diagram showing the traditional data acquisition paradigm.
data under sparsity assumption. Figure 1.2 represents the simplified diagram of a typical 
compressive sensing data acquisition process. In this paradigm, the compressed data is of 
lower dimensions and is resulted from linear combinations of original data. Apart from 
sampling scheme, which should be designed efficiently, reconstruction of the original data is 
a crucial task—which generally requires a nonlinear and relatively complicated operation.
Compressive sensing theory states that one appropriate sampling method is “random un­
dersampling” , as it is non-adaptive and leads to a successful reconstruction. This however 
is not the optimum way for sampling the signals in compressive sensing framework; hence, 
other approaches can also be applied. One of the objectives of this thesis is to utilize the 
existing mathematical and signal processing tools to optimize the sampling process with 
the aim of achieving higher reconstruction performance.
While compressive sensing has been first introduced as a novel sampling technique, it later 
appeared in various fields ranging from mathematics and statistics to signal classification 
and segmentation. As a particular example, compressive sensing (or, in a more general 
term, sparse recovery problem) has been recently utilized in dictionary learning and blind
compressive sampling
sample project
1
1 x [ n ] <  <E>,v [77] >
>’[«]
transmit/store
reconstmct receive
Figure 1.2: A simplified diagram showing a CS data acquisition paradigm. The term 
($,x[n]) denotes acquiring a set of projections using sampling operator
1.2. Notations
source separation problems. In short, dictionary learning is a framework in which a sparsi­
fying matrix (called dictionary) is learned for a given set of training data, and blind source 
separation addresses the problem of separation of several source signals which are linearly 
mixed together. Such vast growth in different fields has made compressive sensing an ex­
citing research topic. In this thesis, development of novel dictionary learning approaches 
to alleviate the existing drawbacks is of our objectives. One of the main drawbacks is 
high computational complexity of the existing methods due to dealing with huge amount 
of data especially for learning dictionaries with large dimensions. Another important con­
tribution of this thesis is to exploit sparsity into the blind source separation problem to 
aid the separation process. All these are achieved using compressive sensing concept and 
sparsity assumption.
In this chapter some applications of sparsity-based algorithms are introduced. The theories 
behind the techniques for analyzing and processing sparse signals will be explained in the 
next chapters.
1.2 Notations
In this thesis all parameters have real values even though this is not explicitly mentioned. 
We use small and capital bold face characters to represent vectors and matrices respec­
tively. Subscript and superscript indices of small bold face characters indicate column and 
row vectors respectively. As an example, for an n x m matrix X, the j- th  column and 
j- th  row are represented by Xj and x-^ , respectively. Moreover, the fy’-th element of this 
matrix is indicated by xij. The j-th  element of an individual column vector x  is denoted 
by X j .  The vectorized version of matrix X  is denoted by x  =  vec(X) and is equivalent to 
[x^. . .  x ”^]^. Different matrix and vector ‘norms’ will be used in this thesis. For 0 < q < oo 
we denote by ||-||^ the ^-norm  of a vector which is defined as:
We also define Hx||g  ^ =  max{|ccij}. Another notation is 4-norm  (Hx ||q) which counts 
the number of non-zeros of x. The 4-norm  of a matrix counts all number of its non­
zeros, and 4-norm  of a matrix is defined as: ||X||g := The matrix-
1.3. Sparsity and dictionary learning
specific Probenius norm is indicated by ||X ||^  =  Tr(X ^X }, where (-)^ indicates the matrix 
transpose operation and Tr{-} stands for trace operation.
1.3 Sparsity and dictionary learning
One of the related problems in the context of sparsity is “dictionary learning” , which aims 
at finding a dictionary that can sparsely represent a given set of training data for further 
analysis. This means that any of the training data (and any test data from the same class) 
should be presentable using linear combinations of few columns from the dictionary. In 
fact, each column of a dictionary must be able to describe a specific feature existing in 
that class of data. Dictionary learning is useful for the cases where the knowledge about 
the sparse domain of a given class of signals is not available or the data is so complicated 
that the existing transforms (e.g. wavelet, Fourier) are not able to sparsely represent the 
data.
Many applications can benefit from such sparse representation of data such as image de­
noising, compression, deblurring and classification. For example, in image compression and 
particularly compression of huge number of face images, a dictionary which can represent 
the images extremely sparse is crucial. Learning such dictionary is achievable using recent 
dictionary learning algorithms relying on sparsity assumption [5]. Another encouraging 
application of dictionary learning is denoising of signals or images. It has been recently 
found that using learned dictionaries for denoising can lead to the best known performance 
in terms of noise removal [5]. More interestingly, it was recently shown that learning a 
sparsifying dictionary from the corrupted noisy signal/image can still help to remove the 
noise [6]. In this dissertation, the core idea of image denoising by learning dictionaries from 
corrupted images, is extended to a more complicated scenario, i.e. blind source separation 
(see below). Moreover, the analogy of dictionary learning to blind source separation of 
multichannel mixtures is explained and its application to analysis of biomedical data is 
studied.
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1.4 Sparsity and blind source separation
As explained in the previous section, finding a sparse representation of data is useful 
in many applications in signal and image processing. However, there are many cases 
where direct use of sparse representation may not be possible. Consider a situation where 
several sensors in different locations are collecting the received data emitted from several 
physical objects (called sources). The examples of such physical sources can be found 
everywhere; a number of people in a room talking to each other (known as the classical 
cocktail party problem); different brain regions propagating electric signals; or radiation 
sources emitting their electromagnetic waves. Assume further that each sensor receives a 
mixture of the original source signals with different weights. The recorded signals at the 
sensors are the only available information and the aim is to recover the original sources 
from these mixtures. This is called blind source separation (BSS) problem, with the 
word blind indicating the lack of prior knowledge about the sources and properties of the 
mixing environment. However, at least a weak assumption about the sources or the mixing 
environment is required. Sparsity of the sources is one possible assumption which allows 
one to consider only few active sources at each signal segment. This makes the estimation 
of the mixing matrix and consequently the sources possible. Sparsity can be helpful for 
source separation even if it is known that the sources are sparse in some transform domain 
(e.g. wavelet, Fourier). A detailed study about the advantages of sparsity for source 
separation can be found in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
One advanced way of exploiting sparsity into BSS is considering different sparse domains 
for each source due to their different morphology. In this case we require the knowledge 
about the sparse domain of each source to be able to exploit sparsity and separate the 
sources. However, if such a priori is not available then the source separation may fail to 
recover the sources. If one could learn the sparsifying dictionaries using the concept of 
dictionary learning and use them within the source separation, then, it can improve the 
separability of the sources. This is a novel idea which is to be explored in this thesis.
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1.5 Applications
Sparse recovery problem is known to be useful in many applications some of which have 
been mentioned in previous sections. In fact, one can find a sparse representation for 
almost any type of data in nature. Sparsity facilitates the data analysis and that makes 
this topic very attractive. There are many applications which can benefit from the pro­
posed work in this thesis since our contributions are in the methodological aspects of 
these frameworks: compressive sensing, dictionary learning and blind source separation. 
However, some important applications are reviewed next.
1.5.1 Compressive imaging
Recall the example of a typical digital camera which takes an image with very high resolu­
tion and then compresses it to a reasonable size for storage. A compressive sensing camera 
should be able to take few random measurements directly from the scene. This requires a 
specifically designed hardware to perform such kind of sampling. A preliminary attempt 
to build such device has recently led to design of a prototype camera called “single-pixel” 
compressive sampling camera [7]. This camera (shown in Figure 1.3) consists of a digital 
micromirror device (DMD), two lenses, a single photon detector and an analog-to-digital 
(A/D) converter. The first lens focuses the light onto the DMD with several mirrors each 
corresponding to a pixel in the image. The mirrors can be tilted toward or away from the 
second lens. Random movements of the mirrors are analogous to creating random projec­
tions of the incoming light. This light is then collected by the second lens and focused 
onto the photon detector where the measurement is computed. The main advantage of 
a single-pixel camera is its simplicity and possibility to operate across a much broader 
spectral range than conventional silicon-based cameras [7].
1.5.2 Medical image processing
Compressive sensing has shown to be very useful in medical image processing; both re­
garding acquisition devices and also the mathematical analysis of biomedical data. In 
particular, we consider functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) which is an es­
sential medical imaging tool for diagnosing many diseases, abnormalities and behavioral
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Figure 1.3: Single pixel camera; taken from [1].
disorders. Most Tomography devices use a sequence of acquisitions each sampling a part of 
frequency information—the so called /c-space domain. In other words, there are sequences 
of acquisitions which sample Fourier coefficients from which will later constitute an image. 
In the case of fMRI, all these scans must be repeated during a period of time. The biggest 
problem in both MRI and fMRI scanners is slow data acquisition process as they are 
limited due to some physical and technology constraints [8]. In that setting, compressive 
sensing can be helpful as it is shown to be able to accurately reconstruct the MR images 
from a small subset of fc-space rather than the entire samples of this domain [8]. In other 
words, using the compressive sensing theory, the acquisition devices need to acquire few 
random measurements and yet benefit from an accurately reconstructed MR image. The 
main advantage of using such novel sampling technique is significant scan time reduction, 
which benefits the patients and health care economics.
Regardless of advantages of compressive sensing in medical data acquisition, medical data 
transmission techniques can also benefit from exploiting sparsity. For instance, compres­
sive sensing has been recently utilized in progressive transmission of medical images. In [9], 
the x-ray bone images are transmitted by developing an adaptive process with sparsity 
assumption in wavelet domain, which not only selects the wavelet coefficients nonlinearly 
but also uses much less number of coefficients for having the same quality reconstructed 
image as obtained by the conventional methods.
1 .5 .3  A stron om y
Astronomy is another field that can enjoy the results of compressive sensing. The large 
amount of collected data by imaging devices located outside the earth must be transmitted
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to earth which is too costly mainly due to very long distance. In addition, the facilities for 
compression of the collected data is much more limited on-board rather than on the earth 
[10]. This problem can be mitigated using the compressive sensing theory. As mentioned 
earlier, compressive sensing allows direct sampling of data using few measurements. This 
setting can be utilized in the on-board acquisition devices to simply acquire and send few 
measurements rather than the entire data. The received data by the earth station however, 
should be reconstructed using complicated methods involving nonlinear operations. The 
same principle can be applied for acquisition and analysis of hyperspectral aerial images 
which is used for different purposes [11,12,13].
1.5.4 Other applications
A compressive beamforming method has also been reported in [14] for estimation of 
direction-of-arrival (DOA) using multiple sensors. DOA is extensively utilized in several 
fields such as remote sensing, array signal processing, and sensor networks. In contrast to 
conventional methods which require Nyquist-Shannon sampling rate to estimate a small 
number of DOAs, a compressive sensing approach requires few random measurements for 
this purpose. This is an advantage since sampling of received signal for DOA estimation 
is normally very expensive.
Digital watermarking of multimedia, which is a process of embedding information into a 
digital signal to protect and verify the authenticity of multimedia contents, can benefit 
from compressive sensing concept. For instance, a method based on sparsity assumption 
in a transform domain is proposed in [15] to decode both original image and watermark. 
Sheikh and Baraniuk [15] use the fact that natural images can be sparsified in DOT or 
wavelet domains. This sparsified representation is obtained by thresholding the coefficients 
below a certain level in a transform domain. A watermark is then added to the sparsified 
image, as often performed in other transform domain watermarking techniques [15]. The 
main advantages of this method are zero reconstruction error and simple decoding due to 
no need for any knowledge about the host image. Sparse image tampering identification 
and localization has also been recently reported in [16,17] based on compressive sensing 
and distributed source coding principles. It has been shown that the proposed methods 
are simpler than traditional approaches and can successfully localize the sparse tampers 
[16,17].
1.6. Objectives o f this thesis
Another application which can benefit from the sparse signal analysis (and not directly 
compressive sensing) is fMRI data analysis. When, for example, the subject (the person 
laid in the fMRI scanner) is listening to a music during the fMRI experiment, the auditory 
region of the brain should be activated. This phenomenon is expected to be reflected as 
sparse regions in the brain images due to activation of only auditory region. However, the 
acquired fMRI data does not clearly show these active regions. The reason is that the 
acquired data are actually mixtures of the original hidden sources—located in different 
brain regions—with different weights. One common technique to unreveal the actual 
sources is blind source separation. Most of the existing BSS methods for fMRI analysis do 
not consider sparsity of the active regions during their extraction. One of the objectives 
of this thesis is to exploit sparsity for detecting these regions. Our experimental results 
indicate that sparsity-inducing algorithms lead to accurate detection of active regions in 
the brain.
1.6 Objectives of this thesis
The objectives of this research are as follows:
• Reviewing state of the art research on major sparsity-inducing problems including: 
compressive sensing, dictionary learning, and sparse component analysis.
• Developing efficient methods to find an appropriate sampling strategy and to opti­
mize the traditional random sampling schemes based on the existing criteria, with 
the aim of improving the sparse recovery performance: although random sampling 
is shown to be an appropriate choice in compressive sensing, finding an optimum 
sampling scheme is still an open issue.
• Proposing suitable methods which can generate incoherent dictionaries; proposing 
fast dictionary learning algorithms: conventional dictionary learning methods may 
generate coherent dictionaries, meaning that some columns of dictionary are very 
similar. This is not a desired feature and reduces the efficiency of the dictionary.
• Exploiting sparsity in analysis of fMRI data and detection of activated area in the 
brain; finding a solution for BSS problem with sparsity assumption where the knowl­
edge about the sparsifying transform of each source is not available: this can be
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achieved by embedding an adaptive dictionary learning method within the source 
separation process.
1.7 Organization of the thesis
Chapter 2 is devoted to reviewing the fundamentals of compressive sensing and sparse 
recovery problem. The theoretical conditions under which a proper sampling and recovery 
is achievable are provided in detail. The major sparse reconstruction algorithms are also 
described. Furthermore, the problem of dictionary learning is expressed with the existing 
algorithms in the corresponding literature. Finally, the blind source separation problem 
is described. W ith focus on the separation algorithms exploiting sparsity of the sources, 
the related techniques for separation of both sources and mixing matrix are introduced.
In Chapter 3, an efficient random sampling of signals, called segmented compressed sens­
ing, is proposed. The proposed algorithm breaks the input signal into overlapping segments 
and takes few random linear measurements from each segment. This strategy leads to a 
block-diagonal measurement matrix with many zero components which can be stored or 
transmitted with less effort. The simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the pro­
posed method and imply that the information loss, when using the proposed scheme, is 
negligible compared with conventional random sampling.
Finding optimal projections has always been concerned in compressive sensing framework. 
In Chapter 4, two novel optimization methods are proposed for this purpose. The proposed 
methods are based on Gradient descent technique and aim at optimizing an initially ran­
dom measurement matrix based on some criteria. The first method is an improved version 
of the proposed method in [18]. The second method follows an alternating minimization 
scheme to generate efficient measurement matrices. The experimental results confirm the 
improved performance both in terms of reconstruction quality and computation time.
In Chapter 5, the problem of dictionary learning and its analogy to source separation is 
addressed. Two dictionary learning algorithms are proposed. The first method focuses on 
learning dictionaries with incoherent atoms. The second method admits a low computa­
tional complexity and is suitable for large scale problems. We also explain the analogy of 
dictionary learning problem to blind source separation. The experimental results of the
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proposed methods for detection of activated regions in the brain, on both simulated and 
real fMRI data, are reported to support the effectiveness of the proposed ideas.
Chapter 6 presents a novel technique for blind source separation by incorporating spar­
sity. The proposed method is based on the assumption that each source can be sparsely 
represented in a specific dictionary. Unlike the existing related methods, the sparsifying 
dictionaries are not available a priori. Therefore, the proposed method fuses dictionary 
learning into the source separation process. An iterative algorithm is proposed which is 
able to adaptively learn sparsifying dictionaries for each source whilst separating them. 
The experimental results on both 1-D and 2-D signals are reported at the end of the chap­
ter. The results reveal that the proposed method performs well and is able to denoise the 
sources as well as to separate them.
Finally, in Chapter 7 the work presented herein is summarized and some future research 
directions are proposed.
Chapter 2
Sparsity-based Approaches for 
Single and Multichannel Signals
2.1 Overview
Sparse signal analysis is currently one of the most attractive and emerging area of research 
in signal and image processing and machine learning communities. The term sparse in 
signal processing context refers to the case where signals/images (or any type of data, 
in general) have merely few non-zero components with respect to the total number of 
components. There are many types of signals or images in nature with underlying sparse 
structure which makes the sparse signal analysis meaningful. The sparsity property is 
greatly useful in many different aspects. For example, sparse signals, when compressed, 
require less storage space, and thus their transmission is much more efficient. Also, the 
sparse signals if distorted/mixed with noise or other signals can be recovered more ac­
curately compared with non-sparse signals. All these advantages lead the sparse signal 
analysis to become one of the hot fast-growing areas of research. In this chapter, we aim 
at introducing the theory and details of the main methods which have been developed in 
different research areas and give a picture of what currently is emerging. However, the 
materials of this chapter are the foundations of what we will describe in the subsequent 
chapters.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Next section starts with introducing the definitions 
of compressed sensing. Then, the theoretical aspects are discussed followed by description
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of the existing sparse recovery algorithms. In section 2.3, dictionary learning framework 
with its major existing methods are explained. The fundamentals of BSS problem with 
existing algorithms are reviewed in section 2.4. Finally, the summary and conclusions are 
given in section 2.5.
2.2 Compressive sensing
The well-known Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [3,2] states that in order to preserve 
the underlying information in the signal, it must be acquired with a sampling rate of at 
least twice the signal bandwidth. This theorem has been the core of almost all sampling 
devices for many years. Recently, the new theory of compressed sensing [4,19] has emerged 
which brings new findings regarding signal sampling. This theory states that for certain 
type of signals one can recover the original samples from fewer ‘measurements’ than those 
required by Nyquist-Shannon theory. Compressed sensing is valid for signals with under­
lying sparse structure. In addition, the term ‘measurements’ (or measurement vector) in 
this context is referred to few linear combinations of the original signal samples. Beside 
sparsity requirement, the acquisition process should be carried out under some criteria. 
In general, few random projections of a sparse signal are enough to recover the original 
signal. However, the following questions arise which should be answered; what kinds of 
random distributions are suitable? how many measurements are enough for the exact 
recovery? what are the methods that can recover the original signals from the compressed 
measurements? In what follows the above issues are addressed in detail.
The basic compressed sensing scenario can be expressed as follows. Assume a one­
dimensional signal^ X e which can be represented sparsely in a known transform 
domain (e.g. Fourier, or wavelet)^. Although x  can be sparse in the current domain (e.g. 
time, or pixel), we always assume that x  is sparse in a known transform domain, unless 
otherwise stated. The sparsifying transform can be expressed in matrix form denoted by 
q, g with Ÿ containing m  columns vectors of length n < m. The case of
n < m is treated as overcomplete sparse representation. Considering the above notations.
^Image pixels can be rearranged to a one-dimensional format.
^In addition to known transform domains, the signal may be sparse with respect to a learned dictionary. 
This case will be discussed in detail in the subsequent sections of this chapter.
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the signal x  can be expressed as:
m
X =  ^  (2.1)
2 = 1
where s 6 is a column vector of sparse coefficients, having merely k m  non-zero 
samples. Clearly, x  is the representation of the signal in non-sparse domain (e.g. time, 
space) and s is the representation in sparse domain (e.g. wavelet, frequency). The signal 
X is called k-spoxse since it can be generated as a linear combination of only k  vectors 
from 'S'. Here, the signal s is called exact-sparse since it has k non-zeros and the rest of 
the elements are exactly equal to zero. However, there might be some cases where the 
coefficient vector s includes only few large components and many small coefficients. In this 
case, X  is treated as a compressible signal and sparse approximation methods are applied.
Now consider the acquisition process in which the measurements y  G with p < n 
are computed as a set of linear measurements from x. This process is mathematically 
expressed as:
y  =  $X =  =  ©s (2.2)
where $  G R^^” is called the measurement matrix (or sensing matrix) and y  is treated 
as measurements. Figure 2.1 depicts a graphical representation of the basic CS model, 
which clearly implies that y  of length p < n is a compressed version of x. It is important 
to note that CS model is non-adaptive. It means that the measurement matrix does not 
basically depend on the signal x. This has the advantage of universality of this sampling 
method. However, the minimum possible number of measurements p and the structure of 
#  are two critical factors which should be determined based upon some specific criteria 
which will be later discussed in detail.
Assume sampling of a signal using the above scheme and then transmitting the measure­
ments y  via an available media. The second crucial task (at the receiver) is to recover 
(decode) the original samples x  with the knowledge about the measurements y and the 
measurement matrix $ . The recovery problem is ill-conditioned since the number of avail­
able measurements p is less than the number of unknown samples n. However, several 
methods have been proposed to tackle this problem. In the following sections we first
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Figure 2.1: Graphical schematic of the basic compressed sensing model.
describe the sampling conditions leading to an exact (or approximate) recovery, and then 
elaborate on the current recovery techniques in the CS literature.
2.2 .1  D esign  o f  th e  m easu rem en t m atrix
A successful reconstruction requires a suitable measurement matrix. One of the important 
characteristics of a suitable measurement matrix is that it should be incoherent with the 
sparsifying matrix. In other words, the mutual coherence between $  and 4 ,^ definable as:
max max , (2.3)
where indicates the vector inner product, should be as small as possible.
The above expression gives the largest correlation between any two elements of $  and 
4 .^ Incoherence is a variant interpretation of “uncertainty principle” which states that 
a signal cannot be simultaneously concentrated in two generic domains (e.g. time and 
frequency). In fact, signals that have a sparse representation in must be spread out 
in the domain in which they are acquired. For example, a spike in the time domain is 
spread out in the frequency domain and vice versa. In other words, incoherence means 
that unlike the signal of interest, the sampling/sensing waveforms have an extremely dense 
representation in [20]. Therefore, the sampling operator $  must be incoherent with Ÿ 
to be able to capture the useful information content embedded in the sparse version, i.e. 
s, and compressed in a small number of measurements, i.e. y.
Another necessary and related condition for a measurement matrix is called Restricted
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Isometry Property (RIP) [19,21,22,23] defined as follows:
D efin ition  2.1. Let @ t, with T  c  { 1 ,... m }, be the n  x |T| submatrix obtained by extract­
ing the columns from  © corresponding to the indices in T.^ Also, subvector sj- consists of 
the corresponding coefficients in s. The k-restricted isometry constant 0 < < 1 o/ © is
the smallest quantity such that
(1 -  Sk) ||st||2  < Il®rsr|l2 < (1 +  4 )  ||s r |l2 , (2-4)
for all subsets T  with \T\ < k and corresponding coefficients in s.
RIP ensures that for a proper isometry constant, any |T| < k subset of columns in © 
is nearly orthogonal. Near-orthogonality of all subsets of columns from © equivalently 
means smaller mutual coherence between the columns of © which is essential for a CS 
system as discussed at the beginning of this section.
An equivalent description of RIP is that a matrix $  obeys RIP if Sk is not too close to 
one [20]. In this case the measurement matrix would approximately preserve the Euclidean 
norms of all possible fc-sparse signals holding (2.4). Consequently, these vectors cannot 
be in the null space^ of $ ,  and hence, the unique recovery is guaranteed [20,24]. As an 
example, consider that we want to acquire A;-sparse signals with ©. Suppose that 02k 
is sufficiently less than one. This implies that all pairwise Euclidean distances between 
A:-sparse signals must comply with:
( 1  -  02k) ||si -  S 2 II2  <  | | 0 S i  -  © S 2 II2  <  (1 +  <^2&) ||si -  S 2 II2  • (2.5)
This is an encouraging fact which guarantees the existence of efficient and robust algo­
rithms for discriminating fc-sparse signals based on their compressive measurements [20]. 
It is shown in [25] that Sk can be obtained as
Sk=  max m ax||(© y© T - 1 ) s t L  s.t. IjsrlL =  1  (2 .6 )
^|T| indicates the size of the set T.
“^ For b  =  A x , the Null space of the n x m  matrix A  is defined as: W (A) =  {x  €  R”' : A x  =  Ô}. Note
that 0 is a zero vector.
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with I as the identity matrix.
Unfortunately, direct verification of RIP for a given matrix is not feasible. It requires 
(k )  times computation of (2.4) for each possible combinations of k non-zeros in s (note 
that the locations of non-zeros are unknown). Nevertheless, it has been shown that there 
are some matrices satisfying both RIP and incoherence property with high probability. 
W ith respect to incoherence property, there can be found some desirable pairs which 
have a small coherence, such as: spike and Fourier, spike and sinusoid, or wavelet and 
noiselet [20]. However, it is surprising to say that random matrices with independent 
and identically distributed (i.i.d) entries are largely incoherent with any fixed sparsifying 
matrix. More importantly, they obey the RIP with high probability [20,24,4,22,26]. In 
particular, we name some of the widely used measurement matrices here:
• Random Gaussian matrices. It has been proven in [27, 28] that for a $  of i.i.d 
Gaussian entries with zero mean and variance 1/p the condition p >  C ■ k-  log(n/p) 
leads to an exact recovery. C is a constant with possible numerical values discussed 
in [21] as a function of the ratio p/n . Furthermore, the exact reconstruction for both 
fc-sparse and compressible signals is guaranteed with overwhelming probability.
• Binary matrices. The same conditions can be applied to Bernoulli matrices [29] with 
independent entries taking values ± l/fy p  with probability P{(f)ij =  ± l/^Jp) =  1/2.
•  Random Fourier ensembles. As another example, we refer to Fourier ensembles which 
are obtained by selecting p re-normalized rows from n x n discrete Fourier transform, 
with the condition p > C • k ■ (log n)^ [27], where C is a computable constant. 
This kind of random ensembles is useful in applications where reconstruction of 
a digital signal or image from incomplete Fourier data [22] is of interest. Some 
examples are biomedical imaging (MR! and computerized tomography), astronomy 
(interferometric imaging), and geophysical exploration [30,10,31,8].
In addition to the above findings on the advantages of random sampling in satisfying 
RIP and incoherence, the universality of random matrices is attractive too. In fact, for a 
random i.i.d Gaussian $  the matrix © =  is also i.i.d Gaussian, for any and thus, 
$  is universal and can be applied to any type of signals regardless of the choice of
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Besides sampling issues discussed above, the sparse recovery of the original signal from 
the compressed measurements is a crucial task and is addressed next.
2 .2 .2  S ignal recovery
A proper signal recovery method must be able to reconstruct the sparse vector s (or 
equivalently x) using the knowledge about y, $ , ’Î ' and possibly the number of non­
zeros, i.e. k. Since the number of measurements is less than the number of unknowns, 
this recovery problem is considered as an underdetenrnined linear system  which is ill- 
conditioned in general and cannot be solved easily. We here first look at some possible 
solutions to this system and then describe those methods which are used for the sparse 
recovery problem.
2 .2 .3  U n d erd eterm in ed  linear sy stem s
Recall the problem of recovery of s from y  and definition of the following linear underde­
termined system of equations:
yi On 012
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(2.7)
Since the number of equations (i.e. p) is less than the number of unknowns (i.e. m) the 
above problem does not have a unique solution in general; if y  is not in the span of the 
columns of 0 ,  there is no solution for (2.7), otherwise it has infinitely many solutions. In 
order to avoid the ‘no-solution’ case we shall always assume that 0  is a full-rank matrix 
which ensures that the columns of 0  span the entire space W  [5].
The above underdetermined linear system appears in different areas such as in BSS with 
less sensors than sources, and inverse problems [32]. It is obvious that we are always 
interested in a single solution for this problem. This however is only achievable if a priori 
knowledge about the properties of the desired solution is available. In this case, we are able 
to constrain the problem (2.7) and design a method to choose only one of those infinite
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number of solutions that best matches the constraining criteria. An appropriate way to 
impose a constraint into the above problem is to utilize the following general optimization 
problem [5]:
min (s) subject to y  =  ©s (2.8)
where J{s)  is a cost function which should be minimized and it is defined depending on 
the expected solution and the available constraints. One of the popular constraints which 
can be used in (2.8) is the squared Euclidean norm (or equivalently ^2 -norm):
min ||s | | 2  s.t. y  =  ©s. (2.9)
The above classic optimization problem emphasizes on the solution that has minimum 
energy which is described in the form of squared Euclidean norm of s. This problem 
has a closed-form solution which can be obtained as follows. Considering the Lagrange 
multipliers, we define the Lagrangian:
-^(s) =  I|sll2  +  A^ (0 s  -  y ) , (2.10)
where A is the lagrange multipliers for the constraint set. Then, the gradient of ZI(s) with 
respect to s gives:
V s > C ( x )  =  2s +  0 ^ A . (2.11)
Setting (2.11) to zero gives the solution
s =  - i© ^ A ,  (2.12)
which if plugged into the constraint y =  0 s  leads to
y  =  0 s  =  - i 0 0 ^ A  => A = - 2 ( 0 0 ^ )  ^y (2.13)
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And finally, inserting this into (2.12) gives the well-known closed form pseudo-inverse 
solution:
s =  © ^ (0 © ^ )“ ^y =  0^y. (2.14)
Also, note that the above solution is valid if 0  is full-rank and consequently the matrix 
0 0 ^  is positive-definite and and thus invertible. Unfortunately, s =  ©fy, is not neces­
sarily sparse and its components are spread over the entire signal. The reason of occurring 
this phenomenon is that f 2 -norm does not allow s to have concentrated energy in few com­
ponents, but finds a signal s in which all elements convey a low energy—corresponding to 
elements with small amplitudes.
In order to find a sparse solution for (2.8) we should replace J {s)  with a term which 
measures the sparsity of s rather than its energy. One simple measure of sparsity can 
be the number of non-zeros and constraining the algorithm to find an s with minimum 
number of non-zeros. This seems logical and can be mathematically expressed using the 
^o-norm such that:
mm|ls||o s.t. y  =  0 s , (2.15)
where ||s|Io is the ^o-norm and counts the number of non-zeros of s. Although the defini­
tion of problem (2.15) seems to be correct, its solution is both NP-hard and numerically 
unstable [33]. The solution of (2.15) requires an exhaustive combinatorial search through 
all possible sparse s and choosing the one that satisfies y  =  0 s . Such exhaustive search 
is impractical and thus a different approach should be adopted to find s.
It is known that the constraint-set (i.e. the squared ^2 -norm) in problem (2.9) is strictly 
convex and thus the unique solution, though being extremely non-sparse, is guaranteed
[5,34]. In contrast, the £o-norm in (2.15) is a non-smooth constraint and highly non- 
convex and, thus, its solution requires an exhaustive search which is highly complex and 
nontrivial. Based on the above discussions, choosing a sparsity measure between £o-norm 
and ^2 -norm seems reasonable. Indeed, by relaxing the £o-norm to ^%-norm (a measure 
between £q and £2 ) and using it as the constraint in (2.8) we obtain an optimization
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Figure 2.2: Reconstruction of a sparse signal based on (a) ^i-norm and (b) 2^ -norm mini­
mization.
problem which is convex and can be uniquely solved:
min ||s||j s.t. y  =  ©s. (2.16)
The above optimization problem can be solved using linear programming techniques [21, 
19,4]. This solution is exact if the corresponding measurement matrix obeys the RIP with 
the bounds mentioned in the previous section. Figure 2.2 shows the results of £i and £2  
recovery for a signal ensemble which confirm the correctness of the former and non-sparse 
nature of the latter.
Complementary to the above discussion about the sparsity measures which can lead to a 
feasible solution, we here consider a more general norm measure, i.e. ^g-norm. As seen 
earlier f 2 -norm does not refiect any level of sparsity while .^o-norm presents a true (and 
rigid) measure of sparsity. In fact, as we move from £2  toward £q the sparsity constraint is 
better expressed, and thus, ^i-norm seems to be a moderate and reasonable choice (Note 
that any optimization based on .^Q-norm is NP-hard). However, for any 0 < g < 1 the 
following optimization problem can be solved leading to a sparse solution:
mm s s.t. y  =  0 s . (2.17)
Unfortunately, the non-convexity of the above problem grows as q approaches to zero 
and makes the sparse recovery problem intractable. Nevertheless, if it is known that £q- 
norm with a particular g is a suitable sparsity measure, then, (2.17) can be used as the 
minimization problem. In order to visualize the sparsity promotion for different values of
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Figure 2.3: The variations of |s|^ for different values of q. For g 0 the corresponding 
graph approaches a spike waveform which is 1 at s =  0 and zero elsewhere.
q we depicted |s|^ as a function of s for different values of q in Figure 2.3. It is seen that 
as Q —> 0  the system becomes more non-convex.
2 .2 .4  G e o m e try  o f  s p a rs e  re c o v e ry
In order to better understand why ^2 -norm does not lead to a sparse solution while £i- 
norm is a suitable choice, we geometrically analyze the effects of using different norms. 
Consider an illustrative example in 2-D space. In Figure 2.4 the translated null space, 
H = Af{G) -f s, is shown by dashed line with a random angle (due to randomness in 
matrix 0 ) .  In fact, this line is in a set of feasible solutions for (2.17), in 2-D space, and 
is defined by a set of linear equations forming the constraint, i.e. y  =  0 s . In other 
words, it is within this space that we look for the solution of problem (2.17) which can 
be achieved by blowing up the fg-ball. In this figure, the ^2 -ball and ^i-ball centered at 
origin are shown in parts (a) and (b), respectively. The solution to the problem (2.9) 
requires blowing up the ^2 -ball until contacting line 7{. This contact point is shown by a  
in Figure 2.4 (a). It is seen that a  is too far from the actual solution, i.e. s. In addition, 
the geometry of f 2 -hall does not lead to contacting the ball with H  on the axes and to 
detecting sparse solutions. In contrast, the geometry of ^i-ball allows contacting H  across 
the axes with high probability, and thus, detecting the sparse solutions. For ^g-ball with 
0 < g < 1 a similar result as observed for ^i-ball can be seen which is depicted in Figure 
2.4 (c) for q =  0.5. However, it is seen that as ç —> 0 the ball becomes non-convex. This
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Figure 2.4: Best approximation of a point in by a one-dimensional subspace H  using 
^g-norm with (a) g =  2, (b) g =  1, (c) g =  0.5, and (d) g =  0.
causes difficulty in solving (2.17) as clearly seen in 2.4 (d) for g =  0.
2 .2 .5  U n iq u en ess o f  sparse recovery
As already implied, if the measurement matrix obeys RIP and has a small mutual coher­
ence a successful recovery is achievable. Here, we discuss the conditions in which a unique 
sparse solution is guaranteed. We start by defining a key property called spark which is 
very important in the study of uniqueness. Spark of a matrix (e.g. 0 ) ,  defined in [35], is 
a way of characterizing the null space of 0  using the ^o-norm [5] and can be expressed as:
D efinition 2.2. The sm allest num ber o f linearly dependent columns from  a given  m a tr ix  
0  is called spark o f Q  and is denoted by sp a rk {& ).
Note the similarity between the spark and rank] rank of a matrix is defined as the ‘largest’
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number of linearly ‘independent’ columns. In spite of simple calculation of rank for a ma­
trix, the computation of spark is extremely difficult. Obtaining spark of a matrix requires 
a combinatorial search through all possible subsets of its columns which is exhaustive. 
Numerically speaking, obtaining rank of © requires m  steps, while for spark one needs 
2"  ^ steps. However, theoretical analysis of uniqueness of sparse solutions can be best de­
scribed by using the definition of spark. It can be inferred from the definition of spark 
that the vectors in the null space of matrix © must satisfy Hs||o > spark{&). The reason 
for this claim is that the vectors located in the null space (i.e. the vectors which sat­
isfy {s : ©s =  0}) use linear combinations of columns of © to produce the zero vector, 
and therefore, the minimum number of non-zeros in these vectors cannot be smaller than 
spark(@). The uniqueness results of the sparse solutions using spark can be defined as:
Theorem  2.1. (see [5,35,36]) Among all solutions of a system of linear equations ©s =  y , 
the one that satisfies ||s|lo < ^spark(@) is necessarily the sparsest possible.
Proof, (see [5]) Assume there exist another solution u satisfying the same linear system
©u =  y. In this case, the vector s — u must be in the null space of © leading to
©(s — u) =  0. Based on spark definition we conclude that
||s||o +  ||ul|o > ||s -  u||o > spark{@). (2.18)
The above inequality states that the number of non-zeros in the difference vector, i.e.
s — u, cannot exceed the sum of the number of non-zeros in s and u, individually. Since 
we already assumed to have a solution that satisfies ||s||o < spark{©)/2, thus, any other 
solution such as u must include more than spark{& )/2  non-zeros, and therefore, s is the 
sparsest solution. □
By definition, spark is in the range 2 < spark{@) < m -t-1, and it has been shown that for 
a random i.i.d Gaussian matrix with m  columns the spark is equal to m -f-1 [5]. Although 
spark is a very useful criterion for evaluating the uniqueness of a sparse solution, it cannot 
be easily calculated. Indeed, it requires a combinatorial exhaustive search which is as diffi­
cult as that for solving ^o-norm minimization (2.15). It is worth mentioning that spark has 
a simple relation with the mutual coherence. Thanks to the simplicity of obtaining mutual 
coherence for a given matrix, a proper insight about spark and consequently uniqueness
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of the sparse solution can be achieved. Beside the concise description of mutual coherence 
introduced earlier in (2.3) we here define a more comprehensive definition which will be 
used hereafter throughout the thesis:
D efin ition  2.3. (see [5,35]) For a matrix © =  the mutual coherence is defined
as the maximum absolute value and normalized inner product between all columns in © 
which can be described as:
The above definition implies that mutual coherence characterizes the dependencies between 
the columns of a given matrix and can be used to determine a lower-bound for spark:
Lemma 2.1. (see [5,35]) For any matrix ©, the following relationship holds:
spark{@) > 1 4 -  (2 .2 0 )
Proof, (see [5]) Consider the Gram matrix defined as G =  ©^©, with © indicating the 
column-normalized version of 0 .  The maximum absolute off-diagonals of G is equivalent 
to /i(©). In addition, the Gram matrix satisfies:
{gu =  1, 1 < « < m} and { |% | < p{@) : l < i j  < m , i ^  j }  (2.21)
Consider an arbitrary sub-Gram matrix of size d x d from 0  which can be obtained by 
choosing a subgroup of d <  m columns from ©. Based on the Gershgorin disk theo­
rem^ [37], this sub-Gram matrix is positive definite if Vi : \gij\ < \gn\, thus, the cor­
responding d columns from © are linearly independent. The positive definiteness of every 
d x d  sub-Gram matrix is satisfied if 1 > (d—1)//(©), or equivalently d < 14-l///(© ), which 
means d =  1-f l//i(© ) is the smallest possible number of columns that may cause linear de­
pendency. This condition can be related to spark by: spark{@) > d - f l  > H - l / / / ( 0 ) .  □
W ith regard to the above discussions, an analogy to Theorem 2.1 can be deduced based 
on the mutual coherence:
®Gershgorin’s disks for a general m x m  matrix G are defined as m  disks centered at gu with radiuses 
IsuT Gershgorin’s disks theorem states that all eigenvalues of G must lie within the union of these 
disks [5j.
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T h eo rem  2.2. (see [5,35,36]) Among all solutions of a system of linear equations ©s =  y, 
the one that satisfies ||s||Q > ^(1 +  necessarily the sparsest possible.
The importance of the above Theorem is in simplicity of computing /i(©) using (2.19) 
which allows a fair analysis of uniqueness.
2.2 .6  M ajor sparse recovery  approaches
The major algorithmic approaches for sparse recovery problem are divided into two cate­
gories: greedy techniques and convex-relaxation methods. The first family of algorithms 
relies on an iterative scheme to compute the support® of the sparse solution and use 
of pseudo-inverse of the measurement matrix. These algorithms are relatively fast, but 
not very accurate especially for the case of compressible signals. The second family of 
sparse recovery techniques applies optimization techniques to solve a relaxed version of 
the sparse recovery problem—such as (2.16), or other variations. These algorithms are 
computationally demanding but are more accurate than greedy techniques.
G reedy  approaches
Since the vector s is sparse and has only k non-zero elements, one can generate y  by 
multiplying k columns of 0  by A: corresponding non-zeros of s. In other words, it is 
adequate to identify the k columns corresponding to k non-zero elements in s to be able 
to recover s from y. This, however, requires an exhaustive search through all possible 
sparse s which is impractical. The greedy approaches abandon such exhaustive search by 
iteratively computing the support of the sparse signal and constructing it by identifying the 
k important columns from 0 .  Initialized by S(o) =  0, they iteratively estimate a sparse 
S(c) with c non-zeros (the subscript c in the parentheses indicates the c-th iteration). 
This estimation is carried out by first identifying the most active column from © and 
maintaining it in an active set. This set is then expanded in each iteration by adding new 
active columns from ©. The active column (denoted by 0*) is the one that minimizes the 
residual norm, i.e. ||y — 0*g*||2. In other words, at each iteration, a column of © which 
contains most of the energy of the measurement vector y is determined and added to the
’The support of s with length m  is defined as: 5  =  supportfs} =  { % € { ! , . . . ,  m } : Si ^  0}.
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A lgo rithm  2.1: Greedy-type OMP algorithm for sparse recovery problem [5]. 
In p u t; M easurement m atrix $ ,  sparsifying m atrix and the measurement vector y .
1 Initialization:
2  •  Set iteration counter c =  0;
3 •  Set the solution S(o) =  0;
4 •  Set 0  =
5 •  Set residual F(o) =  y;
6 •  Set solution support «So =  support{s(o)} =  0;
T repeat
c — c Ij
Compute the errors e(j)  =  min^ .^ \ \6jZj  — r (c_ i ) | | 2  for all j  using the optim al choice
Find a minimizer, jo  of e{j)  : V j  ^ «Sc-i, e{jo) <  e{j),  and update <Sc =  «Sc-i U {jq}; 
Com pute S(c) as the minimizer of ||y  — © slU  s.t. support{s} =  «Sc;
U pdate the residual and compute: F(c) = y — 0S(c);
13 u n t i l  stopping criterion is met]
O u tp u t: E stim ated sparse vector s =  S(c).
set. This process is repeated either for k times, where k is the number of non-zeros, or 
until the residual error falls below a predefined threshold. One of the most popular greedy 
algorithms which uses the above procedure for sparse estimation of compressed signals is 
orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [38,39,40]. It is a fast sparse recovery technique with 
many variants which have been extensively used in many fields [41,42,43,44,45,46,47]. 
A basic description of OMP is shown in Algorithm 2.1. Regardless of the simplicity of 
greedy approaches, the performance of these methods is not guaranteed in general, and 
decreases with any increase in noise.
Convex relaxation techniques
As discussed earlier, the sparse recovery can become tractable by relaxing the highly 
discontinued fo-based problem (2.15), to a smooth approximation. This can be achieved by 
replacing ^o-norm with £i or fg-norm. One of the examples of such regularizations, which 
involve replacing ^Q-norm with ^g-norm for some fixed g € [ 0  1 ], is focal underdetermined 
system solver (FOCUSS) [36,48,49] which seeks a local minimum of the ^g-norm by using 
an iterative re-weighted least squares (IRLS) scheme. FOCUSS is a practical technique 
for sparse recovery, however, it is not clearly known in which circumstances the obtained 
solution using FOCUSS will be a good approximation to the global minimum of (2.15) [5].
Another well-known and widely used family of optimization methods which tackles the
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^i-norm problem, i.e. (2.16), is called basis pursuit (BP). These methods utilize linear 
programming (LP) for this purpose [21] with guaranteed performance in obtaining the 
global minimum of (2.15) [5]. The general solvers for LPs are: primal-dual interior- 
point, simplex, or homotopy approaches [50,51]. The performance and stability of these 
techniques are much higher than those of greedy algorithms since they obtain the global 
solution of a well-defined optimization problem. On the other hand, they are far more 
complicated than greedy techniques and thus very slow.
A  p rim al-d u a l in te r io r  p o in t a lgo rithm
Another widely used variation of the ^i-minimization problem (2.16) can be represented 
by the following unconstrained problem called basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) [50]:
m m ||y - © s | | 2  +  A ||s ||i, (2.22)
where A is a positive scalar. One of the convex optimization techniques to solve the above 
problem was proposed in [50] which attempts to solve (2.22) using LPs with a primal-dual 
interior point method [34]. This algorithm is suitable for the recovery of both compressible 
and exact-sparse signals. In what follows we describe the proposed algorithm in [50].
Chen et al [50] first change the original BPDN problem (2.22) into a quadratic program­
ming problem by substituting s =  s+ — s_ and A ||s||]  ^ =  Al^s:
min llbjlg +  A l^s s.t. § > 0 ,  (2.23)
where s+ and s_ are positive and negative portions of s, respectively. Also, s =  [s^,s^]^,
1 is a 2m X1 column vector of all ones, b  =  y - As where A  =  [©, -© ]. The nonnegativity
constraint in (2.23) can be replaced by a logarithmic-barrier penalty, yielding:
2m
min ||b | | 2  +  AÏ^s -  ^  ^  log sp (2.24)
’ i=i
where the scalar /? > 0 is called barrier parameter. Verifying the KKT (Karush-Kuhn- 
Tucker) conditions for the above problem yields:
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:= —A ^b — z -j- A1 — 0 (2.25)
F2  := y  — A s — b =  0
rs := /?! —S§Z§1 =  0
where s > 0 and z > 0. Also S§ and Z§ are diagonal matrices of size 2m  x 2m and are 
obtained by setting their diagonal elements to s and z, respectively. The variables in the 
above non-linear system of equations are called the primal: s, the dual: b, and the dual 
slack: z.
Since applying Newton’s method to solve the non-linear system (2.25) for each P is pro­
hibitively computationally expensive, it is typical to provide an approximate solution for 
it with a given P and then decrease the value of p. To do this, the Newton direction
(Ab, Az, As) is obtained by solving the following system of linear equations [50]:
r i  := A ^A b + Az (2.26)
r 2  := AA s -I- Ab 
ra := Z§As -f S§Az.
The update of the variables can then be obtained by:
g ( n e » )  ^  s  +  7 a » A s  ( 2 . 2 7 )
=  b  +  7 » 6 z A b
,{new) = z 4- 7 0 : 6 2  Az
where 7  E [ 0  1 ], Og > 0 , and > 0  should be chosen so that and are always
positive. Common choices for Og and o^z are [50]:
Og =  min { -S i/A s i}  (2.28)
i:A si< 0
abz = min { -Z i/A z i}
i:A zi<0
It is empirically shown in [50] that 7  =  0.99 is an appropriate choice. In addition, the 
parameter P should be updated during the algorithm by =  ( 1  — min{7 , Og, abz})P-
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Finding the Newton direction (i.e. solving (2.27)) is the most important and complicated 
task in obtaining the sparse solution. According to (2.26), A b is the solution of
(14- AWA^)Ab =  (rg -  A(Z^^ra -  W ri)), (2.29)
where I is the identity matrix and W  =  Z^^S§ is a diagonal matrix. An iterative conjugate 
gradient (CG) solver can be performed to solve (2.29) [50]. One motivation to use CO 
for this purpose is that the multiplication by A and A^ is relatively fast. The Newton 
direction for other variables are also obtained by Az =  ri — A^Ab and As =  Z^^(rg — 
SAz).
After obtaining these directions, the new variables can be updated using (2.27), and this 
process is iteratively repeated until a stopping criterion is met. One possible stopping 
criterion is when the following three conditions are satisfied for a small cq > 0 :
Primal feasibility : < eo (2.30)
Dual feasibility : I + ] |^  < eo
Duality gap ; < eo-
Iterative shrinkage approaches
In contrast to the previous method which is computationally demanding and uses linear 
programming, an alternative family of much simpler algorithms, called iterative shrinkage 
[52,53,54,55,56], has been recently emerged which attempts to solve (2.22). The iterative 
shrinkage methods (also called iterative thresholding (IT)) fundamentally use an iterative 
scheme comprising of a multiplication by © and its adjoint, and a simple scalar shrinkage 
step. The shrinkage operation, which is a kind of sparsification, sets to zero those elements 
that fall below a threshold and leaves the remaining elements untouched. IT  methods are 
as simple and efficient as greedy methods. However, their performance guarantee is weaker 
than that of convex relaxation techniques. Algorithm 2 . 2  is a basic illustration of iterative 
shrinkage methods.
Note that S k r { . } ,  shown in Algorithm 2.2, is a nonlinear component-wise operator which 
shrinks those components which fall below a specific threshold. The following shrinkage
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A lgo rithm  2 .2 : Iterative thresholding algorithm.
In p u t: Measurement m atrix sparsifying m atrix and the measurement vector y .
1 Initialization:
2  •  Set iteration counter c =  0;
3 •  Set the solution S(q) =  0;
4 •  Set ©  =
5 r e p e a t
6 
7
c =  c +  1;
S(c) = 5Ar{s(c_i) + 0^y -  0^0S(c_i)}; 
8 u n t i l stopping criterion is met\
O u tp u t:  E stim ated sparse vector s  =  S(c).
techniques are common in the literature, however, soft-thresholding and hard-thresholding 
are dominantly used in compressed sensing framework [56]:
Hard-thresholding [57]:
, , æ for |æ| > A;
Sfirxix} =  ^ (2.31)
0  otherwise.
• Soft-thresholding [57]:
Sfir)^{x} — <
X — sgn{æ}A for |rc| > A; 
0  otherwise.
(2.32)
with sgn{.} as the signum function. 
Abramovich thresholding [58]:
sgn{a:}\/a:2 -  A^  for jæ| > A; 
0  otherwise.
(2.33)
Nonnegative Garrotte thresholding [59]:
=  (2.34)
0  otherwise.
Figure 2.5 depicts the corresponding graphs for the above thresholding techniques.
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Figure 2.5: Examples of thresholding techniques for different threshold values.
One of the inspiring shrinkage methods for solving the sparse recovery problem (2 .2 2 ) is 
obtained using (2.31) and is called iterative hard-thresholding (IHT) [56]. In [60], Blu- 
mensath et al. have proven the following theorem which specifies the recovery conditions 
using IHT method:
T h eo rem  2.3. (see [60]) For a noisy measurement vector y  =  0 s  -t- e, with a 0  obeying 
RIP with 5sk < l /\/3 2 , IH T guarantees to recover an approximation S(c), at c-th iteration, 
which satisfies:
(2.35)
where s* is the best approximation of s with no more than k non-zeros, and:
h  5 ||s -  s* | | 2  4- ||s -  +  Ijellg . (2.36)
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In addition, the accuracy of the estimated sparse signal after maximum ofC = [*log2  
iterations ([•], is ceiling operator) will be:
II® “  ®(C)ll2  -  ^ 1^1® “  8 * ^ 2  +  II® “  8 *lll +  Il®ll2 ^ • (2.37)
Furthermore, it has been mentioned in [60] that for exact-sparse vector s and noiseless 
measurements (i.e. e =  0), the IHT algorithm converges to the exact solution. It is also 
worth to note that direct use of Algorithm 2 . 2  is not always appropriate and the algorithm 
may not converge. A remedy to this problem is to use a small step-size ^ at each iteration 
and execute:
S(c) =  5Ar{S(c_i) -b C -  ®^©S(c_i))}. (2.38)
The above scheme invokes more number of iterations, however, it stabilizes the algorithm 
and improves the performance [56].
Block coordinate relaxation algorithm
Block coordinate relaxation (BCR) [61] is another simple yet efficient algorithm for solving 
BPDN problem (2.22). BCR was designed for the cases where 0  is a union of several 
unitary (orthonormal) matrices. For simplicity, we here assume that 0  is composed of 
two unitary matrices, i.e. 0  =  [U,V]. Given that, the cost function in (2.22) can be 
re-written as:
= ||y — 0 s | | 2  +  A ||s||i (2.39)
=  ||y -  US(7 -  Vsyllg + X ||S[/||^ 4- A |lsy||i =  J {su ,S y )
where su  and sy  are two parts of s corresponding to U  and V, respectively. The core idea 
in BCR is to minimize J { s u ,s y )  separately and alternately. Such a block-wise scheme 
enables the BCR algorithm to exploit unitary property of U  and V. By assuming that 
sy  is kept fixed, the closed-form solution (update) for su  can be simply obtained using
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soft-thresholding introduced in (2.32):
sy =  S/ir‘ {U ^ (y -  V sy)} (2.40)
Similarly and alternately, sy  can be computed as follows while su  is kept fixed:
sy  =  3 « /{ V ^ (y - U s y ) } .  (2.41)
This simple alternating process is iteratively repeated (normally with a variable threshold 
in sHr{.} function) to monotonically reduce the overall cost function and it eventually 
converges to a global minimum [61]. The above alternate update can be easily extended 
for the case of union of more than two unitary matrices.
2.3 Dictionary learning
In the previous section we have introduced the compressed sensing problem and analyzed 
the conditions in which an accurate sparse recovery from the compressed measurements 
is achievable. In addition, we presented several tools to solve the sparse recovery problem 
when both measurement matrix $  and sparsifying matrix ^  are known and fixed. We now 
move to the dictionary learning (DL) framework, where mathematically is seen as a matrix 
factorization problem. Given a set of training data, the task of DL is to decompose this 
set into a dictionary and a set of sparse coefficients. In other words, the aim in dictionary
learning framework is to find a suitable dictionary which can sparsely represent a specific
set of data.
The problem of learning a set of basis for a specific type of data was first introduced by 
Olshausen and Field in [62]. In DL we assume that there are a number of available training 
vectors X  =  [x i,.. .Xjv] =  {x^}^i E The aim is to seek a dictionary D e
with n < m , such that each signal x  ^ can be sparsely represented in D. This problem can 
be formally expressed as follows:
min ||X -  D S ||^  s.t. ||s^||o < A;, Vz E { ! . . . # } ,  (2.42)
( D ,S )
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where S =  [s i,. . .  s^r] =  {si}^ i E includes the sparse coefficient vectors admitting
only k non-zeros. It is worth noting that signal dimensions, i.e. n  and m, are normally 
much smaller than the number of samples N . Additionally, the columns of the dictionary 
are referred to as atoms and are constrained to have unit ^2 -norms.
A precise look at the above DL problem reveals the resemblance between (2.42) and the 
sparse recovery problem (i.e. (2.15)) in previous section. Indeed, both problems are 
underdetermined but the available materials are different; in (2.15), the matrix © =  
is known, but ‘one’ input signal (i.e. y) is available, and the requirement is to estimate 
sparse coefficients, only. In contrast, the DL problem (2.42) does not have access to 
dictionary D. Instead, it takes advantages of accessing to multiple number of signals 
and should estimate both dictionary and sparse coefficients.^ It is true to say 
that DL deals with a broader sparse-inducing problem which involves a sparse recovery 
stage (we will find out more about this fact later in this thesis). Similar to the sparse 
recovery problem in previous section, the fg-norm in (2.42) might be replaced with or 
^g-norm, where appropriate. Regardless of this possible change, the formulation (2.42) has 
other alternatives in the literature, too, some of which are:
min ||X -  D SIll +  ( E  l%l" 1 - (2 43)
with 0 < a < l ,  6 > 1  [63], or
min llsillo s.t. ||X  -  D S ||^  < e, (2.44)
where e is a fixed scalar and denotes the reconstruction error [64].
Before moving to the next section and reviewing the major algorithmic approaches in this 
framework, let us shortly discuss about the well-posedness of the DL problem. Assume 
that a sufficiently diverse database of training signals is available. Aharon et al. have 
shown in [65] that problem (2.44) with e =  0 has a unique solution (up to re-scaling and 
permutation of columns of D) subject to spark(D)/2 > k, where k is the maximum non­
zeros in each column of S. These conditions imply that as long as the dictionary atoms
^For notational clarity, we denote by D , the learned sparsifying dictionaries, and ’I', the known sparsi­
fying basis (e.g. Fourier, wavelet, etc.).
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are sufficiently incoherent, then, the dictionary learning is successful. Similar results have 
been observed in [6 6 ] which confirms the effectiveness of having incoherent dictionary 
atoms.
2 .3 .1  P ro m  v e c to r  q u a n tiz a t io n  to  d ic t io n a ry  le a rn in g
In order to give a better insight into the dictionary learning problem we bring the reader’s 
attention to the classical problem of vector quantization (VQ)—or clustering. There is a 
fundamental relationship between the problem of clustering and the dictionary learning 
problem [64,67,68]. In VQ, the aim is to learn m clusters from a set of available vectors 
The learned clusters, shown by [ d i , . .. ,d ^ ], are interpreted as descriptors and 
each data sample can be best (in terms of Euclidean distance) represented by one of the 
clusters. This implies that only one atom is allowed in the signal decomposition, and 
therefore, S is an extremely sparse matrix and its columns must only admit one non-zero 
with amplitude one. There exists a clustering method with a milder condition, called 
‘gain-shape’ VQ [69], in which the coefficients are allowed to have diflîerent amplitudes 
and not necessarily be one [64]. Milder than that is to allow sparse coefficients with k > 1 
non-zeros and any arbitrary amplitude. This scenario is what we encounter in dictionary 
learning framework where the given data samples are to be sparsely represented by a set 
of learned atoms. Hence, it is true to claim that the dictionary learning problem is a 
generalized form of vector quantization.
2 .3 .2  M a jo r  d ic t io n a ry  le a rn in g  a p p ro a c h e s
Now, it is the time to review the existing approaches for the dictionary learning problem 
stated above. Recall from section 2.2.6 that the sparse recovery problem with ^g-norm 
constraint is non-convex in general, and one can relax it to a convex problem by using 
fi-norm instead. The situation in dictionary learning is worse; even if the fy-norm is 
replaced with £g-norm in (2.44) or (2.43), the dictionary learning problem would not be 
jointly convex in (D ,S). However, it can be convex, with respect to either D  or S, when 
the other is fixed. In this case, an optimization method which alternates between D and 
S to minimize the corresponding cost function can estimate both dictionary and sparse 
coefficients. This is a common strategy called “alternating minimization” and is widely
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used in this framework. The optimization with respect to when D  is fixed, is the
same as sparse recovery problem, but for multiple signals. Therefore, any of the introduced 
techniques in section 2.2.6 of this thesis can be used. However, the estimation (or learning) 
of D, when S is fixed, should be pursued using different approaches which will be discussed 
next.
M O D  a lgo rithm
The method of optimal directions (MOD) [70] is an alternating minimization approach to 
solve (2.42). It is an improved version of the pioneering work by Olshausen and Field [62] 
for the study of the receptive fields of simple cells. Each iteration of MOD involves a 
sparse coding step for updating during which D  is fixed. This step is carried out
using a pursuit algorithm such as OMP. After completion of this step, S is kept fixed and 
a “least square” approach is applied to update D;
D(c) =  argimn ||X  -  DS(c)||^. (2.45)
The solution to (2.45), at c-th iteration, is simply obtained using the pseudo-inverse of 
S(c>:
D(c) =  X Sf„ (2.46)
The above two-step loop should be repeated until a convergence criterion is met. However, 
in order to preserve the norms of dictionary columns a further step should be executed 
at each iteration of MOD to normalize the columns of D. Since the cost function (2.42) 
is invariant to re-scaling both the columns of D and the rows of S (i.e. replacing D  by 
D F and S by r~^S , where F is a positive definite diagonal matrix), such an update using 
(2.46) minimizes (2.42) with respect to D. However, the normalization step may increase 
the total approximation error [71] which is a drawback of MOD. Algorithm 2.3 gives a 
formal description of MOD.
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Algorithm  2.3: MOD dictionary learning algorithm.
In p u t: N  training vectors of length n: {xi}fLi.
1 Initialization:
2  •  Set iteration counter c =  0;
3 •  Set the sparse coefficient m atrix S(q) =  0;
4 •  Build up a random dictionary D (q) ;
5 •  Normalize the colum ns of D (q);
6 r e p e a t
9
10
c <—  c +  1;
U se OM P or any other sparse coding algorithm to  solve: 
S <—  argm ins ||X  -  D S ||^  s.t. Vi ||si||o <  fc;
U pdate the dictionary by computing: D  =  X S ^  (S S ^ )  
Normalize the colum ns of D ; 
u n t i l  stopping criterion is met;
O u tp u t: The dictionary D  and sparse coefficients S.
K -SV D  a lgo rithm
K-SVD is another inspiring dictionary learning method proposed by Aharon et al. in [64]. 
It is a generalization of K-means clustering (a well-known method in vector quantization 
settings [69]) and is named K-SVD due to utilizing singular value decomposition (SVD) 
inside the dictionary update part of the algorithm. Similar to other DL algorithms, K- 
SVD uses an alternating minimization scheme and involves two major steps: sparse coding 
and dictionary update. The sparse coding step is achieved similar to MOD using existing 
methods such as OMP or FOCUSS. Hence, we skip the description of this step here. 
However, the dictionary update step consists of a sequential column-by-column procedure, 
followed by a SVD operation which will be addressed in detail.
Suppose that d; is the Z-th column of D, the aim is to update it so that the Frobenius 
norm ||X — D S ||^  is minimized. We expand the matrix multiplication DS to summation 
of m  rank-1 multiplications to compute the error incurred by all columns of D and all 
rows of S except d; and s ,^ which leads to:
|X - D S | | i  = x - E V
3=1
X - E 4 d/x‘ E , - d , s ‘ (2.47)
where E/ =  X  — djS-^  is a residual obtained by considering all columns of D and all 
rows of S except d; and sK The idea in K-SVD is to apply the SVD to E/ in order to find
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the best approximation as a rank-1 matrix (i.e. updated version of d/s^) to significantly 
reduce (2.47). However, this step cannot be applied directly, since it may deteriorate the 
sparsity of previously updated (i.e. it may not preserve the number of non-zeros in s^). 
In order to avoid this risk, Aharon et al. [64] propose to choose a subset of E/ and define 
ujl as the group of indices where {%} are non-zero. The indices in this group refer to the 
training vectors {x^} that only use the atom d/ [64]:
U3i = { i: l < i < N ,  s i i ^ O } .  (2.48)
We defining Of as a matrix of size N  x |wf|, with |w(| indicating the size of set W(. The 
entries of Cli are zero everywhere, except those locations where ui has a non-zero element. 
Using fti, Aharon et al. [64] shrink the row vector by discarding the zero entries and 
obtaining which is of length \u)i\. Similarly, X/ =  X.fli is created that includes
a subset of the training vectors that are currently using the d/ atom. In addition, the 
residual matrix E/ is altered to E; =  E ;0( implying a selection of error columns that 
correspond to training vectors that use the atom d/ [64].
Returning to (2.47), Aharon et al. [64] suggest the minimization with respect to both d; 
and s*, but this time force the solution of to have the same support as the original 
and therefore propose to minimize
E f f 2 (  — d / s  Cli xlEl -  d;s (2.49)
In order to minimize (2.49), Ê/ is decomposed into Ê/ =  U A V ^ using SVD. Then, d( 
is updated as d  ^ =  u i, where u i is the first column of U. Also, the row vector is 
updated with viA n, where v i is the first column of V  and An is the (1, l)-th  element of 
the diagonal matrix A. The main advantages of this scheme are that i) the columns of D 
remain normalized and ii) the numbers of non-zeros in rows of S either stay the same or 
become smaller by possible nulling of terms [64].
The above step of K-SVD, updates both dictionary columns and non-zero components of 
S which effectively minimizes (2.47). However, this procedure should be repeated I times 
for all columns of D. Algorithm 2.4 represents a pseudo-code of K-SVD.
It is interesting to note that if we limit the sparse coefficients to have only ‘one’ non-zero.
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A lgo rithm  2.4: K-SVD algorithm.
In p u t: N  training vectors o f length n: {x}jY_2 .
1 Initialization:
2  •  Set iteration counter c =  0;
3 •  Set the sparse coefficient m atrix S(o) =  0;
4 •  Build up a random dictionary D(o);
5 •  Normalize the colum ns of D (q);
6 r e p e a t
c <—  c + 1 ;
U se OM P or any other sparse coding algorithm to  solve: 
S <—  argm ins ||X  -  D S ||p  s.t. Vi ||s*||o <  k;
9 for 1=1 to m  do
10 E( f -  X  -  DS 4- dfs';
build up: ui =  { i :  1 <  i <  iV, su ^  0};
1 2  constitute f2 and then com pute E / =  EfU /;
13 com pute SVD: É/ =  U A V ^ , and update d/ <— u i and s* t— v iA n ;
14 end
15 until stopping criterion is met;
Output: Dictionary D, sparse coefficients S.
i.e. k = 1, with unit amplitude, K-SVD algorithm reduces to the well-known method 
of K-means clustering. This confirms that K-SVD, as a dictionary learning algorithm, is 
a generalization of K-means, as a clustering technique. The difference between K-SVD 
and K-means is that, in K-means the means of different subsets are computed at each 
iteration, whereas in K-SVD, the singular value decompositions for different sub-matrices 
are computed. Also, the letter ‘K ’ for K-SVD refers to the number of atoms, while it 
indicates the number of clusters for K-means algorithm. Furthermore, as for the K-means 
clustering technique, K-SVD cannot guarantee a global minimum of the cost function in 
(2.42). Even K-SVD (and also MOD) cannot guarantee a local minimum as may stuck 
in a saddle-point steady-state solution [5]. In fact, the success of K-SVD is dependent on 
the sparse coding step, and with the assumption that a successful recovery is achieved in 
this step, a monotonie decrease in error function (2.47) is guaranteed and the algorithm 
converges to a local minimum [64].
Although K-SVD may stuck at a local minimum, it is possible to do several modifications 
and variations which can decrease the probability of trapping in any local minimum:
• It has been empirically observed that FOCUSS recovery method improves the results 
compared with OMP. However, OMP is a much faster recovery technique and thus 
it is more efficient from a runtime viewpoint [64].
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• It is useful to check during the algorithm to determine the dictionary atom that 
is rarely being used. If such case occurs, then, the corresponding dictionary atom 
(e.g. di) can be replaced by the least represented training signal from
after being normalized. This allows K-SVD to consider any possible diversity in the 
training data and to learn atoms covering features of all data elements. Moreover, 
such replacement is very effective in avoiding local minima and overfitting due to 
having i) much larger number of data elements than dictionary elements, and ii) 
equal importance of the dictionary atoms in K-SVD model [64].
• K-SVD may produce too similar (correlated) atoms which is undesirable, since it 
leads to coherent dictionaries which are not necessarily efficient. The correlation 
between any two atoms can be obtained by computing the inner product between 
them. If such a pair with correlation exceeding a threshold is found during the algo­
rithm, one can remove one of them and replace the other with the least represented 
training signal [64].®
2.4 M ultichannel data decom position/separation
As already mentioned, the vector quantization and dictionary learning problems can be 
seen as a kind of matrix factorization which is a broader area of research in signal and 
image processing communities. The matrix factorization problem can have other inter­
pretations too. BSS is one of the most common matrix factorization problems with the 
assumption of linear mixing model; the available data matrix is assumed to be a lin­
ear mixture of several source signals. BSS is currently one of the most attractive areas 
of research in statistical signal processing and unsupervised machine learning due to its 
potential applications in various areas such as digital communications, biomedical signal 
processing, and financial time series analysis [72,73]. The term “source separation” refers 
to the fact that the objective is recovering unknown underlying sources which are mixed 
through an unknown environment from a set of existing observations. The main feature of 
BSS lies in the word blind which implies the lack of sufficient knowledge about the sources 
or characteristics of the mixing channels. However, weak assumptions about the sources or
In chapter 5 of this thesis we propose a method for learning incoherent dictionaries during K-SVD 
algorithm.
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the unknown environment are permitted in BSS context. In this thesis the focus is on the 
real instantaneous mixing model for multichannel observations (which will be introduced 
shortly in this section). There exist other types of BSS problems such as single channel 
BSS [74], or convolutive BSS [75] which are not addressed as they are beyond the scope 
of this thesis.
The instantaneous BSS model is commonly represented in matrix form as follows:
X =  AS +  V  (2.50)
where X  G conveys n observations (mixtures) of length N , arranged as rows of
X, A  e is called mixing matrix, and the sources are arranged as rows of matrix
S G Also, the additive V  G represents the instrumental noise or imperfection
of the model. Usually, it is assumed that n > m, which means that the number of 
observations are at least equal to the number of sources. The aim in BSS is to recover both 
A  and S using some weak assumptions about the mixing matrix or sources. Three widely 
used assumptions, which categorize the tools for solving BSS problem, are as follows:
1 . Statistical independency of the sources: Independent Component Analysis (ICA);
2. Nonnegativity of the sources and mixing matrix: Nonnegative Matrix Factorization 
(NMF);
3. Sparsity of the sources: Sparse Component Analysis (SCA);
Before moving to the next section and introducing the existing algorithms for BSS, we 
give a short discussion about the ‘ambiguity’ of the BSS problem. Indeed, BSS is not 
fully achievable in general and some indeterminacies, namely permutation and scaling, are 
inherited in the separation results:
• Permutation: The order of the estimated sources is not preserved due to blind nature 
of the problem. Consequently, the order of estimated mixing matrix columns may 
change with respect to the original mixing matrix. Supposing that the permutation 
matrix is known and named P , it can be substituted in the mixing model to give 
X  =  A P -IP S .
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• Scaling: The amplitude of original sources (and consequently mixing matrix ele­
ments) can not be determined. It is clearly seen from the following equation that 
due to the unknown nature of both A  and S any arbitrary scalar as a multiplying 
factor to the j- th  source can be canceled by dividing the corresponding column in 
A  by the same factor:
X  =  A X  =  RjS^ -f Y  +  Y  (2.51)
¥ j   ^ ¥ j
Several algorithms have been developed so far in the BSS context each relying on differ­
ent assumptions and exploiting different characteristics of the signals. Since part of the 
contribution of this thesis is in exploiting sparsity for BSS, here, we review ICA and NMF 
techniques very briefly and then discuss the sparsity-inducing BSS approaches with more 
details.
2 .4 .1  In d ep en d en t com p on en t analysis
Infomax (derived from information maximization) is one of the popular ICA techniques 
which relies on maximizing the output entropy or information flow of a neural network with 
nonlinear outputs [72]. Basically, Infomax is equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation 
and therefore, all the methods related to likelihood maximization can be used to maximize 
the entropy of the neural network output. Gradient, natural gradient, and fast flxed-point 
algorithms are some of these methods which have been developed to find the maximum 
point of the likelihood function in Infomax [72].
FastICA is another well-established fixed-point algorithm for independent component anal­
ysis. The aim in FastICA is the maximization of the statistical independence of the esti­
mated sources which is achieved by maximizing the non-Gaussianity [76,72]. FastICA is 
inspired by the central limit theorem which states that the distribution of sum of indepen­
dent random variables tends to Gaussian [72]. In BSS context and based on this theorem 
it is assumed that the distributions of the mixtures are closer to Gaussian distribution 
than that of any of the original sources. This implies that statistical independence and 
non-Gaussianity are equivalent. On the other hand, this would result in the main limita­
tion of the method which indicates that at most one source is allowed to have Gaussian 
distribution.
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JADE (joint approximate diagonalization of eigenmatrices) [77] is another well-established 
method in ICA. It uses higher order cumulant tensors. Tensors are generalization of the 
matrices to more dimensions and hence the cumulant tensors are generalization of the 
covariance matrices. The main task in JADE is to estimate the eigenmatrices of the cu­
mulant tensors since they can be easily used for recognizing the independent components. 
This idea is similar to whitening the data using eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance 
matrices which can help to blindly separate the underlying sources [72].
Another popular BSS method is SOBI (second order blind identification) [78]. If the 
underlying sources are random variables and they are time series with particular time 
structure, then, applying additional statistics can improve the performance. In SOBI the 
covariance matrices at several time delays are used to obtain more information about the 
underlying sources and to estimate the mixing matrix.
2 .4 .2  N o n n eg a tiv e  m a tr ix  factor iza tion
Nonnegative matrix factorization is another technique for analyzing multivariate data. It 
is a method which creates a low rank approximation for input data matrix such that a 
given nonnegative matrix is decomposed into a product of two nonnegative matrices [79]. 
NMF has found interesting applications from image processing [80,81] to biomedical signal 
processing [82,83,84]. It has been used both as a dictionary learning algorithm [79] and 
source separation technique [85,82]. In contrast to other matrix factorization methods, 
NMF is shown to be able to provide a part-based representation of data. For example, 
NMF is able to extract different parts of a face image from a given set of training data which 
works as a feature extraction technique [81]. There are various cost functions to evaluate 
the error of factorization in NMF. Squared Euclidean distance and generalized Kullback 
Leibler divergence are the best known and the most frequently used cost functions in NMF 
[8 6 ]. Some other cost functions are based on Csiszar’s divergence [87], Bergman divergence 
[8 8 ], generalized divergence measure [89] and a  and (3 divergence [85,83]. Although the 
standard NMF does not impose any further assumption except nonnegativity, adding 
different constraints can improve the performance for a particular task. For instance, 
Hoyer et al. [90] have added sparsity constraint for finding solutions with desired degree 
of sparsity. Chen et al. [91] have extended the standard form of NMF by using temporal 
smoothness and spatial decorrelation constraints. In a series of recent works, Ferdowsi et
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al. [82,84] have shown that available prior knowledge (as well as sparsity) can be exploited 
as constraints into the standard NMF, and make NMF a suitable tool for analysis of 
activities in the human brain.
2 .4 .3  Sparse com p on en t analysis
The basic assumption in SCA is the underlying sparsity of the sources and the objective 
is to separate these sources from the available mixtures. Sparsity of the sources allows 
one to consider only few active sources at each signal segment which makes the estima­
tion of mixing matrix possible—normally using clustering techniques [92]. For a better 
understanding of the underlying principles behind SCA, consider an illustrative example 
where three uniformly distributed sparse sources, namely si, S2 , and S3 , are mixed by the 
following mixing matrix:
A =
0 - 1 1  
1 1 1
(2.52)
The scatter plot of both sources and mixtures are given in Figure 2.6. It is worth men­
tioning that the sparse sources are non-overlapping, which means that only one source 
is active at a time. It is clearly seen from Figure 2.6 (b) (which illustrates the scatter 
plot of the mixtures) that the samples of si are aligned with the direction of the first 
column of the mixing matrix, i.e. [0 1]^. Similar conditions can also be seen for 8 2  
and S3. Such mixture alignment due to sparsity of the sources allows one to estimate the 
columns of the mixing matrix by finding the directions of each of those three lines which 
leads to estimation of mixing matrix. This can be achieved, for example, using clustering 
techniques [93,92]. Once the mixing matrix has been estimated, the recovery of sources 
can be achieved either by clustering the samples pertaining to each of those lines or using 
the aforementioned sparse recovery methods. Although this example looks trivial, the 
same concept is utilized in most SCA algorithms and has led to development of several 
successful tools for both underdetermined (n < m) and overdetermined (n >  m) source 
separation problems [94,92,93,95,96,97].
With regard to sparsity of the sources, it is important to note that the sources may not 
be sparse in the domain in which they live. For instance, a simple sinusoidal signal is
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Figure 2.6: (a) Three dimensional scatter plot of three sparse sources, and (b) two dimen­
sional scatter plot of the mixtures.
not sparse in time domain, but it is extremely sparse in the frequency domain. In these 
situations where the sources are sparse with respect to a known transform domain, such 
as Fourier, wavelet, the SCA is still valid. However, transforming the mixtures from the 
non-sparse domain to the sparse domain is necessary prior to applying SCA methods.
SC A  approaches for source separation
Following what discussed in the previous section, some methods in the literature apply 
a two stage cluster-then-^i-optimization approach for recovery of the mixing matrix and 
the sources in an underdetermined BSS problem [92,94]. In particular, the authors in [94] 
apply K-means clustering algorithm to estimate the mixing matrix. They also discuss 
the uniqueness of ^%-norm solution and its robustness against noise. DUET (degenerate 
unmixing estimation technique) [96] and TIFORM (time-frequency ratio of mixtures) [98] 
are other SCA algorithms which rely on the ratios of time-frequency (TF) transforms of 
observations. DUET can precisely estimate the mixing matrix if a condition called “W- 
disjoint orthogonality” is satisfied across the entire TF domain. If this condition is not 
fully satisfied and the sources slightly overlap, but there exist some adjacent TF regions 
with only one active source, then, TIFORM is able to estimate the mixing matrix. This 
occurs, for example, in the case of audio mixtures, where it is typically assumed that 
in the TF domain, each source is active within a small TF region which makes them 
distinguishable. Such behavior allows one to estimate even the number of sources [92]. 
For example, Li et al. [92] used this characteristic and proposed an extended version of
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DUET and TIFORM for the cases that the number of sources is unknown. In addition, 
their algorithm requires less rigid conditions on the sources and can be applied to a wider 
range of signals.
Besides the clustering techniques, several references have used a probabilistic framework 
to estimate both the mixing matrix and the sources. For instance, the authors of [32,99] 
applied maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) or maximum-likelihood (ML) techniques for this 
purpose. Also, a variational expectation maximization (EM) algorithm was proposed 
in [loo] for sparse source separation. Bofil and Zibulevsky [93] used a clustering technique 
for mixing matrix estimation and applied a maximum-likelihood estimation method with 
the assumption that the source coefficients have Laplacian distribution.
In all the above studies the main assumption is the sparsity of the sources. Even if the 
sources are not sparse in their current domain but they all can be sparsely represented 
in a known common domain (e.g. time-frequency, wavelet), then, SCA algorithms can be 
applied. Unfortunately, the knowledge about the sparsity domains of the sources of interest 
is not always available. Also, in several cases each source has a sparse representation with 
respect to a different (and not a common) domain to all sources. In these cases the 
common SCA techniques will fail to correctly recover the mixing matrix and the sources, 
and hence, more advanced techniques should be used. This is still an open issue and also 
one of the agenda of this thesis which will be addressed with more details in Chapter 6 .
M orphological component analysis
One of the recent techniques for separation of sources having sparse representation with 
respect to different known dictionaries (or transforms) is morphological component analy­
sis (MCA). This method has been firstly proposed for decomposition of one single im­
age/signal, but later extended for the multichannel case and source separation prob­
lem which is called multichannel MCA (MMCA) [101,102]. The general assumption in 
MCA [103,104,105,106] is that due to existing different morphologies (shapes) in the given 
image/signal it is possible to decompose (separate) a given image/signal into a set of sparse 
coefficients using a combination of several basis (e.g. wavelet, curvelet, or ridgelet). For 
the case of multichannel separation, it is assumed that the knowledge about sparse do­
main of each source is available and thus can be incorporated into the separation task.
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The MMCA algorithm in [102] attempts to minimize the following problem and estimate 
both the mixing matrix and the sources:
min IIX — AS I
( A ,S )
(2.53)
where refers to the known transforms for each source. It is noteworthy to mention
that the known transforms (bases) are applied analytically in general. In other words, 
one can for example take the wavelet transform of the j-th  source rather than explicitly 
multiply the wavelet basis (i.e. Ÿ j) by sÛ Similar operation can be applied for inverse 
transforms. This has the advantage of possibility to deal with very large signals. However, 
if analytic expression of a transform or basis does not exist (e.g. in the case of learned 
dictionaries), then, the explicit multiplication, i.e. as shown in (2 .5 3 ) is necessary.
The MMCA approach proposed by Bobin et al. [102] is an iterative algorithm which solves 
(2.53) by first expanding it to:
mm
( A ,S )
X  -  ^  a/s^ -  a.jS^
and then breaking (2.54) into m  rank-1 problems related to each source:
(2.54)
min E) -  a.-s-^  L +  A,- lls^^JL .  ^  ^ "2 J II Jil l (2.55)
In the above expression, =  X  -  is the j- th  residual corresponding to the part
of the data unexplained by the other couples {a/,s^}/^j. Zeroing the gradient of (2.55) 
with respect to s-i leads to
0  =  2 a J  (sijS^ -  E j) +  X jSgn{s^^j} '^J  => aja js^ = a jE j  -  -X jS g n { s ^ ^ j} ^ J , (2.56)
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and finally the following closed-form solution is obtained:
( a J E j -  , (2.57)
with ||a j | | 2  =  a ja j .  The above source estimation is accomplished using a soft-threhsolding 
technique which has been previously introduced in this thesis by (2.32). Such estimation is 
exact if are orthonormal. However, if are not unitary (e.g. overcomplete
learned dictionaries) then, (2.57) is still valid and gives an approximate estimation [102]. 
The columns of mixing matrix can also be simply estimated by zeroing the gradient of 
(2.55) with respect to a^ which leads to:
0 =  (Ej -  a ^ )  =  EjS^'^ -  ajs^s^'"’ => aj = (2.58)
MMCA algorithm iteratively updates the sources and mixing matrix columns using (2.57) 
and (2.58), respectively. It is practically observed that better results are obtained by 
starting from a large threshold which is dependent on Xj  and then decreasing it toward 
zero as the algorithm progresses [102]. For better illustration, all the MMCA steps are 
given in Algorithm 2.5.
A lgo rithm  2.5: MMCA algorithm.
In p u t: Observation m atrix X , transform m atrices number o f sources m , regularization
parameter A, and m aximum number of iterations C.
1 Initialization:
2  # Set Vj, Sj =  C  • Xj/2]
3 •  Set A to  a random matrix;
4 r e p e a t  
for  j = l  t o  m  d o
Normalization: Uaj =  Ha^Hg, aj  =  =  UajSj and 6k =  UajSk]
Calculate the residual: =  X  -
Project E j: =  ^ a T E , - ;
Com pute aJ =
Soft threshold w ith threshold Sj and obtain âJ;
R econstruct 
U pdate aj =
decrease the thresholds: 6j =  6j — Xj/2;  
e n d
15 u n t i l  6j >  Xj/2]
O u tp u t:  Source m atrix S and m ixing m atrix A.
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Another MCA extension called generalized morphological component analysis (GMCA) 
was proposed in [101]. In GMCA it is assumed as a priori that the sources are sparse in 
^  This method models each source as a linear combination of a number of
morphological components with each component being sparse with respect to a specific 
transform, satisfying
d d
V j  G {1 ,... ,m}; = y ] =  y ] V i ,  (2.59)
i= l  i=l
where the row vector uJ* is the %-th morphological component for the j- th  source. GMCA 
seeks to solve the following problem:
m d
min A ||X -  A S Ill +  E  I b 'W l l r  (2-60)
j  =  l  i= l
Similar to MCA and MMCA, GMCA utilizes an iterative thresholding scheme. At j-th  
iteration of GMCA, first, coarse versions of the morphological components, i.e. 
for the j- th  source sJ are computed. This is obtained from the most significant coefficients 
(soft-thresholded a^*) in the sparse domain. Once this has been done, the corresponding 
column of the mixing matrix is estimated. This procedure is repeated for all sources, 
while the morphological components progress from coarse toward fine and the threshold 
is decreased from high to low, likewise in Algorithm 2.5. Finally, the algorithm stops when 
the separation error falls below a predefined value [101].
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter an overview of the major sparsity-inducing frameworks has been provided. 
In section 2.2, the exciting problem of compressed sensing was addressed. Two impor­
tant aspects of compressed sensing, i.e. sampling and reconstruction, were extensively 
discussed. We have observed that the incoherence of the measurement matrix plays an 
important role in determining the conditions for a successful reconstruction. Further, sev­
eral common greedy and optimization-based techniques in the literature for sparse recovery 
were presented.
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In section 2.3, a review of the dictionary learning problem was provided. In dictionary 
learning the aim is to find a sparsifying matrix from a given set of training data. The 
importance of dictionary learning is the ability to obtain sparse representation of data 
when the knowledge about sparse domain of the given signal is not available. The learned 
dictionary can be used for many purposes from denoising to source separation. Both 
theoretical and algorithmic aspects of dictionary learning were studied in this section.
Finally, the well-known problem of multichannel data decomposition and separation was 
reviewed in section 2.4. Blind source separation as a broad framework was first introduced. 
Then, the existing methods in the literature which tackle this problem was introduced. 
Then, those techniques which exploit sparsity of the signals for solving the general BSS 
problems were studied with more details.
In the next chapter random signal sampling in the compressed sensing framework is ad­
dressed. The aim is to apply a suitable sampling strategy which can efficiently obtain a 
set of compressed measurements for a particular class of signals, leading to a successful 
sparse reconstruction.
Chapter 3
Segmented Compressed Sensing
3.1 Overview
It was mentioned in the previous chapter that random measurement matrices are suitable 
for compressed sensing problem. However, it has been recently shown that a carefully 
designed measurement matrix can improve the performance. The maturity of a sampling 
strategy for OS can be judged in the following aspects:
• Optimality of the sampling process: the required number of measurements for exact 
recovery is desired to be as small as possible. Although random sampling can lead 
to an exact recovery, the required number of measurements is not optimal yet;
• Low complexity and simplicity for hardware implementation: the complexity and re­
quired memory space in sampling techniques should be minimized to become suitable 
for large-scale problems;
• Universality: the random measurement matrices are universal and can be obtain 
non-adaptively. This means that their performance does not vary with changing the 
sparsifying matrices. Any designed (or optimized) measurement matrix should also 
have this property.
Using different proposed algorithms in the literature it is attempted to design a sampling 
scheme to satisfy the above requirements. Two categories of algorithms have been proposed
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for improving the signal sampling in CS framework; one is the family of algorithms which 
attempts to propose a particular structure (e.g. by exploiting prior knowledge about 
the signal of interest) for sampling the signals; second, those approaches which attempt 
to improve the structure of an initially random measurement matrix using optimization 
techniques [107,108,18,109]. In this chapter the first family of approaches is addressed.
In [30], which is an application to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the authors define 
an incoherence criterion based on point spread function (PSF) and propose a Monte Carlo 
scheme for random incoherent sampling of this type of data. They believe that pure 
random sampling of A;-space  ^ in all dimensions is not generally practical due to hardware 
implementation issues. Hence, they design an incoherent sampling technique (still by 
following the existing incoherence properties of random undersampling) to allow rapid 
data collection. Based on their observations a better performance is achieved by less 
undersampling near the fc-space origin and more in the periphery of fc-space.
Wang et al. [110] propose a variable density sampling strategy by exploiting the prior 
information about the statistical distributions of natural images in the wavelet domain. 
Their proposed method is computationally efficient and can be applied to several transform 
domains. In another work in [111], Wang et al. show that if the spectral characteristics of 
the underlying signal is not expected to be uniform, then, less number of measurements are 
required compared with when using conventional compressed sensing. They first propose 
to generate colored random projections using a bandpass filter when the spectral profile 
of the signal to be sampled is known, and then propose an adaptive scheme to generate 
colored random projections when such a priori is not available.
In this chapter a novel random sampling scheme for compressed sensing framework is pro­
posed. The aim is to propose a technique which can offer at least the same reconstruction 
performance as that exists for the conventional compressed sensing, but allows a simpler 
implementation and less required storage for the measurement matrix. In order to achieve 
this, a simple and efficient method called “segmented compressed sensing” is proposed 
which leads to a measurement matrix with simpler structure.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Next section gives an example of the advantages 
of random undersampling and applying CS recovery methods over linear recovery. The
^In short, fc-space is a special representation of data points in Fourier transform of the MR images.
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proposed method is then described in section 3.3. The simulation results and concluding 
remarks are drawn in sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
3.2 Random undersampling
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of random undersampling (sub-Nyquist-Shannon) 
for compressed sensing problem here, we present a simple example. Consider the following 
periodic signal comprised of three harmonics:
x{t) = cos(27rt) +  cos(lOTrt) +  cos(407rt), (3.1)
The aim is to downsample the above signal using a random scheme and then reconstruct 
it using CS techniques. The maximum frequency in the above signal, related to cos(407rt), 
is fmax = 20 Hz. Based on the Nyquist-Shannon rule the sampling frequency must 
obey fs > 2fmax = 40 Hz. However, we do not follow the Nyquist-Shannon rule and 
undersample the above signal by taking only p =  50 (equivalent to fs  =  10 Hz) random 
samples in the time interval of t G [0 5] seconds. Recall from previous chapter that p  is 
the number of measurements (equivalent to length of vector y). The random sampling 
is carried out simply by taking samples from x{t) at random locations which follows a 
Caussian distribution.^
Consider DCT transform of x{t) where only three major components exist, as shown in
Figure 3.1 (a). Three different methods are applied to the undersampled vector of length
p  to approximate the components of the original signal. The first method is (nonlinear)
OMP, the second is linear interpolation and the third method is a simple zero padding.
The linear interpolation is applied as the concatenation of linear interpolants between
each pair of data points of y{t). Zero padding is simply carried out by inserting zero at
random locations within the components of y{t) until its length gets equal to x{t). The
corresponding resulted signals in DCT domain are shown in Figure 3.1 (b), (c) and (d),
respectively. It is clearly seen that OMP can successfully recover the major components
from the random undersampled signal, while linear interpolation and zero padding fail to
^Note that this way of random sampling differs from the conventional CS where a set of linear mea­
surements should be taken rather than the actual samples. However, for illustrative purposes and to show 
the strength of CS we use such a simple scheme.
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Figure 3.1: From top to bottom: Original signal, the result of compressed sensing recon­
struction, the result of linear interpolation, and simple zero padding. All the signals are 
shown in the DCT domain and the amplitudes are normalized.
do so. This shows the influence of random undersampling and using CS techniques to 
recover the original signal. Next, we propose a new sampling technique with less required 
storage for the measurement matrix.
3.3 The proposed m ethod
In conventional compressed sensing, the measurement matrix $  of size p x n is normally 
selected randomly. However, dealing with this matrix in large scale problems is a challenge 
and requires large size memory. In order to alleviate this problem we propose a different 
random sampling scheme which requires less memory for storing the measurement matrix.
In spite of conventional random samplers in CS framework which take p  linear measure­
ments from the input signal x, we propose to break x  into M  segments of length L, and
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then take pi < L, (for i = 1 ,2 ,... M ) random projections from each segment, indepen­
dently. This can be equivalently defined as:
yi = for Î =  1 ,. . .  M, (3.2)
where # i ’s are measurement matrices of size pi x L. Now, if we concatenate all y^’s, which 
are of length pi, and create vector y  of length M {p\ -\-p2 +  . . .  +Pm)» the following equation 
can be obtained:
y i $ lX l $ 1 0
$ x  :
Y2
=
$2X2
=
0 $ 2
Y m $ M X m 0 0
X l
X2
(3.3)
The main advantage of this scheme is that the measurement matrix $ ,  comparing with the 
measurement matrix in conventional CS, is block-diagonal and thus requires less memory 
for storage and lower transmission band. In addition, this segmented strategy gives more 
fiexibility so that one can use different measurements pi ^  ÿé pj^^ per segment—a kind 
of variable density sampling.
The above segment-wise procedure can be seen as sliding a rectangular window across the 
signal and taking few random projections at each slide. However, in many applications we 
prefer to use overlapping windows to avoid any possible loss of information at the segment 
boundaries. Therefore, we introduce r  as the number of overlapped components and use 
such overlapping scheme in practice. Figure 3.2 demonstrates a random measurement 
matrix with overlapping blocks. It is seen that such measurement matrix has many zero 
elements and so can be stored with less effort.
After applying the proposed sampling method, the projection vectors { y i} fii  and the 
measurement matrices should be transmitted to the receiver. At the receiver
side, the actual measurement matrix, i.e. $ , should be formed using small sub-matrices 
The knowledge about overlapping parameter r  is also required at this step. Then, 
the original sparse signal can be reconstructed by applying one of the common recovery 
techniques introduced in Chapter 2. Indeed, the recovery process should be carried out
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Figure 3.2; Illustration of a block diagonal $  resulted from applying the proposed seg­
mented sampling. Notice the overlapping between the blocks for avoiding information 
loss.
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the proposed sampling method in a send-receive paradigm.
jointly over the entire random projections. Figure 3.3 represents an illustrative block 
diagram of a send-receive paradigm using the proposed method.
3.4 Experimental results
The first experiment was carried out by making a synthetic sparse signal x of length 
n — 100 and s =  15 non-zeros with random locations. In this experiment we treated x as a 
sparse signal in the current domain and not with respect to a sparsifying matrix—i.e. 0  =  
I. The proposed algorithm was then applied to x, with the following parameters; number of 
segments: M  = 5, overlapping of each segment: r  =  6, and measurements number per each 
segment: pi = 10, for z =  1 ,2 ,... M. We then reconstructed this signal by solving ^i-norm 
minimization problem, i.e. BP. The corresponding algorithm was taken from ^i-magic
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Table 3.1: Computation time (in second) per iteration for different methods for M  =  5 
segments.
Signal length
100 1000 4000 7000 10000
BP 0.0077 3.0271 10.0603 20.7773 41.1924
Random sampling OMP 0.0031 0.0043 0.0060 0.0102 0.0113
SLO 0.0021 0.0189 0.0353 0.0521 0.0747
BP 0.0076 1.2730 4.8648 12.9129 21.3821
Proposed sampling OMP 0.0032 0.0039 0.0057 0.0082 0.0107
SLO 0.0022 0.0154 0.0252 0.0418 0.0575
[112], which is a well designed and simple MATLAB toolbox available online for solving the 
convex optimization problems mainly based on standard interior-point methods. Figure
3.4 displays the recovery results along with SNR^ as the quality measure. We have also 
applied two other methods namely OMP, taken from SparseLab toolbox [113], and SLO 
(smoothed £q) [114], taken from [115], for reconstruction. SLO is a fast optimization 
method which attempts to solve ^i-norm minimization problem by approximating the io- 
norm reconstruction using a smoothing function j^ ( .) , where a  determines the quality of 
approximation [114]. As it is seen from Figure 3.4, the common recovery algorithms could 
successfully recover the underlying sparse signal when the proposed sampling strategy is 
applied.
Due to block-diagonal structure of the obtained measurement matrix in the proposed 
method we expected the reconstruction algorithm to perform faster. In order to verify 
this expectation we set up an experiment in which the response times of three reconstruc­
tion methods (i.e. BP, OMP and SLO) were recorded. This experiment was repeated for 
different signal dimensions, 5 segments, and total of 50 measurements. Table 3.1 demon­
strates the corresponding results. It is seen from this table that the common recovery 
algorithms perform faster when the proposed measurement matrix is used compared with 
the conventional random measurement matrices. This is more noticeable at higher di­
mensions, especially for BP which is a more complicated algorithm among the others. 
However, the computation times of different methods do not change significantly when 
the proposed scheme is used in low dimensions (e.g. the signal length of 100 in Table 3.1).
In the second experiment, a fixed number of measurements p =  30 was selected for signals
^Signal to noise ratio (SNR) is the measure of the ratio between signal power and the power of recon­
struction error. It is mathematically defined as SNRjg =  20 log^ Q where x  and x  are the original
and estimated signals, respectively.
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Figure 3.4: The reconstruction results with corresponding SNRs when the proposed sam­
pling method is used; (a) original signal, and those recovered using (b) BP, (c) OMP, and 
(d) SLO.
of length n = 120. Then, we varied the non-zeros of 10000 sparse signal ensembles from 
1 to 10 and applied the proposed method. In this experiment the proposed method was 
used with M  =  5, pi =  6, for z =  1 ,2 ,... M  and the segments had 50% overlap. Finally,
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we applied several recovery methods to reconstruct the sparse signals and evaluated the 
recovery performance. The results of this experiment are depicted in Figure 3.5. As 
expected, the recovery error increases with increasing the number of non-zeros. In addition. 
Figure 3.5 demonstrates that the degradation in the reconstruction performance, when the 
proposed sampling scheme has been used, is negligible. Also, less recovery error of the 
proposed method, observed in Figure 3.5 (a) and (c) for large number of non-zeros, cannot 
be fairly explained since the performance of recovery techniques are not reliable at these 
dimensions.
In the last experiment, we evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm against 
variations in the number of measurements. In order to do this, we computed the average 
recovery error for 1000 signal ensembles of length 120 and 15 non-zeros. This experiment 
was carried out while we varied the total number of measurements from 10 to 80. The 
results are given in Figure 3.6 when different numbers of segments were chosen in the 
sampling stage. The parameter p in the graphs, represents the percentage of free space 
(zeros) in the measurement matrix. As it is seen from the graphs, increasing the number 
of measurements leads to smaller recovery error in all curves. However, the resulting 
curves behave slightly different for different segment numbers (i.e. M ). Obviously, more 
number of segments means more percentage of zero components {r]) in the corresponding 
measurement matrix (based on the model in equation (3.3) and in Figure 3.2). This means 
the overall block-diagonal measurement matrix requires less memory which is desired. 
However, as it is seen from Figure 3.6 choosing very large number of segments causes 
degradation in performance which is a disadvantage. This behavior can be because of 
the fact that choosing large number of segments (for a signal of fixed length) leads to 
very small segment-size, and consequently, the segments cannot convey much information 
about the signal. In fact, there is a trade-off between the number of segments and the 
recovery performance and the number of segments and their sizes (compared with the 
total length of signal) should be obtained empirically.
3.5 Conclusions
A segment-wise method to design the measurement matrix in compressed sensing has been 
presented in this chapter. The proposed method obtains random linear measurements by
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Figure 3.5: The reconstruction error against number of non-zeros when (a) BP, (b) OMP 
and (c) SLO used as the recovery method.
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Figure 3.6: Average recovery error versus number of measurements. M  denotes the number 
of segments and r] indicates the percentage of zero components in $  .
dividing the input signal into several overlapping segments. The resulting measurement 
matrix has a block-diagonal structure which is more efficient in terms of required memory 
storage and transmission costs. In addition, the overlapped segments avoid possible loss 
of information at the segment boundaries. Our simulation results revealed that by using 
the proposed method one can achieve similar recovery performance as that obtained when 
conventional random sampling is used. Furthermore, the recovery time is reduced when 
the proposed scheme is used due to simpler structure of the proposed measurement matrix. 
However, more investigation is required to improve the recovery performance as well as 
optimizing the sampling process.
Chapter 4
Optimization of the Measurement 
Matrix for Compressed Sensing
4.1 Overview
Recall from Chapter 2 that a suitable measurement matrix $  e  should be incoherent 
with the corresponding sparsifying matrix (or dictionary), i.e. e  Incoherence
between two matrices can be measured by “mutual coherence”, which is mathematically 
computable, as shown in Chapter 2. We also stated that random matrices are incoherent 
with almost any dictionary. This however does not mean that random projection is the 
optimal choice for compressed sensing, though it has many advantages. The importance 
of mutual coherence is due to its relation with spark which can determine the uniqueness 
of sparse recovery (as explained in section 2.2.5 in Chapter 2). That motivates us to 
find a measurement matrix with smallest possible coherence as it can improve the recon­
struction quality. Therefore, in this chapter we propose several algorithms to optimize an 
initially random measurement matrix with the aim of decreasing the mutual coherence 
and improving the reconstruction quality.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. The related works are reviewed in the next 
section. Then, different useful definitions of mutual coherence are introduced in section
4.3 which are used throughout the chapter and for evaluation of the results. In section
4.4 an improved optimization method is proposed for finding measurement matrices with 
small coherence. This section involves, setting the cost function, the proposed method,
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and the experimental results followed by concluding remarks. In section 4.5, another opti­
mization method is proposed by first giving a preliminary approach. Then, an alternating 
minimization algorithm is proposed. In section 4.5.4 adaptive step-size selection for the 
proposed method is discussed followed by experimental results and conclusions. Finally, 
a discussion and some concluding remarks are given at the end of the chapter.
4.2 Related works
The pioneering work regarding optimization of the measurement matrix for CS was pro­
posed by Elad in [107]. He proposed an iterative algorithm which minimizes the mutual 
coherence of a random matrix. In first part of his algorithm, the off-diagonal elements 
of the Gram matrix are shrinked using a predefined threshold. Gram matrix is useful for
defining the mutual coherence between the columns of © =  $ ^  and is defined by
G := 0 ^ 0 ,  (4.1)
where © denotes the column-normalized 0 .  In the second part of the algorithm, he 
performs SVD on the thresholded Gram matrix and reduces its rank to p, yielding Gg. 
Then, the square root of Gg, RgRg =  Gg, is calculated. Finally, by minimizing the 
Frobenius norm ||Rg — $ ^ | |^ ,  the optimized measurement matrix Ô is obtained.
In another attempt, Duarte et al. [18] take the advantages of eigenvalue decomposition 
followed by a K-SVD-based algorithm (see [64]) to optimize $  and learn dictionary 
simultaneously. They jointly design $  and ^  provided that a number of training signals 
are available. Access to a set of exemplars, allows them to design a dictionary, well 
adapted to a specific class of signals, and a measurement matrix which is incoherent with 
that dictionary. Another method in [116] also involves an SVD step on 'Î' to find an 
efficient projection (called EP) for $ .
All the previous works demonstrate that optimized measurement matrices have superiority 
over pure random matrices and can improve the recovery performance. However, it is still 
an open issue to further improve the recovery quality, reduce the computational complexity 
of the optimization process and design measurement matrices which require less number 
of measurements than pure random matrices.
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In this chapter we propose new algorithms for optimization of the measurement matrix. 
The aim is to alleviate the problem of high computation time in most of the previous 
works mainly due to involving SVD which is complicated for large matrices. At the same 
time we aim at improving the quality of reconstruction by proposing suitable measurement 
matrices.
4.3 M utual coherence
As small “mutual coherence” is necessary in designing the measurement matrix, we estab­
lish our proposed methods to minimize the value of this parameter during optimization of 
the measurement matrix. Hence, we first should give the necessary definitions of mutual 
coherence which will be used throughout this chapter. The simplest (and yet suitable) 
way of defining mutual coherence is using Definition 2.3 from Chapter 2 which is repeated 
here due to its importance:
D efin ition  4.1. (see [5,35]) For a matrix © =  the mutual coherence is defined as 
the maximum absolute value and normalized inner product between all columns in © which 
can be described as:
We emphasize that a desired $  should have a small p  with respect to An alternative 
description for mutual coherence is obtained by referring to the corresponding Gram ma­
trix, i.e. equation (4.1). We set two coherence measures based on this matrix which are 
used to study the performance of different methods later in this chapter. These parameters 
are the maximum and average off-diagonal elements of G, denoted respectively as
where fimx is equivalent to (4.2) and fiav gives an average level of coherence among all 
columns of ©.
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4.4 Improving a previously reported optim ization m ethod
Followed by the work in [18], we propose an iterative gradient-based method, for optimizing 
the measurement matrix, presenting a small mutual coherence. The advantages are less 
computational complexity, which makes the method suitable for large-scale problems, more 
robustness, and higher incoherence between the measurement matrix and the sparsifying 
matrix (dictionary). Another advantage is that using the proposed method, the problem 
of facing negative eigenvalues, which occurs in [18], and because of that the algorithm fails, 
no longer exists and therefore a more favorable $  is achieved. Our experimental results 
confirm the robustness of the proposed method and show that applying this optimization 
method helps to reduce the reconstruction error and hence both OMP and BP benefit 
from this matrix.
Next, we first describe the procedure of setting up a cost function, and then propose a 
gradient-based method to minimize it.
4 .4 .1  S e ttin g  th e  cost fu n ction
By referring to (4.3) and (4.4), we can state that in the ideal case (i.e. when all columns in 
© are fully uncorrelated) prnx = l^av = 0 and consequently all off-diagonal elements of G 
should be zero. This means that G  is equal to an m x m identity matrix Imxm (Note that 
© is a column-normalized matrix). Unfortunately, due to redundancy of © (less number 
of rows than columns), attaining an exact identity matrix for G is not possible, in both 
theory and practice. Therefore, we should seek other possible ways to find a measurement 
matrix which its corresponding Gram matrix is as close to identity matrix as possible—in 
terms of Euclidean distance. One possible approach, proposed in [18], is to approximate 
the corresponding Gram matrix with identity matrix so that
© © =  ^  ImXm* (4.5)
The above expression emphasizes on both zeroing out the off-diagonals and unifying (i.e. 
forcing the values to have unit amplitudes) the diagonal elements. Equipped with dictio­
nary we are going to employ an appropriate optimization method to find a $ ,  satisfying
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(4.5). Similar to what the authors performed in [18], we also multiply left and right hand 
sides of (4.5) by SB and SB ,^ respectively, which yields
^  (4.6)
The above expression can be more conveniently described by replacing with its
corresponding eigenvalue decomposition such that [18]:
V A V ^ $ ^ $ V A V ^  «  V A V ^, (4.7)
which is then simplified to
A V ^ $ ^ $ V A  A. (4.8)
Defining Tpxn := ^pxnVnxn [18] and applying it to (4.8) gives
AT^TA «  A. (4.9)
Now, the aim is to find a F which best describes (4.9). On the other hand, we are interested 
in minimizing the following Frobenius norm
| | A - A F ^ F A l l ^ .  (4.10)
Starting from a random $ , Durate et al. [18] propose an algorithm based on eigenvalue 
decomposition which updates F (effectively $ )  in order to minimize (4.10). After studying 
and implementing their method we realized that there is a drawback in the algorithm. We 
briefly describe their strategy and address its weakness. They define Ai, . . .An to be 
eigenvalues of the diagonal matrix A, arranged in decreasing order of magnitude. Then, 
they change (4.10) to ||A -  ICILi where tj  is an n-dimensional column vector
computed from element-wise multiplication of [Ai,. . .  A„] by j-th. column of F, equivalently
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Finally, they obtain
A -  ^  t i t f  - tj- t = E . (4.11)
F
In [18] the authors propose to use the eigenvalue decomposition of E j, i.e. E j =  U jA jU j ,  
and set t j  = y /ô i ju i j ,  where is the largest eigenvalue of E j and u i j  is its correspond­
ing eigenvector. The advantage of this replacement is elimination of the largest error 
component in (4.11). The inability of this method arises when taking square root of 5 ij, 
which is not necessarily a nonnegative value. This enters complex values in the elements 
of updated $ ,  which is not desired and thus causes the algorithm to fail.
In the following section an alternative to this optimization problem is proposed which not 
only removes this drawback but has more advantages and presents higher performance.
4 .4 .2  G rad ien t-b ased  o p tim iza tion
In this section we propose to choose a gradient-based strategy to optimize the measurement 
matrix. Here, we need to modify the cost function (4.10) to make it appropriate for our 
algorithm. According to the error function (4.10), if we find a F having the minimum 
possible Frobenius norm ||F^F  — A“  ^||^, then, the error £  will tend to zero too. Therefore, 
the objective can be changed to minimization of
J^=  F ^ F - A - If  * (4.12)
Note that the eigenvalue matrix, i.e. A, is diagonal, thus, A  ^ can be easily and consis­
tently computed as
 ^1/Aii 0 0 . . .  0 ^
0 I/A 2 2  0 . . .  0
0 0 I/A 3 3  :
: 0 0 0
\  0 0 0 0 1/XnnJ
(4.13)
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In the cases of having any zero Xu, we can use pseudo-inverse (A'l’) instead.
We propose to perform Gradient descent algorithm to minimize (4.12). Denoting the 
entries of F  by 7 -^, the Gradient descent method can minimize JF iteratively as j i j  <— 
7ij — pVrJF, in which p > 0  is the step-size and Vp.F is the gradient of JF with respect to 
each individual element of F. The gradient with respect to all elements can be expressed 
as
VrJF =  4 P ( r ^ r  -  A -^), (4.14)
and therefore, F  is updated iteratively according to
^(c+i) =  T(c) -  ?7F(c)(F^)F(c) -  A“ )^ (4.15)
where c is the iteration index and rj is the new step-size after multiplying the scalar 4 in 
(4.14) by p.
Equipped with the sparsifying dictionary we start the optimization process with a 
$ ,  drawn from a random i.i.d Gaussian distribution. The corresponding cost function is 
then iteratively minimized using the update rule (4.15). After several iterations, when a 
local minimum is reached, the optimized measurement matrix can be simply computed 
by $  =  FV ^, thanks to the orthogonality of V  (see also section 4.4.1). A fixed step-size 
77 was used for this algorithm, however, it is possible to explore the effects of variable 
and/or adaptive step-sizes, as well. The pseudo-code of the proposed method is given in 
Algorithm 4.1. It is also noteworthy to mention that the optimized measurement m atrix is 
still universal (similar to pure random matrix) and is able to produce linear non-adaptive 
measurements from any arbitrary signal which is sparse with respect to
4.4.3 Experimental results
In this section we examine the performance of the proposed method using numerical sim­
ulations. We conducted several simulations and compared the results with the previous 
methods and when pure random measurement matrix was used. The results are encour­
aging and confirm the improved performance.
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A lgo rithm  4.1: Proposed algorithm for measurement matrix optimization. 
Input: Sparsifying matrix 4', step-size rj, and maximum number of iterations C.
1 Initialization:
2 • Set iteration counter c = 0;
3 • Set $  to a random matrix;
4 Find eigenvalue decomposition: = VAV^;
5 Set r  = $V;
6 while c < C do
7 r ^ r - r / r ( r ^ r - A - 1 ) ;
8 c <—  c 4-1;
9 end
10 ê  <—  P(c)V^;
Output: Optimized measurement matrix
a:o.o o .;q; 0 o -e-o o Ô 0  o o o ()
—  Durate’s method when Y  is random 
Proposed method when Y  is random
 Durate’s method when Y  is OCT dictionary
8 -  Proposed method when Y  is DCT dictionary
10“
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Number of measurements (p)
Figure 4.1: The value of objective function £  versus number of measurements.
Given a sparsifying matrix (dictionary) Ÿ of size 50x50, we applied the proposed algorithm 
to find the optimal $  for different number of rows, i.e. p, from 10 to 45. Figure 4.1 
demonstrates the value of objective function (4.10) for the proposed method and the 
method in [18]  ^ against different number of measurements p. In this experiment two cases 
of DCT dictionary and random Gaussian matrix were considered for It is clearly seen 
that our method performs robustly with less error in both circumstances, especially for 
the case of DGT dictionary.
Another useful measure to evaluate the performance of different methods is to look at 
the distribution of off-diagonal elements of the Gram matrix G. Figure 4.2 shows these 
distributions for pure random measurement matrix and also three different optimization
^Note that since the method in [18] produces measurement matrices with complex values, we only used 
the real part of the results in all our simulations, as there was no other choice.
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Figure 4.2: Distributions of absolute off-diagonal elements of G.
approaches (Elad’s [107], Duarte et aUs [18], and the proposed one here), when an over­
complete random Gaussian ^  of size 50 x 100 and p =  30 were used. The selected 
parameters for Elad’s method [107] in all experiments were: 7  =  0.5 and t  = 20%. The 
MATLAB code corresponding to Elad’s method was taken from SparseLab toolbox [113]. 
It can be seen from Figure 4.2 that the peak of the distribution of off-diagonals of Gram 
matrix for the proposed method is closer to origin. In order to quantitatively observe 
this improvement, we calculated the median for each curve as 0.1795, 0.1765, 0.2434, and 
0.1619 for no optimization, Elad’s, Duarte et aVs, and the proposed method, respectively. 
It is seen that the proposed method has the smallest value among all other methods 
which indicates smaller mutual coherence. However, Elad’s method [107] is more success­
ful in reducing prnx—corresponding to the tails of the distributions. In general, smaller 
off-diagonal elements in G  means less coherence in columns of © which is an advantage.
We also compared the performance of different methods in terms of achieved mutual 
coherence for two types of dictionaries: synthetic and real (see Table 4.1). The synthetic 
dictionary in this experiment was a random overcomplete matrix, and the real one was a 
matrix of size 64 x 100 obtained using K-SVD method [64] (taken from KSVDBox [117]) 
by training 21000 image patches of size 8 x 8  taken randomly from real face images. The 
number of taken measurements in this experiment was p =  20. It is found from Table
4.1 that the proposed method outperforms others and provides smaller coherence in both 
synthetic and real cases. However, Elad’s method performs better in the case of real 
learned dictionaries which can be seen from Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Performance evaluation for different measurement matrix optimization meth­
ods.
Dictionary Method pav Pmx
Proposed 0.1899 0.8972
Real Duarte’s [18] 0.2820 0.9367Elad’s [107] 0.1854 0.8416
Without optimization 0.2230 0.9118
Proposed 0.1808 0.7317
Synthetic Duarte’s [18] 0.2014 0.9177Elad’s [107] 0.1873 0.8266
Without optimization 0.2542 0.7935
n=o.oi
n=o.o3
ti=0.05
n=o.o7
n=0.09
100 120 
Num ber o f  iterations
Figure 4.3: Computed error versus number of iterations.
We should also note that the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is not sensitive to changes 
of the step-size value rj and works well for a reasonably selected rj, usually in the range of 
[0.01 0.1]. However, as expected, a larger ry leads to a higher speed of convergence. In our 
experiments, a fixed step-size was selected. In a simple experiment with 200 iterations, the 
value of objective function .F, (4.12), was computed for different rj. Figure 4.3 illustrates 
the corresponding graphs versus number of iterations. The decreasing trend in all graphs 
is obvious, which is an evidence of stability in the proposed method for diflFerent step-size 
values.
Last experiment was carried out by simulating a trial of 100 randomly generated sparse 
signals with 30 non-zeros in each signal ensemble. In this experiment Ÿ was a DCT 
dictionary of size 256 x 256. We computed the success rate based on the obtained SNR 
for two different reconstruction methods: OMP [40] and IHT [56]. The results are plotted 
in Figure 4.4. It is seen from this figure that the optimized $  can lead to improved 
reconstruction quality over pure random matrices, when both OMP and IHT were used.
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Figure 4.4: Success rates of (a) OMP and (b) IHT versus number of measurements. 
4 .4 .4  C o n c lu d in g  re m a rk s
In the first part of this chapter an improved approach for optimization of the measurement 
matrix in compressed sensing problem was presented. Different from previous approaches, 
we introduced a modified cost function followed by a Gradient descent minimization al­
gorithm to iteratively update the entries of the measurement matrix. Unlike the method 
in [18], which ignores negative eigenvalues and consequently the problem of complex val­
ues, the method presented here provides robustness in the computations by considering 
these into account. In other words, this algorithm is robust against the changes in the 
dictionary type for both real and synthetic dictionaries for the same step-size.
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4.5 A novel gradient-based alternating minimization approach
Following the proposed method in the previous section, here we propose a different ap­
proach for optimization of a randomly selected measurement matrix to decrease the mutual 
coherence with the available sparsifying dictionary. We first present a preliminary alterna­
tive to the method in the previous section, then, discuss the drawbacks of this preliminary 
solution and show that a more advanced strategy can further improve the performance. 
The proposed strategy is inspired by a different topic called “Grassmannian frames de­
sign” [118,119,120] and aims at minimizing a cost function in an alternating scheme. The 
results of our experiments and simulations confirm the ability of the proposed method 
to decrease the coherence leading to higher reconstruction quality compared with both 
preliminary solution and current methods in the literature.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Next, we propose a preliminary solution 
for optimization of the measurement matrix. Then, the definition of equiangular tight 
frames are given which will be used in section 4.5.3 to propose an alternating minimiza­
tion approach. In section 4.5.4 an adaptive scheme to choose the optimum step-size is 
proposed. In section 4.5.5 several simulations and experimental results are given. Finally, 
the concluding remarks are presented in sections 4.5.6.
4.5 .1  A  p relim inary  so lu tion
Recall from the previous section that an incoherent © poses a small mutual coherence. 
Consequently, the absolute values of off-diagonal elements of the corresponding Gram 
matrix are close to zero and diagonal elements equal to one. This, indicates that a Gram 
matrix should be ideally equal to identity matrix and that leads to pmx = l^av = 0. 
Unfortunately, this ideal case may only occur when p > m, which is meaningless in CS. 
However, we might be able to design a measurement matrix leading to a G  as close as 
possible to identity matrix, even if p < m. One way to provide such a matrix is to use the 
original definition of mutual coherence (4.3) and solve the following problem:
m i n | |G - I | |^  (4.16)
where ||G — I ||qq denotes the maximum absolute element of (G — I). However, we prefer
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Figure 4.5: Effect of mutual coherence on the corresponding Gram matrix. The absolute 
value of Gram matrix of (a) a random measurement matrix, (b) an optimized measurement 
matrix, (c) represents an identity matrix. It is seen that the Gram matrix of an optimized 
measurement matrix has off-diagonals with smaller absolute value.
to use Frobenius norm instead of ||.||^  which has the advantages of simplifying the min­
imization problem, and also participating not only the maximum absolute off-diagonal, 
but all off-diagonal elements of G in the minimization process. Therefore, minimizing 
(4.16) based on Frobenius norm will have influence on both pmx and pav Appropriate 
modification of (4.16) using Frobenius norm leads to the following minimization problem 
which can be solved via a Gradient descent algorithm [108]:
$  =  argmin — I If  ■ (4.17)
The solution to the above problem, which is not obviously a global minimum, can be 
obtained by performing the following update equation which is calculated by taking the 
gradient of cost function in (4.17):
$ (c+ l) $ ( C )  -  -  1)1' (4.18)
where c is the iteration index and p > 0 is the step-size of the algorithm. Figure 4.5 shows 
as illustrative example of the absolute value of Gram matrix for a pure random #  and an 
optimized $ . The effects of optimization of the measurement matrix on off-diagonals of 
the Gram matrix can be clearly seen from this figure. Also, we added the representation 
of an identity matrix in Figure 4.5 (c) for better comparison.
With further study about the above optimization method we realized that choosing iden­
tity matrix in the objective function (4.17) is a very strict constraint and a Gram matrix
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equal to I is only achievable for p > m, which is not the case here. We believe that 
optimization of the measurement matrix with the help of a different well-structured ma­
trix (rather than identity matrix which is solely achievable in the ideal case) can more 
realistically represent the behavior of Gram matrix and lead to better results. In order to 
approach to this objective we propose an alternating minimization method which leads to 
a measurement matrix with smaller coherence and consequently better performance.
4 .5 .2  E q u ia n g u la r  t ig h t  f ra m e  d e s ig n
An interesting description of matrices with small coherence can be inferred from the 
equiangular tight frame (ETF) design—a special type of “Grassmannian frames” [119,120]. 
In finite dimensions, Grassmannian frames are unit-norm frames^ whose largest absolute 
inner product is minimal [119]. They are related to the sphere packing problem in the 
Grassmannian manifold [121]. Grassmannian frames have applications in coding theory 
and communications [120].
On the other hand, tight frames are generalizations of orthonormal matrices. In orthonor­
mal matrices all vectors are unit-norm and perpendicular to each other. In a more general 
term, every orthonormal basis is equiangular [119] and that means each pair of distinct 
vectors in the basis have zero inner product. Tight frames contain vectors which are 
maximally partitioned in space.
Now, we study ETFs in detail. Consider m  unit-norm vectors in a p-dimensional space, 
where p < m. ETF is an arrangement of such vectors that have the same (normally 
minimum) absolute inner product with respect to each other. In orthonormal bases this 
absolute inner product value is zero; equivalent to 90° Euclidean angle. Suppose we 
arrange an example set of vectors with the above characteristics as columns of matrix 
©. It is known that the inner products between all the columns are simply obtained by 
multiplying © by its transposed: ©^©. This is equivalent to the Gram matrix (subject 
to column-normalization of the columns of ©), denoted by G, which has been already 
defined in (4.1). The diagonal elements of G convey the Euclidean norms of the columns 
of ©, and the off-diagonal elements of G correspond to the inner products between any
^Frame is generalization of a basis set to a set which can be linearly dependent.
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two distinct columns in © defined as
9ij •= (gJ , 6j) = OjOj for i ^  j, (4.19)
where (•, •) denotes the vector inner product. It is important to note that the minimum 
possible absolute off-diagonals of G  are zero and can occur only if © is orthonormal and 
p = m. As shown in [1 2 2 ] and [119], it is possible to compute the minimum absolute inner 
product for each vector pair in an equiangular tight frame for p <  m using the following 
equation:
In the context of compressed sensing we describe (4.20) as the minimum (theoretically) 
achievable “mutual coherence” .
The above discussion can be concisely summarized in the following definition:
D efin ition  4.2. (see [119]) A p x m  matrix © is called Equiangular Tight Frame (ETF) 
if  its corresponding Gram matrix has unit diagonal elements and off-diagonals are equal
to
g,. =   ^ (4.21)
1  otherwise.
In general, designing exact ETFs is a complicated procedure and such frames do not 
exist for an arbitrary p  and m—it is known that a real equiangular tight frame can exist 
only if m < [119]. Nonetheless, there are methods established to find ETFs such
as in [118] and [119]. The problem we face here is more challenging and adds more 
complication to the standard ETF problem which only aims at finding ©. Here, we need 
to find a measurement matrix $  for an arbitrary p < m, having small coherence with a 
known fixed dictionary/basis In other words, © =  is desired to be as close as 
possible (and not exactly equal) to an ETF, where $ , and potentially 4 ,^ are overcomplete 
matrices. W hat follows is the proposed approach to find such a measurement matrix.
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4 .5 .3  T h e  p ro p o s e d  a p p ro a c h
Consider a convex set which contains the ideal ETFs [119]:
M.g =  {H € R”>x”> : H  =  H ^, diag{H} =  Î , max 1%] < m e}, (4.22)
where diag{H} refers to diagonal elements of H  and 1 is a column vector of all ‘ones’. As 
mentioned earlier, we cannot guarantee to find a $  leading to a © with coherence exactly
equal to pB- In other words, it is not always possible to find a $  with a Gram matrix
lying in the set because of two reasons: 1 ) dealing with arbitrary dimensions and not 
necessarily m  < and 2 ) being constrained by the fixed matrix 4 .^ As a solution, we
relax this situation and attempt to optimize a random $  to have a Gram matrix lying in a 
set 7i^ with p >  p e - In order to find such a matrix, we define the following minimization 
problem which needs to be solved, alternately:
min 1 (4.23)
The reason for introducing p  is to emphasize that we aim at proposing a method to 
find a matrix with a coherence close to an arbitrary p  and not necessarily p£. In the 
following subsections, we propose an alternating minimization algorithm, which iteratively 
minimizes (4.23) to find the desired $ . The proposed algorithm attempts to force an upper 
limit on off-diagonal elements of and find the desired $ ,  accordingly.
U pdating  $  : a G radient descent approach
Starting with a $ , comprised of random i.i.d columns, we apply a Gradient descent method 
to minimize (4.23), while keeping H  fixed. We denote the ij-th. element of $  by cf)ij and 
define the cost function as:
J  =11 -  H  III . (4.24)
The minimization method can be described as an iterative process such as
where p > 0 is the iteration step-size. In order to apply the proposed method to all
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elements of matrix we compute the gradient of J  with respect to $  (denoted as 
V ^i7), while H  is considered fixed:
-  H)}. (4.25)
Here, Tr{*} denotes the matrix trace operation. By using the matrix derivative rules we 
can simplify (4.25) to
-  H )Ÿ ^. (4.26)
The full update equation would then be:
$((+!) =  $(() -  -  H )# ^ , (4.27)
where I is the iteration index and (3 =  Aq. The scalar step-size /? can either be a fixed value 
or be adaptively updated during the iterations. We will discuss about such adaptive step- 
size shortly. At Z-th iteration and after updating the measurement matrix using (4.27), 
we keep ^  fixed and update H  to minimize (4.24). We next describe the procedure for 
updating H.
U p d a tin g  H  : a  com ponent-w ise approach
In order to have no high-coherent element between $  and 4', an upper limit on off-diagonal 
elements of is imposed. This is done while we keep $  fixed and update H  based
on a given threshold p. Minimization of (4.23) with respect to H , which is a Hermitian 
matrix, is known as matrix nearness problem and is solved element-wise [118,119]. In 
fact, the closest H  to in terms of Frobenius norm, has similar sign pattern.
On the other hand, it is known that the nearest element of a set to a point (in terms of 
Frobenius norm) can be obtained by projecting that point onto the set—which is a unique 
solution [123]. The set 77  ^ is also closed, bounded and convex, and is called “structural 
constraint set” as shown in [118]. Therefore, the solution is straightforward and can be
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simply described as a matrix having unit diagonal elements and off-diagonals satisfying
=  (4.28)
- sgn{pij} otherwise,
where gij is the ij-th. element of G =  and p  is the desired mutual coherence
defined by the user. Such an element-wise scheme in updating H assures that in the 
next update of $  the elements with higher coherence will be intensively constrained. The 
pseudo-code of the proposed approach appears in Algorithm 4.2.
We also note that having unit diagonal elements in H can be thought as a normalization 
constraint on the columns of 0  =  $4^, when solving (4.23). Therefore, normalizing 
the columns of 0  in Algorithm 4.2 is not applied. This has also the advantage of less 
computation cost. However, in order to be consistent in representing the results, we 
always compute the mutual coherence based on the column-normalized 0 , denoted by 0 , 
and accordingly G =  0 ^ 0 ,  using (4.3) and (4.4).
The proposed algorithm is repeated for a number of iterations, where $  and H are al­
ternately updated to reduce (4.24). Regarding the convergence of the proposed method 
we mention that constructing ETFs using alternating minimization methods have a global 
minimum subject to an appropriate initialization [118,119]. It has been proven in [118,119] 
that there exist at least one accumulation point (limit point) for minc.H ||G  — H | | |  and 
the minimization leads to a global minimum after infinite number of iterations (more dis­
cussion on convergence of the alternating minimization methods can be found in [118,119]). 
The proposed approach, however, utilizes a Gradient descent method to update the mea­
surement matrix which guarantees gradual minimization of (4.24) and convergence to a 
local minimum. Regarding the stopping criterion, we used a fixed number of iterations. 
However, other stopping criteria can also be used. For instance, one may continue the 
algorithm until reaching to a desired coherence or until the value of cost function for two 
successive iterations does not change significantly.
Next, we describe a procedure for choosing an adaptive step-size which improves the 
convergence behavior of the proposed method compared with using a fixed step-size.
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A lgo rithm  4.2: Proposed optimization method.
Input; Sparsifying matrix 4', step-size P, threshold p, and number of iterations: C, L.
1 Initialization:
2 • Set iteration counters c, Z = 0;
3 • Set $  to a random matrix of size p x n;
4  • Set H to identity matrix of size m x m;
5 for c=l to C do
6 G <—
7 Update H:
8 for all i ^  j  do
i i \ 9 i j \ < P  
• sgn{gij} otherwise
end
Update
1 2  for 1 = 1  to L do
1 3  I 0  <— $  -  -  H ) » ^ ;
14 end
15 end
Output: Optimized measurement matrix
4 .5 .4  A d a p tiv e  step-size selection
Although we mentioned that a fixed step-size can be used in the proposed algorithm, it 
may not be an optimum choice. Hence, we describe the procedure for selecting an adaptive 
step-size to achieve a higher performance and faster initial adaptation. An adaptive step- 
size varies during the iterations of the algorithm based on some criteria. Stochastic gradient 
step-size has been shown to be advantageous over the fixed one [124,125,126]. In order 
to find such step-size at each iteration of the algorithm we can use the steepest descent 
method as follows:
/3(Hi) =  0m -  (4-29)
where ^ is a constant. It is seen from (4.29) that the step-size is adapted based on the 
gradient of the total cost function and the step-size of the previous iteration. In other 
words, it is adapted in a way to minimize (4.24). In order to calculate the differentiation
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in (4.29) we replace (4.27) into (4.24) and obtain:
J ( $ ( ! + i ) )  =  1 1 » ^  ( $ ( i )  -  . . .
• • • {*(1) -
For notational simplicity and avoiding very long equations we define:
M(i) := -  H (())^^, (4.31)
and then simplify (4.30) to:
i^{i) -  ^ (0 ^ (o )^  (^(0 “  ^ (0 ^ (o )  ^  ~  ^  • (4.32)
In order to calculate the derivative of (4.32) with respect to we expand ||.||^ using the 
trace operator and obtain:
= - 2 ÏV { (A(„ - ( b, „  +Bl)}
+ 2 TÏ | 2 C(() (A(i) -  H((+i)) +  +  B ^ J  |
- 6 '& { C m (B ( i)+ B 5 ))} ^ g )
+ 4 '& { c f ,)} 4 ) ,  (4.33)
where:
A
B(o
'(I)
(0 • =
=  (4.34)
Now, the step-size value for the (/-M)-th iteration can be found from (4.29). This adaptive
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update of step-size should be executed at each iteration of the inner loop in Algorithm 4.2. 
We still need to manually choose ^ (called step-size of step-size). However, we observed 
that the overall performance is relatively insensitive to its value; the fact that has also 
been indicated in the corresponding literature [126].
4.5.5 Experimental results
In this section we examine the performance of the proposed method and compare it with 
some well-established similar methods by presenting the empirical results obtained from an 
extensive set of experiments. In the first experiment, we applied the proposed algorithm 
to a random $ ( 3 0 x2 0 0 ) taken from a Gaussian distribution where a random dictionary 
$  of size 200 x 400 was used. Then, Elad’s algorithm [107], accessible via SparseLab 
toolbox [113], was applied to the same matrices. The distributions of absolute off-diagonal 
elements of Gram matrix for the proposed method with p  =  0.2, C = 100, L =  50 and 
a fixed P = 0.01, and for Elad’s [107] with t =  0.2, 1000 iterations, and three different 
7 : 7 i =  0.5, 7 2  =  0.7, 7 3  =  0.9 are depicted in Figure 4.6 (a). We also added the 
distribution graph as a result of applying the preliminary solution described in section 
4.5.1 for comparison. It is seen in Figure 4.6 (a) that the proposed method has a better 
response in decreasing both pav and pmx- In order to better observe this improvement, 
the numerical values of p ^x  and Pav obtained from this experiment are given in Table 
4.2. Also, Figure 4.6 (a) shows that the proposed method is superior to the preliminary 
solution in reducing pmx (tails of the curves) but the preliminary solution is more powerful 
in pulling the peak of distribution toward zero (equivalent to reducing pav)- This is due 
to the fact that in the preliminary solution the off-diagonals of the Gram matrix are 
forced to zero. Further, we repeated this experiment with the same settings but when an 
overcomplete DOT dictionary was used for $ .  The results are shown in Figure 4.6 (b). 
The results in Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) indicate that the proposed method has a similar 
performance for when both random and DOT dictionaries are used. This implies that the 
performance of the proposed method does not highly depend on the type of dictionary 
used, which indicates universality of the obtained measurement matrix. Similarly, the 
numerical values of Pmx and pav for DOT dictionary, in Table 4.2, are comparable with 
those for random dictionary.
In order to observe the convergence behavior of the proposed method and also evaluate
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Figure 4.6: Comparing the distributions of absolute off-diagonal elements of G: (a) using 
random dictionary, and (c) with overcomplete DOT dictionary.
the influence of using an adaptive step-size we calculated the objective function (4.24) and 
also evolution of prnx, while the iterations were proceeding. In this experiment both $  
and Ÿ were generated randomly and other parameters were as follows: p =  50, n =  80, 
m  = 100, p = PE = 0.082, ^ =  10“ ,^ and /?(q) =  0.05. We also applied the preliminary 
solution and the method in [107] to this data. The resulting graphs appear in Figure 
4.7. It is seen from Figure 4.7 (a) that the proposed method (for both cases of fixed 
and adaptive step-size) achieves a lower mutual coherence compared with other methods.
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Table 4.2: Effects of different methods on mutual coherence when using two types of 
dictionaries: random and DCT.
Before
optim ization
P relim inary
solution
Proposed
m ethod E lad ’s m ethod 
7 1  7 2  7 3
R a n d o m  d ic t io n a r y :
H m x 0.7326 0.6803 0.4298 0.7831 0.8552 0.9281
M av 0.1557 0.1436 0.1475 0.1554 0.1548 0.1556
D C T  d ic t io n a r y :
l^m x 0.9334 0.7429 0.4855 0.9593 0.9146 0.8932
y-av 0.1527 0.1430 0.1471 0.1551 0.1538 0.1552
Moreover, the achieved mutual coherence when using adaptive step-size is even smaller. 
Similar superiority is observed by inspecting Figure 4.7 (b) where the objective function 
error is depicted.^ It is seen that the adaptivity in step-size leads to a smaller steady state 
error and faster convergence. This behavior is due to the adaptation of step-size (3 and 
approaching to an optimum value which is clearly seen from the evolution graph in Figure 
4.7 (c).
In the next part of the experiments we investigated the advantages of measurement ma­
trix optimization in the sparse signal recovery. We selected OMP, a greedy algorithm, 
which iteratively builds up an approximation of the sparse signal and is widely used as a 
reconstruction algorithm in this framework. Further, LASSO [127] (a continuation of BP) 
was selected as a minimization approach which attempts to fit a regression model while 
imposing ^i-norm constraint on the regression coefficients and solving:
m m i | | y - $ ^ s | | 2  +  A ||s|li, (4.35)
where A is a nonnegative scalar [127,128]. We remind that y  and s are column vectors of 
length p  and m, respectively. Moreover, x  =  is a vector of length n.
Extensive simulations were performed to sketch the phase transition diagram'^ in a noiseless
setting. 1 0 0  trials were generated at each point on a grid of 5 = p fn  and p — k jp  axes,
for n =  m =  500, 5 e  [0.1 1], and p 6  [0.05 1]. Scalar k stands for number of non-zeros.
The (p,S) plane was made of 30 x 30 equispaced points in total. ^  was chosen to be
a random matrix of size 500 x 500. Non-zeros of the sparse signals in each trial were
drawn from random Gaussian distribution. The resulting diagrams are demonstrated in
^Note that since there exist no explicit objective function in [107], we were unable to plot such a graph 
for it in Figure 4.7 (b).
“^ Details about transition diagram can be found in [113,128].
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Figure 4.7: Convergence results: (a) evolution of Prnx^  (b) the objective function, and (c) 
the evolution of adaptive step-size /3, all versus iteration number.
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Figure 4.8: Empirical phase transition in the (p, S) plane, when (a) LASSO and (b) OMP 
with random $ , (c) LASSO and (d) OMP with proposed method was used.
Figure 4.8 for two different recovery algorithms, namely OMP [40] and LASSO [127]. 
Shaded attributes are the proportion of successful outcomes to all trials. An outcome is 
considered to be successful if the reconstruction error ||x —x||2 / | |x | | 2  is less than 0.01. The 
overlaid curves show the estimate of x for each n  where the reconstruction is successful 
with probability 1 — r. r  is the estimator’s threshold and was set to r  =  0.25 (see [113] for 
more details about the estimator’s threshold). Inspection of the results, especially those in 
Figure 4.9, where the curves for different methods are depicted on the same graph, reveals 
the success of the proposed approach. It is seen that the proposed approach does give 
improvements over random matrices, and Elad’s method. However, it has been observed 
that these advantages decrease as the problem size grows (as n  increases from around 800 
to 1000 and beyond). Nevertheless, the proposed method outperforms both Elad’s and 
pure random matrices at large dimensions, though not very noticeably.
Following the previous test in analysis of the reconstruction performance, we set up a new 
experiment where an overcomplete DCT dictionary ’$'(8 0 x1 2 0 ) was used. We conducted
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Figure 4.9: Empirical phase transition curves of (a) LASSO and (b) OMP when different 
measurement matrices were used.
two separate experiments, first by fixing p = 25 and varying k from 1 to 10 and second 
by fixing k = 4 and varying p from 15 to 40 (see also [107] and [113]). Each experiment 
was performed for 50000 random sparse ensembles and the average reconstruction errors 
were recorded. The corresponding graphs shown in Figure 4.10 indicate the improved 
performance when optimized $  was used instead of random $ . Moreover, it is seen 
that the proposed method performs better, especially when OMP is used as the recovery 
method. The reason can be inferred from the fact that OMP works based on orthogonality, 
which is improved when the proposed method is applied.
More importantly, Figure 4.10 (a) reveals that by using the optimized measurement ma­
trices one can achieve the same performance as that obtained using pure random matrices, 
but with fewer number of measurements. For instance, notice the recovery error of BP
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Figure 4.10: Relative recovery errors as a function of (a) number of measurements p, and 
(b) number of non-zeros.
using the optimized measurement matrix at p =  30 in Figure 4.10 (a). It is almost as 
small as the recovery rate at p =  36 for a pure random $ . The same behavior can also be 
noticed for the recovery using OMR
In this part of the simulations the possibility of using the proposed approach for optimizing 
the Bernoulli projections is studied. The main advantages of using random Bernoulli 
matrices are reduction of the hardware complexity and storage due to their binary nature. 
Assuming the same settings in the previous experiment we first generated a measurement 
matrix with random Bernoulli distribution. Then, the proposed method was applied to 
optimize it. The optimized matrix would not obviously have ±1 values and includes values 
with any amplitude. One preliminary way to quantize the optimized elements back to the
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Figure 4.11: Relative reconstruction error using OMP versus number of non-zeros.
Bernoulli type, i.e. ±1, is to apply a nonlinear signum function (sgn{.}). The recovery 
error rates using this scheme are given in Figure 4.11, which indicates its superiority 
over pure random Bernoulli matrices. However, applying such nonlinear operation is not 
optimum and further work is required to better optimize random Bernoulli matrices.
As previously mentioned, the parameter p  in Algorithm 4.2 can be theoretically chosen 
as p >  PE- However, we empirically observed that the best performance is achieved when 
p PE. This is a reasonable choice since p e  is the optimum mutual coherence and the 
aim is to approach to this value. In order to support the effectiveness of this choice and 
demonstrate the influence of choosing different p we measured the reconstruction error of 
10000 signal ensembles while optimizing $  with different values of p. In this experiment, 
the signal ensembles were of length m  = 100 with 5 non-zeros, was an overcomplete 
DCT dictionary, and OMP was used as the recovery method. Other parameters of the 
algorithm were p =  30, n =  64, (7 =  100 and L =  20. Based on the given parameters, 
the optimum mutual coherence can be calculated as pE = =  0.1535. Figure
4.12 represents the relative reconstruction error as a function of p  for three cases of no 
optimization, optimization with a fixed step-size (3 =  0.01, and optimization with adaptive 
step-size of ^ =  10“ ® and ^(o) =  0.02. It is seen from the graphs in Figure 4.12 that the 
minimum error is achieved when p ~  0.1 ~  0.3, and hence, ~  is a suitable choice. 
It is also noticeable that îor p < pE still the error is relatively small but it increases as 
it approaches to p =  0. It is worth noting that the choice of p =  0 is equivalent to using 
the preliminary method described in section 4.5.1 which means replacing H  with identity
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Figure 4.12; Relative reconstruction error versus p. The parameter p  is used in algorithm 
4.2 for optimization of the measurement matrix.
matrix I. We have also observed that as p  decreases, the steady state error of objective 
function (4.24) becomes higher and vice versa.
All the aforementioned experiments were conducted under no noise situation. In order to 
show the robustness of the proposed method in noisy situations we considered the noisy 
model y  =  $ ^ s + v ,  where v  6  is the vector of additive Gaussian noise with zero mean. 
The main parameter settings for this simulation were: p =  25, n =  64, m =  100, number 
of non-zeros fc =  5, and p = 0.17. First, the proposed method was applied to a random 
measurement matrix, where a DCT dictionary was used. Then, the noisy measurements 
were generated with different signal to noise ratios (SNRs) from 0 to 60 dB. We applied 
OMP and LASSO to these noisy measurements to recover the sparse signals. The relative 
reconstruction errors under different noise levels are given in Figure 4.13. It is seen from 
Figure 4.13 that the reconstruction performance improves as SNR increases and vice versa. 
However, the optimized measurement matrix is more robust to noise compared with when 
it is a pure random matrix.
Next, we compare the computation time of the proposed method with other methods. 
We set up a simulation to optimize measurement matrices with different dimensions. A 
desktop computer with a Core 2  Duo CPU of 3.00 CHz and 2 C Bytes of RAM was used 
for this experiment. Table 4.3 represents the running time per iteration with respect to 
different dimensions for $  and As it is seen from Table 4.3, the computation time 
increases with increasing the dimensions. The preliminary method in section 4.5.1 and
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Figure 4.13: Relative reconstruction errors versus SNRs of measurements in dB using (a) 
OMP and (b) LASSO.
the method in [107] present lowest and highest computation times, respectively. For large 
dimensions the computation of the Elad’s method [107] is almost twice as that for the 
proposed method with fixed step-size (notice the last column in Table 4.3). This can be 
because of using SVD in Elad’s method which is computationally expensive, especially 
for high dimensions. In addition, it is seen that using adaptive step-size for the proposed 
method incurs more complexity and hence increases the computation time slightly.
In the last experiment, we studied the effects of the proposed optimization on sampling and 
reconstruction of real images. Due to involving a large number of pixels, it is practically 
impossible to process the whole image directly. Therefore, we applied the multi-scale strat­
egy used in [85,129,130] considering wavelet transform to sparsify the input image. As an
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Table 4.3: The computation time (in second) per iteration for different methods.
M atrix  dim ensions
0 :  60 X 100 
0 :1 0 0  X 200
120 X 200 
200 X 400
180 X 300 
300 X 600
240 X 400 
400 X 800
300 X 500 
500 X 1000
E lad ’s m ethod [107]
T he prelim inary  m ethod
0.0772
0.0079
0.4533
0.0591
1.2673
0.2453
2.8761
0.6048
5.2674
1.1691
T he proposed m ethod  (fixed step-size) 
T he proposed m ethod (adaptive step-size)
0.0565
0.0673
0.2562
0.3526
0.7069
0.9854
1.4385
2.0480
2.5095
3.6545
illustrative example, the “mondrian” image of size 256 x 256, shown in Figure 4.14 (a), was 
compressed using both pure random and optimized measurement matrices using different 
methods. Following the same procedure as in [85], we used symmletS wavelet and decom­
posed the mondrian image up to level 4. This decomposition produced 256 approximation 
coefficients and 65280 detail coefficients. A sparse vector of size 768 was constructed from 
only the detail coefficient matrices at scale 4. This was considered as the sparse signal to 
be compressed. Thus, the approximation coefficients were held, but the detail coefficients’ 
vector was compressed using a measurement matrix of size 614 x 768—corresponding to 
sample reducing rate of 0.8: 614 % 0.8 x 768. Then, the sparse vector was recovered using 
BP [112] and the mondrian image was reconstructed using inverse wavelet transform. As 
can be seen from Figure 4.14 the reconstruction error, computed as e =  |[x — x ||2 / ||x ||2 , 
where x  is the reconstructed image, is less when we compress the image using the pro­
posed optimized measurement matrix. The obtained peak-signal to noise ratios® (PSNRs) 
depicted in Figure 4.14 also confirm this improvement.
4 .5 .6  C o n c lu d in g  re m a rk s
In the second part of this chapter we proposed a gradient-based method for optimization 
of the measurement matrix in compressed sensing. The proposed method works based 
on an alternating minimization scheme which iteratively optimizes the measurement ma­
trix to decrease the mutual coherence. The advantages are higher performance in sparse 
recovery, and also possibility to take fewer measurements and yet achieve the same per­
formance level when using pure random matrices. We also described a steepest descent 
method for obtaining an adaptive step-size to improve the performance. The presented 
numerical results verified the success of the proposed approach. In addition, the experi-
®PSNR is defined as PSNRdB =  201ogiQ where k is the maximum possible value of the normal­
ized signal X and N  is the total number of samples.
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Figure 4.14: Reconstruction of mondrian image; (a) original and reconstructed images 
using a measurement matrix with (b) no optimization, (c) proposed optimization, and (d) 
Elad’s optimization.
mental results indicated that the proposed method is computationally less expensive than 
some traditional methods in the literature.
4.6 Discussion
In this short section we discuss the characteristics of the proposed methods with respect to 
a given class of signals or images. It might have been realized that the proposed methods 
are non-adaptive and only require the knowledge about sparsifying dictionary. In fact, 
these methods do not exploit any prior information about the signal of interest. Therefore, 
the optimized measurement matrix is not affected by the properties (whether known or 
unknown) of the sparse signal. In particular, the power spectrum density of the optimized 
measurement matrix, which is originally white for a pure random matrix, does not change 
significantly and remains white (compared with spectrum of a pure random matrix) even
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Figure 4.15: Spectrum of an i.i.d random vector; (a) before and (b) after applying the
proposed method.
if the signal to be sampled has a particular spectrum. Figure 4.15, which shows the 
power spectrum of a random measurement matrix before and after optimization using the 
proposed method, confirms this observation. We have also observed similar behavior in 
other non-adaptive methods such as in Elad’s method [107]. This non-adaptivity has the 
advantage that the proposed methods are universal and can be applied to a wide range 
of signals and images disregarding the type of sparsifying dictionary. In contrast, there 
are some methods like [1 1 1 ] which exploit the prior knowledge (such as the frequency 
spectrum or locations of non-zeros) about the signal of interest into the optimization 
process. Obviously, these methods are not universally applicable to other types of signals. 
However, one way to exploit any available prior information (e.g. if it is known that the 
signal is bandpass or highpass) using the proposed methods in this chapter is to first 
generate a colored random measurement matrix, using a method such as in [1 1 1 ], then, 
apply the proposed methods in this chapter to optimize it and to decrease the mutual 
coherence.
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4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter the problem of measurement matrix optimization in compressed sensing 
was addressed. The corresponding literature was reviewed first. Then, an improved ver­
sion of the method proposed by Durate et al [18], supported by several simulations, was 
presented in the first part of this chapter. In the second part, a new alternating minimiza­
tion method was proposed to optimize the measurement matrix. This method which is 
related to the “equiangular tight frames” could successfully optimize an initially random 
measurement matrix admitting a smaller mutual coherence. In order to further improve 
the performance of the proposed method an adaptive step-size using steepest descent tech­
nique was adopted. The results of our extensive experiments confirmed that the optimized 
measurement matrix can effectively improve the performance both in terms of reconstruc­
tion quality and number of measurements which should be taken. In addition, the results 
indicated the superiority of the proposed method over the existing methods in terms of 
complexity and recovery performance.
Chapter 5
Fast Incoherent Dictionary 
Learning Algorithms with  
Application to Blind Source 
Separation
5.1 Overview
In this chapter the problem of dictionary learning and its analogy to source separation 
is addressed. We described, in Chapter 2 , the K-SVD as one of the well-established dic­
tionary learning algorithms. However, this algorithm does not impose any constraint to 
obtain incoherent atoms, and thus, it may produce nearly-identical atoms. Here, we ex­
tend the original K-SVD algorithm to incoherent K-SVD in order to enforce the algorithm 
to learn dictionaries with incoherent atoms. This alleviates the problem of learning sim­
ilar atoms which is a drawback of original K-SVD. In second part of this chapter, a fast 
dictionary learning method is proposed for sparse representation of data. An alternat­
ing minimization approach based on Gradient descent is proposed for this purpose. The 
proposed method allows both coefficients and dictionary atoms to be updated simultane­
ously rather than column-by-column. This strategy speeds up the algorithm compared 
with most conventional algorithms such as K-SVD which uses a column-wise approach 
involving SVD operation [131]. Finally, we show that due to existing similarities between
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dictionary learning problem and source separation, it is possible to apply the proposed 
methods for sparse source separation of multichannel observations. Since it has been re­
cently revealed that sparsity is useful for analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging 
data, we apply the proposed methods to both synthetic and real fMRJ data to evaluate 
the appropriateness of the proposed methods for this application. The results of our ex­
periments confirm the effectiveness of the proposed ideas. In addition, we compare the 
quality of results and empirically prove the superiority of the proposed fast dictionary 
learning method over the conventional algorithms in terms of computation time.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, the literature of fMRI data 
analysis is briefly reviewed. Then, the related works regarding dictionary learning and 
source separation problems are presented. In section 5.4, an extended version of K-SVD 
method, called IK-SVD, is presented. We propose a fast and incoherent dictionary learning 
algorithm in section 5.5. The analogy of dictionary learning algorithms to blind source 
separation with sparsity constraint is discussed in section 5.6. In section 5.7, several 
simulations and numerical results on synthetic and real signals are presented. Finally, the 
chapter is concluded in section 5.8.
5.2 Functional magnetic resonance imaging
The well-known technology of magnetic resonance imaging (MR!) has been used for many 
years providing anatomical images from inside the body. However, it has been found 
that MRI can also be used to map changes in brain haemodynamics that correspond to 
mental operations. The ability to determine which parts of the brain are activated by 
different types of physical sensation or activation and participate in specific functions is 
yield by fMRI. When a subject (lied inside fMRI scanner) is asked to do a specific task, 
the blood flow to the local vasculature increases and the corresponding deoxyhemoglobin 
decreases. These changes are resulted from a neural activity in the brain and called blood 
oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) [132]. In fMRI analysis the aim is to detect those 
regions of brain that involve in these activities.
In a typical fMRI experiment a low-resolution functional volume (3-D image) is acquired 
every few seconds. Two series of images are basically acquired; flrst series are taken whilst 
stimulation is applied and the second series are related to the time when the subject is at
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rest. Stimulation times correspond to the intervals when the person is being asked to do 
a physical or cognitive activity, such as finger tapping or listening to an audio signal. The 
brain image sequences are acquired using an MR scanner during a certain period of time. 
The scanner is sensitive to the changes in local BOLD imaging. Therefore, the recorded 
images during stimulation period have high intensity. In contrast, the images taken during 
rest period have less intensity. Consequently, the parts of the images with increased 
intensity correspond to the brain areas which are activated by the stimulation [133].
The acquired data by fMRI scanners are in the form of 3-D images from the entire brain 
which are normally considered as combinations of unique cuboid elements called ‘voxels’. 
Raw fMRI data cannot be statistically analyzed straightaway and need to be prepared for 
analysis. The first preprocessing stage includes noise and artifact removal. The second 
stage of preprocessing is generally divided into two categories: spatial preprocessing and 
temporal preprocessing. Spatial preprocessing involves motion correction (re-alignment), 
co-registration, segmentation, normalization, and smoothing. In temporal preprocessing, 
slice timing correction is performed. All the preprocessing tasks are meant to improve the 
quality of results in BOLD detection stage.
There are several techniques to statistically analyze fMRJ data in order to determine acti­
vated area(s) in the brain. BOLD detection techniques generally attempt to discover the 
regions of brain whose response to the task (stimulus) changes significantly. These tech­
niques are divided into two major groups: model-based methods and data-based methods. 
The most common model-based approach is general linear model (GLM) developed by Eris- 
ton et al. [134]. In GLM, fMRI of each voxel is considered as a linear combination of the 
haemodynamic responses of stimuli and its corresponding weighted parameters. The most 
important characteristic of model-based methods is their dependency to prior knowledge 
or specific assumptions about the fMRI data. One of the most well-known MATLAB tools 
for analysis of fMRI data using GLM model is statistical parameter mapping (SPM) [135].
In contrast, data-based methods (also called model-free methods) rely on the data itself, 
rather than any prior knowledge about stimuli or predefined brain function. These meth­
ods attempt to analyze the data using separation techniques, particularly BSS. Some of 
the model-free techniques for fMRI data analysis are mitigation of mutual information 
(MI), support vector machines (SVM), independent component analysis, and nonnegative 
matrix factorization. However, since brain response to a specific task occurs in the form
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of sparse BOLD regions in the brain, it is natural to apply sparsity-inducing methods for 
BOLD detection. In the sequel we investigate the application of the proposed methods to 
fMRI data analysis in this chapter.
5.3 Related works
Major algorithmic approaches regarding dictionary learning problem have been described 
in Chapter 2  with the corresponding pseudo-codes. Therefore, we here briefly review the 
existing algorithms particularly those which are referred to in this chapter.
As already explained in section 2.3 of Chapter 2, the aim in dictionary learning (DL) 
framework is to find a dictionary that can sparsely represent a signal or image subject to 
availability of a set of training data. A dictionary is normally defined as an overcomplete 
matrix in which the columns (also called atoms) describe the features of the given training 
signals/images. Numerous applications are considered in this framework some of which 
are compression [136], denoising [64], and inpainting [137].
A generic DL problem can be mathematically expressed as follows:
min y x  -  D S ||^  s.t. ||sil|o < A:, Vie{ l . . .AT} ,  (5.1)
(D,S)
where k is the maximum allowed number of non-zeros for each and should satisfy 
k m. The signal matrix X  =  can be represented as a linear combination
of a few atoms D =  such that XnxN = D„xmSmxiV- We normally consider
overcomplete dictionaries in which n < m. However, complete dictionaries (n =  m) can 
also be of interest which will be later referred to in this chapter. Many solutions to (5.1) or 
its variations have been reported in the corresponding literature which are mainly relying 
on the sparse recovery problem. Dictionary learning methods are basically composed 
of two major steps; coefficients’ update (sparse coding) and atom update. One of the 
well-established dictionary learning methods called K-SVD was proposed by Aharon et 
al. in [64]. K-SVD is a generalization of K-means clustering and attempts to design a 
dictionary by alternately minimization of (5.1) using a sparse coding method followed by 
performing SVD. This method updates both the sparse coefficients and the dictionary 
in a column-wise fashion. Method of optimal directions (MOD) [70] is another method
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which attempts to find the dictionary using the pseudo-inverse of X. There have also been 
reported a maximum a porteriori estimation (MAP)-based [6 8 ] and maximum likelihood 
(ML)-based method [138]. A dictionary learning method using majorization minimization 
has also been recently proposed in [71]. The main challenge in all DL methods is to 
learn a dictionary which can sparsely represent the given (normally huge) data within a 
reasonable time.
On the other hand, the problem of decomposing a matrix, X, into two matrices such as D 
and S has also been studied in other frameworks rather than dictionary learning. In BSS 
the aim is to estimate D (mixing matrix) and S (source matrix) from X  (mixtures) sub­
ject to some a priori assumptions such as independency, sparsity, or nonnegativity of the 
sources. BSS has various applications in speech processing, communications, and biomed­
ical signal and image processing [72]. One of the most popular methods in BSS framework 
is ICA [72] which takes advantage of statistical independency between the components as 
a criterion for decomposition. However, it has been observed that sparsity assumption for 
blindly separation of naturally sparse sources is more efficient than independency assump­
tion. For instance, preliminary results in fMRI application, where ICA has been widely 
used as a data-based technique, has demonstrated the advantages of sparsity [139,82].
In this chapter we propose an extended version of K-SVD which attempts to impose inco­
herency of atoms into the dictionary learning algorithm. The aim is to obtain a dictionary 
with atoms which are as orthogonal as possible and to avoid learning duplicate atoms. 
As our second contribution in this chapter, we propose a computationally inexpensive 
algorithm for learning overcomplete dictionaries. We use a Gradient descent strategy for 
updating both the coefficient matrix and the dictionary. The proposed method is fast and 
does not require any knowledge about the level of sparsity. Finally, we explain the analogy 
of DL to sparse source separation problem and apply the proposed methods to a real sce­
nario with the aim of source separation. We choose fMRJ application to detect the BOLD 
regions in the brain [139,82]. Our experimental results for both real and synthetic signals 
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed methods for the purpose of BOLD detection.
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5.4 Incoherent K-SVD
High incoherence between the atoms (columns) in the dictionary is desired in almost all 
dictionary learning methods. This guarantees that the atoms are as distinct as possible. A 
suitable tool for evaluating the coherence between the atoms (as that presented in previous 
chapter for measurement matrix) is Gram matrix. It is defined by G =  D ^D , subject to 
considering a column-normalized dictionary. The Gram matrix has unit diagonal elements 
and its off-diagonals give information about the amount of coherence between the atoms.
In order to decrease the coherence among the updated atoms in the original K-SVD 
algorithm, we shall design a method to enforce the off-diagonals of G  to zero. This 
situation is similar to what we had in previous chapter for optimization of the measurement 
matrix. This motivates us to use the same strategy to minimize the coherence between 
the dictionary atoms. In order to do this, we first define a suitable cost function which 
has to be minimized at c-th iteration of the original K-SVD algorithm (i.e. Algorithm 2.4 
in Chapter 2) and after update of all atoms:
mm
D(<=)
Dfc)D(c) - 1"' (5.2)
In the above expression, D(c) indicates the updated dictionary at c-th iteration of original 
K-SVD and I is identity matrix of size m  x m. An approximate solution to (5.2) can
be obtained using a Gradient descent method. Assume we take the gradient of IF =  
2
which is computed as:
FDfc)D(c)
=  4D(,) -  l )  . (5.3)
Then, inserting (5.3) into D(c) D(c) — results in:
D ( " r ’ =  -  I), (5.4)
where 7  =  4/5 > 0  is the step-size controlling the convergence behavior of the algorithm. 
After updating all dictionary columns in the original K-SVD, the above update rule is 
applied to optimize the dictionary. The columns of D are also normalized to one, after
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A lgorithm  5.1: Proposed IK-SVD algorithm.
In p u t: D ata sam ple m atrix X , and number of non-zeros k.
1 Initialization:
2  •  Set iteration counter c =  0;
3 •  Set the sparse coefficient m atrix S(o) =  0;
4 •  Build up a random dictionary D (q);
5 •  Normalize the colum ns of D(o);
6 r e p e a t
7 c <—  c 4- 1;
8 use OM P or any other sparse coding algorithm  to  solve:
S<— argm in s ||X  -  D S ||^  s.t. Vi ||si||o <  A:;
9 for  1=1 t o  m  d o
10 E; <—  X  — D S  d/s^;
1 1  build up: coi =  { i  : 1 <  i <  iV, su 0}; 
constitute H and then com pute Ê; =  E /ÎÎ/;
13 com pute SVD: É/ =  U A V ^ , and update d/ <—  u% and s* <—  v iA n ;
14 e n d
15 Incoherence post-processing:
16 D  <—  D  -  7 D (D ^ D  -  I);
17 normalize all colum ns o f D  to  one;
1 8  u n t i l  stopping eriterion is met\
O u tp u t:  D ictionary D , sparse coefficients S.
executing (5.4). We call the proposed algorithm, IK-SVD, standing for “incoherent K- 
SVD”. The corresponding pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 5.1.
Regarding the convergence of both K-SVD and IK-SVD we shall state that it highly 
depends on the performance of the sparse coding step, as mentioned in [64]. In fact, both 
algorithms are suboptimal and may stuck in local minima. However, since the dictionary 
update step reduces (5.1), it is always observed that a successful sparse coding leads the 
algorithms to converge. We empirically observed that IK-SVD converges to a local minima 
when 7  is chosen appropriately to avoid divergence of (5.4). We also note that different 
stopping criteria can be used; one can select a fixed number of iterations or stop the 
algorithm when ||D(c+i) — becomes smaller than a predefined threshold.
5.5 Fast incoherent dictionary learning
Although K-SVD is shown to be a leading DL method, it is computationally expensive 
for learning large dictionaries. That is because of involving SVD, which is a complex 
operation, and also the column-by-column operation for updating D and X, which is 
time consuming in large scale scenarios. Additionally, our extended IK-SVD method.
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proposed in previous section, incurs more complexity to the original K-SVD which makes 
it inappropriate for large scale problems. In what follows, we propose a fast incoherent 
dictionary learning algorithm, called FIDL. As its name implies, it is designed to be fast 
and at the same time exploit the incoherency of atoms.
In order to find a suitable cost function for our purpose, we modify the original cost 
function in (5.1) to;
J (D ,S )  =  ||X -  DS||^ +  AillSlli +  AsllD^D -  I | | | ,  (5.5)
and propose a method to minimize it. Note the differences between problems (5.5) and
(5.1). Firstly, we use fy-norm of the entire matrix S in (5.5), definable as |lS||j  ^ =  
J2i J2j kül, instead of forcing individual column vectors {sj} to be sparse. This allows us 
to update the coefficients, simultaneously rather than column-by-column. Moreover, the 
sparsity bounds for all ( s d j l i  are not necessarily the same. Secondly, replacing ^o-norm 
of S with ^i-norm makes the problem convex in S. Finally, the incoherence constraint 
on D  is also added to the cost function to ensure producing incoherent atoms. Also, Ai 
and A2  are the regularization parameters which control the weight of sparsity and incoher­
ence penalties, respectively. Similar to the previous section, we propose here an iterative 
algorithm which alternately updates S and D to minimize the cost function (5.5).
5.5 .1  C oeffic ien ts’ u p d a te
Problem (5.5) is obviously non-convex in both variables, simultaneously. One common 
approach to handle this situation is to minimize the corresponding cost function with 
respect to one of the variables and consider the other variable fixed at a time. This is 
called alternating minimization approach which is widely used for these kinds of problems. 
Assuming a fixed D, the problem (5.5) is convex in S, so. Gradient descent can be a fast 
approach to minimize it. In order to be able to apply a Gradient descent method, we first 
expand ||X — D S ||^  using the properties of matrix trace Tr{.}, such that:
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||X -  DSII^ =  Tr{(X -  D S f  (X DS)} =  (5.6)
T r(X ^X  -  X ^D S -  S^D ^X  +  S^D ^D S}.
Then, taking the gradient of (5.5) with respect to S gives
V s J  = -2 D ^ X  +  2D^D S +  AiSgn{S}, (5.7)
where, sgn{.} is a component-wise signum function satisfying:
f
1 , if Sij >  0
sgn{S} =  < 0, if Sij =  0 (5.8)
—1 , if Si) < 0 .
Finally, inserting (5.7) into the standard Gradient descent formula S S — P V s J ,  leads 
to the following update rule:
S . - S - / 3 s ( D ^ D S - D ^ X  +  ^ s g n { S } ) ,  (5.9)
where the scalar 2  in (5.7) has been absorbed in Pq. The above update rule should be 
alternately executed with dictionary update rule which will be described shortly. It is also 
worth to note that in cases where the dictionary is desired to be unitary (i.e. n = m  and 
D ^D  =  I) one can set (5.7) to zero and directly obtain:
S =  D ^X  -  ^sgn{S } , (5.10)
which is known as soft-thresholding. In this case, S can be estimated by iteratively soft- 
thresholding of D ^X  with threshold ^  (see equation (2.32) in Chapter 2  and also [140,53] 
for more details).
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5 .5 .2  D ic tio n a ry  u p d a te
Now, we aim at updating the dictionary elements while keeping S fixed. Similar to previous 
section, Gradient descent approach can be applied here. Taking the gradient of (5.5), this 
time with respect to D, leads to:
V d J  =  2 (DS -  X )S^ +  4A2D(D^D -  I). (5.11)
The update rule for D can then be obtained as:
D ^  D -  ;0D (DSS^ -  XS^ +  2 A2 D (D^D -  I ) ) . (5.12)
Again, the scalar 2  in (5.11) has been absorbed in /?d* In addition, we apply the normal­
ization to all columns to preserve the column norms of the dictionary.
Regarding the convergence of the proposed method we shall again state that S is not 
guaranteed to globally minimize (5.5) and may stuck in some local minima. Both coef­
ficients and dictionary update steps are based on a Gradient descent strategy which are 
guaranteed to reduce the cost function in overall, but not necessarily toward a global min­
ima. The stopping criterion can be a fixed iteration number or when — D(;)||^
becomes smaller than a predefined threshold. Algorithm 5.2 illustrates a pseudo-code of 
the proposed FIDL method.
A lgo rithm  5.2; Fast incoherent dictionary learning (FIDL).
Input: Data sample matrix X.
1 Initialization:
2 • Set iteration counter 1 = 0;
3 •  Set the sparse coefficient matrix S (o ) =  0 ;
4  • Build up a random dictionary D(o);
5 •  Normalize the columns of D ( o ) ;
6 repeat
I <—  / -f-1 ;
Coefficients’ update:
S S -  ;d s(D ^ D S -  D ^ X  +  ^ s g n { S } ) ;2
Dictionary update:
D f — D - / ? d (D S S ^  -  X S ^  +  2A 2D (D ^ D  -  I)); 
normalize all colum ns of D  to  one;
13 u n t i l  stopping criterion is met;
O u tp u t:  D ictionary D , sparse coefficients S.
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5 .5 .3  A d a p tiv e  step -s ize  se lec tio n  for coeffic ien ts’ u p d a te
As previously mentioned, a fixed step-size for both dictionary update and coefficients’ 
update leads the algorithm to converge. However, in order to achieve a faster initial 
adaptation and a lower steady state error we can use an adaptive step-size. An adaptive 
step-size varies during the iterations of the algorithm based on some criteria. Here we use 
“stochastic gradient” step-size [124,125,126] which also was used for measurement matrix 
optimization in previous chapter. An adaptive gradient step-size for (/ -f l)-th  iteration of 
coefficients’ update stage can be defined as:
Ps(i+i) %
(5.13)
(i)
where p is  a constant. It is seen from (5.13) that the step-size is adapted based on the 
gradient of the total cost function and the step-size of the previous iteration. In other 
words, it is adapted in a way to minimize (5.5). In order to determine the differentiation 
in (5.13) we modify (5.5) by replacing (5.9) into it and obtain:
X  -  D  (S(„ -  ;3s,„(D^DS(,) -  D^X +  ^ sg n {S („ }))  
+  Ai||S(„ -  /3s,„(D^DSy) -  D ^ X +  hsg„{S(,)})||i 
+  AzIID^D - 1 ||%..
(5.14)
For notational simplicity and since we are interested in the differentiation with respect to 
PS(i) we define:
Q(„ := D^DS(„ -  D^X +  ySgn{S(„}, (5.15)
and then simplify (5.14) to:
+Ai S(i) -
(5.16)
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Finally, by expanding ||.||p using the trace operator and expanding ||.l|j^  as a summation 
over absolute values of all elements, we can calculate the differentiation in (5.13) which is 
ultimately simplified to:
=  2Tr{X^DQ(,)} -  21Ï{S5)D^DQ(,)} 
+2^S(j)Tr{Q^)D^DQ(i)} -  Ai ^  sgn{sÿ- j^  ^ -  (5.17)
Using (5.13) and (5.17), we can add one extra step to Algorithm 5.2 for updating the 
step-size at each iteration. Although we still need to manually choose p (called step- 
size of step-size), it has been indicated in the literature that the overall performance is 
relatively insensitive to its value [126]; the fact we also observed in our simulations. The 
same procedure can be applied to obtain an adaptive step-size for /5d- However, we 
observed that the best performance is achieved when /?d is chosen fixed and Ps adaptive. 
Therefore, we omit the mathematical description for obtaining the adaptive Pj^ .
5.6 Analogy to  blind source separation
Following the concepts and notations described in previous sections, here we address 
the possibility of applying dictionary learning algorithms to a generic source separation 
problem with sparsity constraint. This analogy has already been pointed out in few re­
searches [94,141]. However, we believe that there are still rooms to study and recognize 
those DL methods which can be successfully utilized in source separation applications. 
This analogy is quite straightforward; in instantaneous blind source separation, we are 
given n  observations which are linear mixtures of m  unknown sources (re­
call that superscript i denotes the %-th row of the corresponding matrix). The desire is 
to obtain decomposition of X  into D and S with smallest error and possibly subject to 
some constraints on D and/or S. If the sources are assumed to be sparse in time/pixel 
domain, the source separation problem can be described similarly as the aforementioned 
dictionary learning problems, i.e. (5.1) or (5.5). Therefore, the techniques which solve
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(5.1) or minimize (5.5) can be used for source separation, as well.^ In the result section, 
we apply the proposed methods to synthetic and real auditory fMRI data and show that 
they can successfully detect the BOLD regions in the brain.
Beside the similarities between the two frameworks, there are some differences in the 
interpretations of X, D and S which are listed in Table 5.1. We also note that in dictionary 
learning framework D is normally considered as a complete (n =  m) or an overcomplete 
(n <  m) matrix, while in blind source separation the case of n > m is also considered. 
This, however, does not affect the above problem formulations and the DL methods are 
still valid even for (n > m). Three general BSS categories are called underdetermined 
(n < m), exactdetermined (n =  m), and overdetermined (n > m), accordingly. We 
evaluate the performance of DL algorithms for over and underdetermined cases later in 
this chapter.
Table 5.1: Differences in terminology between DL and BSS.
X  N  training signals of length n as column vectors
DL D dictionary
S N  sparse coefficient vectors of length m  
X  n mixtures of length N  as row vectors 
BSS D mixing matrix
S m  sparse sources of interest
5.7 Experim ental results
In order to quantify the performance of the proposed methods, a number of extensive 
experiments were conducted. In the first experiment, we demonstrate and analyze the 
results of applying the proposed methods to random synthetic data. In the second exper­
iment, the robustness of K-SVD and FIDL against noise is assessed. Then, the proposed 
approaches are compared with some well-established techniques in the literature, in terms 
of computational complexity. Finally, we investigate the performance of the proposed 
methods as a source separation technique for both synthetic and real fMRI mixtures.
^Note that the incoherence constraint in (5.5) might be useful in some applications such as commu­
nication where the mixing matrix columns (called channels) are desired to be as orthogonal as possible. 
However, this penalty term can be dropped if it is not required.
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E x p erim en t 1
In this experiment we artificially generated a set of mixtures based on the underdetermined 
model X  =  DS +  V:
• 8 (4 0 x2 0 0 0 ) is composed of 40 sparse sources of length 2000, generated randomly.
• D  is a random overcomplete full-rank matrix of size 30 x 40 with all columns nor­
malized to one.
• V  represents the matrix of 30 x 2000 additive Gaussian noise of zero mean and 0.01 
standard deviation.
We applied the proposed IK-SVD and FIDL algorithms to X  to estimate D  and S. The 
parameters of both methods were manually selected as follows: 7  =  0 .0 1 , Ptt = Ps = 
0.05, Ai =  0.4, and A2  =  0.2. We then repeated this experiment for 10000 random 
ensembles of D and S while varying the number of non-zeros of {s^} from 2 to 10. For 
comparison purposes three other algorithms, namely, original K-SVD (available within 
KSVDBox [117]), HALS-SCA [85] and MOD [70] were also examined^. The average mean 
square error between the original dictionaries and the estimated ones considering the 
signed permutations was recorded and depicted in Figure 5.1. The numbers of iterations 
for all methods were selected as 100. According to Figure 5.1 the IK-SVD has a better 
performance among all other methods. Interestingly, the FIDL method is very robust 
against the increase in the level of sparsity and its performance begins to surpass the others 
around k > 7. This might refer to the fact that unlike IK-SVD and K-SVD, the FIDL 
performance does not depend on the sparse coding method. In general, the performance 
of sparse coding methods (e.g. OMP) decreases as the number of non-zeros increases. 
Nevertheless, Figure 5.1 indicates that the performance of FIDL for low sparsity levels is 
worse than others. This is because of selection of a fixed sparsity penalty (i.e. Ai =  0.4) 
in this experiment. A more appropriate approach can be choosing a variable/adaptive Ai. 
In addition, we have observed that the performance of FIDL algorithm decreases when 
the redundancy ratio (i.e. ^ )  increases.
^HALS-SCA (Hierarchical Alternating Least Square SCA) is a blind source separation technique for 
estimating sparse sources.
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Figure 5.1: Average recovery error versus number of non-zeros.
In order to compare the coherence of the obtained dictionaries using different algorithms 
we also computed the maximum and average “mutual coherence” {pmx and Pav), definable 
via (4.3) and (4.4) in Chapter 4, respectively. We recall that both pmx and pav are desired 
to be as small as possible. Table 5.2 shows the values of these parameters for different 
algorithms averaged over all trials and all sparsity levels. It can be seen that among all 
methods, IK-SVD produces dictionaries with smaller coherence, as expected.
E x p erim en t 2
In this experiment the aim is to investigate the performance of FIDL (Algorithm 5.2) com­
pared with original K-SVD. Two criteria are focused on here; noise and knowledge about 
the number of non-zeros. The simulation settings are as follows. A random dictionary D 
of size 10 X 15 from a normal distribution, and a sparse S of size 15 x 1 0 0 0  were generated 
first. The number of non-zeros in each column of S was =  5 and we assumed that such 
a priori is not available to the algorithms. Then, the observation matrix X  =  DS 4 - V  
with increasing noise standard deviation from 0 to 0.8 was generated. In order to evaluate 
and compare the performance of original K-SVD with no prior knowledge about k we ran
Table 5.2: Mutual coherence for different algorithms. 
IK-SVD K-SVD FIDL MOD HALS-SCA
Pmx 0.2561 0.5353 0.3207 0.5097 0.7769
Pav 0.0673 0.0753 0.0724 0.0794 0.0694
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Figure 5.2: Average SNR of the estimated sources against changes in the additive noise 
standard deviation.
it for three cases of exact-estimated, under-estimated, and over-estimated k: 5, 3 and 7, 
respectively. These simulations were repeated for 100 trials and 400 iterations for both 
K-SVD and FIDL. The parameters of FIDL were the same as those in Experiment 1. Fig­
ure 5.2 represents the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the recovered S. As it is seen 
from Figure 5.2, the K-SVD fails where the knowledge about k is not available, and also 
its performance deteriorates significantly with increasing the noise power. In contrast, the 
proposed FIDL, which does not rely on such a priori, is more robust against increasing 
the noise standard deviation. However, K-SVD performs better only in exact-estimated 
case with low noise (cr ^  0 ~  0.25), as seen from Figure 5.2.
E x p e rim en t 3
In this experiment, we set up a simulation for evaluating the complexity of the proposed 
methods and comparing the performances of these methods with other well-known al­
gorithms. The parameters for the algorithms were similar to Experiment 1. However, 
we increased the dictionary size from 10 x 20 to 160 x 320 for a fixed level of sparsity 
k = 6. The following algorithms were applied: original K-SVD, IK-SVD, MOD, HALS- 
SCA, FIDL, and Adaptive-FIDL (i.e. FIDL with adaptive /)g). A desktop computer with 
a Core 2  Due CPU of 3 GHz and 2 GB of RAM was used for this experiment. The com­
putation time for all algorithms after 50 iterations were recorded. Figure 5.3 shows these
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Figure 5.3: Simulation times of different algorithms against dimension ratio. Dimension 
ratio means the ratio between the current dimensions and the initial dimensions of D. For 
example, at ratio 12 the dimensions of D are n =  10 x 12 =  120, and üf =  20 x 12 =  240.
processing times for different dictionary sizes. It is seen from this figure that the FIDL 
algorithm shows a significantly lower computation time compared with other methods. 
However, Adaptive-FIDL is slightly slower than FIDL, but it is still much faster than 
other methods. Furthermore, Figure 5.3 indicates that the computation times for K-SVD 
and IK-SVD increase sharper (almost exponentially) than FIDL at very high dimensions.
E x p e rim en t 4
A. Synthetic fM R I Data
In this experiment we investigate the performance of the proposed methods in separating 
the sources from a set of artificially generated fMRI mixtures. The synthetic data for 
this experiment was taken from MLSP-Lab [142] which has been created using the basic 
knowledge about the statistical characteristics of the underlying sources involving in the 
activation procedure in the brain. The simulations started by forming S of size 5 x 3600 
using five vectorized image sources of size 60 x 60 (Figure 5.4 (a)). Then, the mixtures 
were generated by multiplying column-normalized D of size 100 x 5 (Figure 5.5 (a)) by 
S. We applied FastICA [143], HALS-SCA [85], IK-SVD, and FIDL methods to separate 
the sources and the corresponding mixing matrix. An adaptive step-size Ps with initial 
value of 0.5 and p = 10“ ® was used for FIDL algorithm. Other parameters for FIDL were: 
/3d =  0.01, Ai =  0.5 and A2  =  0.1. The estimated sources and mixing matrix columns
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Figure 5.4: The separated image sources from synthetic fMRI mixtures and the corre­
sponding PSNRs, as the quality measure: (a) original and by using (b) IK-SVD, (c) 
FIDL, (d) FastICA, and (e) HALS-SCA.
are given in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. It is seen from the figures that both IK-SVD and FIDL 
are able to recover the sources and mixing matrix columns with comparable quality. In 
Figure 5.4, the highest and lowest PSNRs are for HALS-SCA at 75.188 dB and 35.876 
dB (Figure 5.4 (e)). In Figure 5.5, the highest and lowest SNRs are for FIDL (Figure 5.5 
(c)) at 22.399 dB and for FastICA (Figure 5.5 (d)) at 6.503 dB. It is also seen that FIDL 
has recovered the non-sparse source (Figure 5.4 (c), third row) with higher PSNR, among 
other methods. This refers to the fact that the FIDL enforces sparsity on the entire S 
rather than individual rows or columns.
Further, to demonstrate the effect of adaptive step-size for FIDL the convergence curves 
are plotted in Figure 5.6. It is seen from Figure 5.6 (a) that the step-size is evolved in a 
way to stabilize the convergence trend and leads to a very small steady state error which 
can be found from Figure 5.6 (b).
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Figure 5.5: The estimated mixing matrix columns of synthetic fMRI data and the corre­
sponding SNRs, as the quality measure: (a) original and by using (b) IK-SVD, (c) FIDL, 
(d) FastICA, and (e) HALS-SCA.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The evolution of j3s and (b) the mean square error (MSB) computed as: 
W  11^  “  D S ||^ .
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B. Real fM R I Data
D a ta  specification  A real auditory fMRI dataset was considered for this experiment. 
This dataset was taken from [135]. It contains brain images acquired by a 2T scan­
ner with 96 scans in total. Each scan consists of 64 successive slices (64 x 64 x 
64,3 X 3mm x 3mm^ voxels) with the scan to scan repeat time (TR) of 7s. 96 data 
acquisitions from a single subject were processed in blocks of 6 , giving 16 42s blocks. 
The condition for successive blocks was alternated between rest and auditory stim­
ulation starting with rest. The auditory stimulation is by using bi-syllabic words 
presented binaurally at a rate of 60 per minute. The aim is to detect the BOLD 
area in the brain using the proposed separation techniques. The available dataset 
which is in the form of a matrix of size 96 x 75050 was already pre-processed. These 
pre-processings include: slice timing, re-alignment, co-registration, segmentation, 
normalization, and smoothing.
R esu lts  We first applied IK-SVD to the fMRI data and chose m =  35 sources to be 
separated, which was already shown to be a suitable choice [82]. 500 iterations 
were used and the level of sparsity for each Sj was set to 5. We also applied FIDL 
(with 500 iterations), FastICA [143] and NMF [82] to this mixture to compare the 
results. Figure 5.7 illustrates the results of these experiments including detected 
BOLD regions and the corresponding columns in D (called time-course). It is found 
from the figure that both IK-SVD and FIDL are capable of detecting the BOLD 
regions and the time-course. The correctness of the results of the proposed methods 
can be verified by looking into the results of ICA and NMF. In addition, the results 
of analyzing this data using the SPM toolbox [135] confirm the accuracy of the 
obtained results by the proposed methods (Figure 5.8 (a)). SPM is a model-based 
tool which requires the prior information about the BOLD time-course for fMRI 
analysis. The BOLD time-course shown in Figure 5.8 (b) is generated based on the 
stimulus task-waveform and predefined brain function (more details can be found 
in [142,135]). However, these results are preliminary and further work is required 
to analyze and measure the accuracy of BOLD detection by the proposed methods 
applied to other fMRI problems such as detection of BOLD as the result of event 
related potential (ERP).
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Figure 5.7: Detected BOLD regions and their corresponding estimated time-courses using 
(a) ICA, (b) NMF, (c) FIDL, and (d) IK-SVD.
5.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, the problem of dictionary learning and its analogy to blind source sep­
aration has been discussed. Two different dictionary learning methods have been pro­
posed; an extension of K-SVD with the objective of learning incoherent atoms and a fast 
gradient-based dictionary learning algorithm suitable for large scale problems. The pro­
posed FIDL method has the advantage of updating both the dictionary and the sparse 
coefficients simultaneously rather than column-by-column. These methods and some other 
well-established techniques were applied to both synthetic and real data. The results of
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Figure 5.8: The result of fMRI analysis by SPM toolbox; (a) BOLD regions and (b) 
time-course. Note that the time-course in SPM is manually generated while in data-based 
methods, e.g. the proposed method here, it is estimated from the data.
our experiments confirmed that FIDL performs significantly faster compared with both K- 
SVD and MOD. However, there is always a compromise between the accuracy and speed, 
and that can be adjusted by choosing an appropriate number of iterations and regular­
ization parameters Ai and A2 . Further study is required to find the optimum values for 
these parameters. A common approach is to gradually decrease Ai with the number of 
iterations, such as the scheme used in soft-thresholding, to improve the results. In general, 
we have observed that FIDL algorithm works efficiently for redundancy factor ~  < 1.5.
Furthermore, we stated the similarities between the two frameworks of dictionary learning 
and blind source separation, and then applied the proposed dictionary learning methods 
to a set of auditory fMRI mixtures. The results of BOLD detection revealed that the 
proposed techniques are capable of being used for blindly separating sparse sources, even 
for noisy data such as fMRI. However, further research should to be carried out to extend 
the proposed methods for other applications and more complicated data.
Chapter 6
Multichannel Blind Source 
Separation Via Adaptive 
Dictionary Learning
6.1 Overview
As seen in the corresponding literature and in previous chapter, sparsity can be very useful 
in source separation from multichannel observations. However, the sources of interest in 
most cases are not sparse in their current domains and one needs to know the domains in 
which they are sparse. If such a priori about the underlying sparse domains of the sources 
is not available then the current algorithms will fail to successfully recover the sources. 
In this chapter, we address this problem and attempt to give a solution via fusing the 
dictionary learning into the source separation. The idea is to learn sparsifying dictionaries 
for each source and use them to improve the source separation. We first extend the 
denoising method in [6 ], which proposes to learn an adaptive dictionary from the noisy 
image, for our BBS problem here. However, we show that such direct extension from 
denoising to BSS is impractical and computationally expensive, and therefore, propose a 
feasible alternative. In the proposed (hierarchical) method, a local dictionary is learned 
for each source along with separation. This is an iterative procedure to adapting the 
dictionaries to the corresponding sources and consequently improving the quality of source 
separation. It is worth mentioning that the proposed method in this chapter is applicable
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to a broader context than those in the previous chapter. In previous chapter we proposed 
to use some dictionary learning algorithms, directly, for the purpose of source separation 
(due to the existing analogy), and with the assumption that the sources are sparse in their 
current domain.
In another part of the chapter, we explore the possibility of adding global priors to the 
proposed method for the cases where a weak assumption about the sparsifying transform 
of each source is available. The results of our experiments are promising and confirm the 
strength of the proposed approach. One interesting advantage of the proposed method is 
the possibility to denoise the sources during the separation process if the knowledge about 
the noise power is available.
We establish our discussions upon 2-D grayscale image sources, but will show at end that 
the proposed method can be easily applied to 1-D signals too.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. In the next section, the related work followed by 
the motivation of the proposed method is stated. In section 6.3 we start by describing 
the denoising problem and its relation to image separation. Then, the extension of single 
mixture separation to the multichannel observation scenario is argued. In section 6.4 a 
practical approach for this purpose is proposed. Section 6.5 is devoted to discussing the 
possibility of adding global sparsity priors to the proposed method. Some practical issues 
are discussed in section 6 .6 . The numerical results are given in section 6.7. Finally, the 
chapter is concluded in section 6 .8 .
6.2 Related works
In signal and image processing there are many instances where a set of observations are 
available and we wish to recover the sources generating these observations. This problem 
which is known as blind source separation has been extensively discussed in section 2.4 
of Chapter 2. We also faced this problem in previous chapter as an analogy to dictionary 
learning. W ith slightly changing the notations we present the BSS model by the following 
linear mixture model:
Y  =  A X  +  V  (6.1)
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where Y  e  is the observation matrix, X  e is the source
matrix, and A  is the m  x n  mixing matrix (throughout the chapter we assume that 
the mixing matrix is column-normalized). The additive V  of size m  x N  represents the 
instrumental noise or the imperfection of the model.
In BSS the aim is to estimate both A  and X  from the observations. This problem does not 
have a unique solution in general. However, one can find a solution for (6.1) by imposing 
some constraints into it and making the sources distinguishable. ICA is one of the well- 
established methods which exploits the statistical independency of the sources [72]. It 
also assumes that the sources are non-Gaussian and attempts to separate them often by 
minimizing the mutual information.
Nonnegativity is another constraint which has been shown to be useful for source sepa­
ration. In NMF a nonnegative matrix is decomposed into a product of two nonnegative 
matrices. The nonnegativity constraint allows only additive combination, so, it can pro­
duce a part-based representation of data [144].
Another useful assumption is sparsity which has been received much attention recently. 
In SCA it has been shown that sparsity improves the source diversity and enables the 
source separation [99]. Such separability is possible even if the sources are sparse with 
respect to a known basis (e.g. wavelet). Nevertheless, there are many cases where each 
source is sparse in a different domain which makes it difficult to directly apply SCA 
methods to their mixtures. Multichannel morphological component analysis (MMCA) 
has been recently proposed to address this problem [1 0 2 , 1 0 1 ]. The main assumption in 
MMCA is that each source can be sparsely represented in a specific known transform 
domain (the pseudo-code of MMCA has been given in Algorithm 2.5). MMCA is an 
extension of previously proposed method of morphological component analysis (MCA) 
[105,104,145,106] to the multichannel case. In MCA the given signal/image is decomposed 
into different morphological components subject to sparsity of each component in a known 
domain (or with respect to a known dictionary). MMCA performs well when a priori 
knowledge about the sparsifying transforms of each individual source is available; but 
what if such a priori is not available or what if the sources are not sparsely representable 
using the available transform domains?
One possible answer is to incorporate dictionary learning methods for source separation
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problem. The idea of using (already) learned dictionaries from some available exemplars 
into MCA has been shown to yield promising results [146,147]. However, taking the 
advantages of learned dictionaries in multichannel MCA is still an open issue. Our idea is 
to fuse the dictionary learning within the source separation process, which, based on our 
knowledge, has not been addressed yet. This approach is highly advantageous in cases 
where a set of exemplar data for training the dictionary is not available. This however is 
often the case, since in most BSS problems such training samples are not available.
In this chapter we adapt MMCA to those cases that the sparsifying dictionaries/ transforms 
are not available. The proposed algorithm is designed to adaptively learn the dictionaries 
from the mixed images within the source separation process. This method is motivated 
by the idea of image denoising using a learned dictionary from the corrupted image in [6 ]. 
Other derivatives of [6 ] have also been reported in [5,146,148] for the purpose of im­
age separation from a single mixture. In the present work the multichannel case with 
more observations than sources (m > n) is considered. We start by theoretically extend­
ing the denoising problem to BSS. Then, a practical BSS algorithm is proposed without 
prior knowledge about the sparsifying transform. The results indicate that the adaptive 
dictionary learning, one for each source, enhances the separability of the sources.
6.3 From image denoising to source separation
6 .3 .1  Im age d en oisin g
As its name implies, image denoising task is to remove the noise from a given image. In 
this section we consider additive noise to one signal, i.e. y  =  x-t-v  (a simplified version of 
mixing model (6 .1 )), and only focus on methods which take the advantages of sparsity for 
denoising. Elad et al. [6 ] proposed an image denoising method via learning a dictionary 
using the corrupted image itself. They show that if the knowledge about the noise power 
is available, it is possible to denoise the image by learning a local dictionary from the 
noisy image itself. In order to deal with large images they use small (overlapped) patches 
of noisy image to learn a dictionary using K-SVD algorithm. The obtained dictionary is 
considered local, since it describes the local features extracted from small patches. Let us 
represent the noisy V N  x ^/N  image 3^  by vector y of length N . The unknown denoised
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image X  is also vectorized and represented as x. The %-th y/r x y/r patch from X  is shown 
by vector % x  which is of size r N . For notational simplicity the i-th patch is expressed 
as explicit multiplication of operator %  (as a binary r x N  matrix) by x. However, in 
practice we apply a nonlinear operation to extract the patches from image X  by sliding a 
mask of appropriate size over the entire image. Given that, the overall denoising problem 
is expressed as
min A l |y -x ||^  +  ^ / / i | |s i |I o  +  ^ | |D s i - f n i x l |^ ,  (6 .2 )
D ,{ s i} ,x  ^  ^
where scalars A and p  control the (recovery) noise power and sparsity degree, respectively. 
Also, D e  is the sparsifying dictionary which contains normalized columns (also 
called atoms) and {s^} are sparse coefficients of length k.
In the proposed algorithm by Elad et al. [6 ] x  and D are respectively initialized with y  and 
an overcomplete (r < k) DOT dictionary. The minimization of (6.2) starts with extracting 
and re-arranging all the patches from x. The patches are then processed by K-SVD [64] 
which updates D and estimates the sparse coefficients {sj}. Afterward, D  and {sj} are 
assumed fixed and x  is estimated by computing
X =  ( a i +  Ç  ^Ay +  Ç  K f DSi V  (6.3)
where I is the identity matrix and x  is the refined version of x. Again, D  and {s^} are 
updated by K-SVD but this time using the patches from x  which are less noisy. Such 
conjoined denoising and dictionary adaptation is progressively repeated to minimize (6 .2 ). 
In practice, the above expression is obtained computationally simple since the inverting 
term in (6.3) is diagonal and, thus, the calculation of (6.3) can be calculated in a pixel-wise 
fashion. This is due to the fact that each row of the r x N  matrix %  has only one non-zero 
entry with amplitude one. This causes the matrix and consequently
(AI DI^%)  ^ to be diagonal, too, which allows simple calculation of (6.3) such as 
in [6 ].
It is seen that (6.3) is a kind of averaging using both noisy and denoised patches, which 
if iteratively repeated along with updating of other parameters, will denoise the entire
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image [6 ]. However, in the sequel we will try to find out if this strategy is extendable for 
the cases where the noise is added to the mixtures of more than one image.
6 .3 .2  Im age sep aration
Image separation is a more complicated case of image denoising where more than one 
image are to be recovered from a single observation. Consider a single linear mixture of 
two textures with additive noise: y  = X 1 + X 2 +V  (or y  =  x i+ X 2 + v). The authors of [148] 
attempt to recover x% and X2  with the prior knowledge about two sparsifying dictionaries 
D i and D 2 . They use a minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator for this purpose. 
In contrast, the recent work in [5] does not assume any a priori about the dictionaries. It 
rather attempts to learn a single dictionary from the mixture and then applies a decision 
criterion to the dictionary atoms to separate the images. In another recent work Peyre 
et al. [146] presented an adaptive MCA scheme by learning the morphologies of image 
layers. They proposed to use both adaptive local dictionaries and fixed global transforms 
(e.g. wavelet, curvelet) for image separation from a single mixture. Their simulation 
results show the positive effects of adaptive dictionaries for separation of complex texture 
patterns from natural images.
All the related studies have demonstrated the advantages that adaptive dictionary learning 
can have on the separation task. However, there is still one missing piece and that is 
considering such adaptivity for the multichannel mixtures. Imposing the idea of learning 
local dictionaries within the source separation of multichannel observations obviously has 
many benefits in different applications. Next, we extend the denoising method of [6 ] for 
this purpose.
6 .3 .3  M u ltich an n el source separation
In this section the aim is to extend the denoising problem (6.2) to the multichannel source 
separation. Consider the BSS model introduced in section 6 .2 , and assume further that 
the sources of interest are 2-D grayscale images. The BSS model for 2-D sources can be 
represented by vectorizing all images (Ai, A2 , . . .  to {xi,X 2 , . . .  x„} and then stacking 
them to form X  =  [x ^ ,x ^ ,. . .  x^]. The BSS model (6.1) cannot be directly incorporated 
into (6.2) as we require both X  and Y  to be single vectors. Hence, we use the vectorized
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versions of these matrices in model (6 .1 ) which can be obtained using the properties of 
the Kronecker product^:
y  =  (1 0  A) X +  V. (6.4)
In the above expression x  and y  are column vectors of length n N  and m N , respectively. 
Also, V is a column vector of length m N . (I 0  A) is a block diagonal matrix of size 
m N  X  n N  and 0  is the Kronecker product symbol. We consider the noiseless setting and 
modify (6 .2 ) to
A )x ||2  +  ]^ m l|s i|lo  +  ^ l |D s ^  -% x |l2 - (6.5)A ,D ,{ s i | ,x   ^ ^
It is clearly seen that the above expression is similar to (6.2) but with an extra mixing 
matrix A  to be estimated. In addition, the vectors x  and y  are much lengthier than x  
and y  in (6 .2 ), as they represent vectorized versions of multiple images and mixtures.
The problem (6.5) can be minimized in an alternating scheme by keeping all but one 
unknown fixed at a time. The estimation of D and {s^} can be achieved using K-SVD 
similar to [6 ]. However, estimation of x  is slightly different from that of x  in (6.3) and needs 
more attention. It has a closed form solution which is obtained by taking the gradient of 
(6.5) and setting it to zero:
0 =  A (I ® A )^ ((I ® A) X -  ^  ^  K f  (% x  -  Dsj), (6 .6 )
i
leading to;
x =  ^ A ( I ® A ) ^ ( I ® A )  +  Ç < R f!R ;) ^ A ( I ® A ) ^ y  +  Ç ! R f D s i V  (6.7)
^The matrix multiplication can be expressed as a linear transformation on matrices. In particular; 
vec(A B C ) =  (C^ ® A )vec(B) for three matrices A , B  and C. In our case, vec(A X) =  (I 0  A )vec(X ).
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In order to estimate A  we consider all unknowns, except A, fixed and simplify (6.5) by 
converting the first quadratic term into ordinary matrix product and obtain:
im n A ||Y -A X |||. . (6.8)
The above minimization problem is easily solved using pseudo-inverse of X  as:
Â =  Y X ^ (X X q  * =  YXt. (6.9)
The above steps (i.e. estimation of D, {sj}, x  and A) should be alternately repeated to 
minimize (6.5). However, the long expression (6.7) is not practically computable, especially 
if the numbers of sources and observations are large. That is because of dealing with very 
large m N  x n N  matrix I 0  A. In addition, in contrast to the aforementioned denoising 
problem, the matrix to be inverted in (6.7) is not diagonal and, so, the estimation of x  
cannot be calculated pixel-by-pixel, which makes the situation more difficult to handle. 
In the next section a practical approach is proposed to solve this problem.
6.4 A practical approach
In order to find a practical solution for (6.5) we use a hierarchical strategy such as the one 
in MMCA [1 0 2 ]. To do this, we first define the squared Euclidean cost function as:
J 7 ( a i , . . . a „ , x \ . . . , x ^ )  =  ||Y  -  A X ||^  =  
Then, we define the residual as:
Y - E a,x^ (6.10)
a,x^ . (6 .11)
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The idea is to minimize a set of cost functions, obtained using (6.10) and (6.11), plus 
the cost function related to dictionary learning for each source which can be expressed 
altogether as:
{a.
min +  +  \  (6 .1 2 )
where T>j denotes the dictionary for the j- th  source, i.e. and {s^} are the sparse 
coefficients corresponding to j-th  source. The main advantage of the formulation (6.12) 
is significant reduction in dimensions (compared with (6.5)) and the ability to calculate 
the image sources pixel-wise —which will be shown shortly. In addition, learning an 
individual dictionary for each source within the separation process increases the diversity 
of the sources adaptively.
The solution for (6 .1 2 ) can be achieved via an alternating scheme. The minimization 
process for the j- th  level of hierarchy can be expressed as follows. First, we extract the 
image patches from x-^  and then process the patches using K-SVD for learning D j and 
sparse coefficients {sj}, while other parameters are kept fixed. Then, the gradient of (6 .1 2 ) 
with respect to x^ is calculated and set to zero:
0 =  (ajx^ -  E j) -h (x^'ffif -  s f o j )  %  =
i
X j a j E j  -  E s f D j i H j .  (6.13)
i i
Then, we obtain:
Xjx^ +  X' E  =  X j a j E j  +  (6.14)
i i
and finally the j- th  source is estimated as:
x^ =  ^ A ,a j E ,+ Ç s f D j ! R i j  +  . (6.15)
It is interesting to notice that the inverting term in the above expression is the same as 
that in (6.3) for the denoising problem. Thus, as mentioned before, this calculation can
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A lg o rith m  6 .1 ; Proposed BSS algorithm.
Input; Observation matrix Y, patch size r, dictionary size k, number of sources n, noise
standard deviation cr, regularization parameter A, and total number of iterations M.
1 Initialization:
2 • Set to overcomplete DOT;
3 • Set the sparse coefficient matrix S(q) = 0 ;
4  • Set A to a random column-normalized matrix;
5 • Set X ^  A^Y ;
G •  Ao- =  _  o- )^;
7  repeat
8 
9
10 
11 
12
A = 30/(7; 
for j= l to n do
Extract all the patches from ;
Apply a sparse coding technique to the patches and yield {s*};
Update Dy using K-SVD;
Calculate the residual: Ej = Y —
Compute using (6.15); 
ay <— Eyx^ '^ ;
17 end
18 (7 <— (7 — A ct;
19 until stopping criterion is met]
Output: Dictionaries Dy, sparse coefficients {sj}, sources matrix X, and mixing matrix A.
be obtained pixel-wise.
Next, in order to update ay, a simple least square linear regression such as the one in [102] 
gives the solution:
ây =  Eyx-  ^ . (6.16)
However, normalization of ây is necessary after each update to preserve the column norm 
of mixing matrix.
The above steps for updating all variables are executed for all j  from 1 to n. Moreover, the 
entire procedure should be repeated to minimize (6.12). A pseudo-code of the proposed 
algorithm is given in Algorithm 6.1.
As already implied, the motivation behind the proposed approach is to learn source-specific 
dictionaries oflîering sparse representations. Such dictionary learning, when embedded into 
the source separation process, improves both separation and dictionary learning quality. 
In other words, in the first few iterations of Algorithm 6.1 each source includes portions 
of other sources. However, the dictionaries gradually learn the dominant components and
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reject the weak portions caused by other sources. Using these dictionaries, the estimated 
sources—which are used for dictionary learning in the next iteration—will have less amount 
of irrelevant components. This adaptive process is repeated until most of the irrelevant 
portions are rejected and dictionaries become source-specific. The entire above procedure 
is carried out to minimize the cost function in (6 .1 2 ).
6.5 Global dictionaries versus local dictionaries
The proposed method in previous section takes the advantages of fully local dictionaries 
which are learned within the separation task. We call these dictionaries local, since they 
capture the structure of the small image patches to generate dictionary atoms. In contrast, 
the global dictionaries are those which are known (e.g. DOT, wavelet, curvelet) and capture 
the global features in the image/signal. Incorporating the global fixed dictionaries into 
the proposed method can be advantageous where a prior knowledge about the structure 
of sources is available. Such combined local and global dictionaries have been used in [146] 
for single mixture separation. Here, we consider the multichannel case and extend our 
proposed method in section 6.4 for this purpose.
Consider a known global unitary N  x N  transform Ÿy for each source. The minimization 
problem (6 .1 2 ) can be modified as follows to capture both global and local structures of 
the sources:
/ . Ay ||Ey-ayX ^||^-b/3yl|xJ’ï 'y ||j - |- ^ / / i | |S i ||o  +  ^ ||D y S i-ff iiX ^ '^  (6.17)
{ a j , D j , { s » } , x J }  II 2
Note that the term ||x-^^y||^ is exactly similar to what is used in the original MMCA 
(equation (2.53) in Chapter 2 ). All variables in the above expression can be similarly 
estimated using Algorithm 6.1, except the sources (x-^jy.^. In order to estimate x^, the 
gradient of (6.17) with respect to x-^  is set to zero which leads to:
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X' (a,I + + E s f D l% j  (6.18)
V----------------  /
xJ
where sgn{.} is a component-wise signum function. The above expression amounts to 
soft-thresholding, (2.32), due to the signum function, and hence, the estimation of can 
be obtained by the following steps:
• Soft-thresholding of := x P ^ j  with the threshold j3j and attaining à? ,
• Reconstructing x^ by:
xJ =  ^Ayl -h . (6.19)
Note that since is unitary and known it is not explicitly stored but implicitly applied 
as a forward or inverse transform, where applicable. Similar to previous section, the 
expression (6.19) can be executed pixel-wise and is not computationally expensive.
6.6 Practical issues
Implementation of the proposed method needs some careful considerations which are ad­
dressed here.
6.6 .1  N o ise
The proposed method is able to denoise the sources during the separation process. There­
fore, it requires the knowledge about noise power—similar to the denoising method in [6 ]. 
The information about the noise power should be utilized in the sparse coding step of the 
K-SVD algorithm for solving the following problem:
Vi min||si||o s.t. DySi-SHiX^^ ^<(C cr)2 , (6.20)
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where C is a constant and a is the noise standard deviation. The above well-known sparse 
recovery problem can be solved using OMP [40]. The FOCUSS [36] method is also used 
to solve (6 .2 0 ) by replacing ^g-norm with ^i-norm.
Furthermore, incorporating the noise power in solving (6.20) has an important advantage 
in the dictionary update stage. It ensures that the dictionary does not leam the existing 
noise in the patches. Consequently, the estimated image using this dictionary would 
become cleaner which will later refine the dictionary atoms in the next iteration. This 
progressive denoising loop is repeated until a clean image is achieved.
In the proposed method, however, the noise is composed of two parts: 1) the portions of 
other sources which are mixed with x-^  , and 2) the existing noise shown by V. In order 
to deal with this situation, we initially consider a high value for (Ca)^, since contribution 
of other sources might be significant even though the noise is zero, and then gradually 
reduce it toward zero as the iterations evolve. Nevertheless, if the observations themselves 
are noisy (i.e. V  7  ^0), then, we should start from a higher bound and decrease it toward 
the actual noise power as the iterations evolve.
6 .6 .2  P a tc h  s ize  a n d  d ic t io n a ry  size
Unfortunately, not much can be theoretically said about choosing the optimum dictionary 
size (also called redundancy factor: k /r) . Highly overcomplete dictionaries (equivalent to 
large k /r)  allow higher sparsity of the coefficients, though, being computationally expen­
sive. However, it may not be necessary to choose a very high redundancy and it depends 
on the data type and the number of training signals [5]. There have been some reported 
works allowing a variable dictionary size to find the optimum redundancy factor such as 
in [149,150]. Such analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis and also rarely used in this 
framework due to incurring high computational burden. We empirically choose a fixed 
redundancy factor in our simulations.
Patch size is normally chosen depending on the entire image size and also the knowledge (if 
available) about the patterns of the actual sources. However, adopting very large patches 
should be avoided as they lead to large dictionaries and also provide few training signals 
for the dictionary learning stage. We have chosen 8 x 8  patches for all the experiments 
which seems to become a standard in the literature.
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6 .6 .3  C o m p le x ity  a n a ly s is
The proposed algorithm is computationally more expensive than the standard MMCA. It 
includes K-SVD which imposes two extra steps of sparse coding and dictionary update. 
However, the complexity of computing x  is almost the same as in MMCA since (6.15) 
can be computed pixel-wise. The detailed analysis of the complexity of the proposed 
method per iteration is as follows. Consider lines 9 and 10 in Algorithm 6.1 and assume 
that we use Approximate K-SVD [131]. Based on [131] these two lines cost 0{N {t^k  -f 
2rk)), where t  = ||sj||o, for each i. The complexity of computing the residual (line 11) 
is 0{{n — l)m N ). Lines 12 and 13 respectively cost 0 {m ^N  -h 2N  4 - Rrk) and 0 {m N ), 
where R  denotes the number of extracted patches. Finally the normalization in line 14 
costs 0{2m ). Since all these calculations are executed for each source (i.e. j  = l . . . n ) ,  
then, the total computation cost per each iteration of the algorithm is 0 {n N {t‘^ k + 2rk) -t- 
n?m N  -t- nm ?N  4 - 2nN  4- nR rk  -f- 2nm). It is seen that due to learning one dictionary 
for each individual source the proposed algorithm is computationally demanding for large 
scale problems.
6.7 Experim ental results
In this section the results of applications of the proposed method are presented to support 
its effectiveness. Multichannel mixtures of images with different patterns are tested for 
both noiseless and noisy scenarios. At the end of this section, we will discuss the possibility 
of applying the proposed method to mixtures of 1-D signals by presenting a preliminary 
example.
6 .7 .1  Im a g e  m ix tu re s
In the first experiment we illustrate the results of applying Algorithm 6.1 to mixtures of 
four sources. A severe case of image sources with different morphologies was chosen to 
examine the performance of the proposed method. A 6  x 4 full-rank random column- 
normalized A  was used as the mixing matrix. 500 iterations were considered for this 
experiment. The mixtures were noiseless. However, we selected A =  30/cr (below see 
the reason for this choice) and used a decreasing a  starting from 1 0  and reaching to 0 . 0 1
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Figure 6.1: The separated image sources using the proposed method and FastICA.
at the end of iterations. The patches had 50% overlap. Other parameters were chosen 
as: r  =  64, A: =  256, N  — 128 x 128, and C = 1. Figure 6.1 illustrates the results of 
the proposed method, which only uses locally learned dictionaries, along with the results 
of FastICA (available via [143]). It is seen that the proposed method could successfully 
recover the sources even without any prior knowledge about the sparsifying matrix. The 
obtained dictionaries are well adapted to the corresponding sources and have rejected 
the components of other sources, as it is seen from the Figure 6.1. However, one of the 
textures is not perfectly recovered and has a little bit of mixture from cartoon boy image. 
In contrast, FastICA shows a poor performance when applying to the same mixture as 
found from Figure 6.1. These results reveal the advantages of sparsity over independency. 
It is seen from Figure 6.1 that ICA fails to separate the cartoon boy and Barbara images. 
This can be due to the existing correlation between the two images. We also applied the
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Figure 6.2: The separated image sources using the proposed method and FastICA.
proposed method to mixtures of four textures for which the results are given in Figure 
6.2. The images in this figure indicate the success of the proposed method in recovering 
the sources.
In the next experiment the performance of the proposed method in noisy situations is 
evaluated. For this purpose, we generated four mixtures from two images: Lena and Boat 
(the mixture images are shown in Figure 6.3 (a)). Then, Gaussian noise with standard 
deviation of 15 was added to the mixture so that the PSNR of the mixture equaled 10 dB. 
The algorithm started with cr =  25 and evolved while a was gradually decreased to a  =  15. 
We used fully overlapped patches and 200 iterations with the rest of the parameters similar 
to the previous experiment. One of the considerable advantages of the proposed method 
is the ability to denoise the sources during the separation. That is because the core idea 
of the proposed method comes from a denoising task. In contrast, in most conventional
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Figure 6.3: (a) Four noisy mixtures, and (b) the results of applying the proposed method.
BSS methods the denoising should be carried out either before or after the separation, 
which is not ideal and may lead the algorithm to fail. The results of this experiment are 
demonstrated in Figure 6.3 (b). It is seen from Figure 6.3 (b) that both separation and 
denoising tasks have been successful. The corresponding high PSNRs shown in Figure 6.3 
(b) confirm this observation.
In another experiment we evaluated and compared the influences of adding global sparsity 
prior to the proposed algorithm. The experiment settings are as follows. Two images, 
texture and Lena, were mixed together using a 4 x 2 random A. Algorithm 6.1 which only 
takes advantage of locally learned dictionaries was applied to the mixtures. The proposed
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Figure 6.4; The mixing matrix criterion against noise standard deviation for different 
algorithms. Note that the Global method is actually equivalent to the original MMCA.
algorithm in section 6.5 (local and global) was also applied to the same mixtures. We 
considered discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and DOT as global sparsifying transforms 
for Lena and texture, respectively. The methods of FastICA [143] and JADE [72] were 
also used in this experiment for comparison. We varied the noise standard deviation 
from 0  to 2 0  to investigate the performance of all these methods in dealing with different 
noise levels. Similar to [1 0 2 ] and [101], we calculated the mixing matrix criterion as 
F a  =  1|I — P Â “ ^A||i, where P  is the scaling and permutation matrix.^ The mixing 
matrix criterion curves are depicted in Figure 6.4 as a function of standard deviation. 
As it is seen from the figure, in low/moderate noise situations the best performance is 
achieved when both global and local dictionaries are used. However, the performance of 
the proposed method using only local, and both local and global dictionaries decreases in 
high noise. Moreover, the recovery results of JADE and FastICA are less accurate than 
those in the other methods.
We also note that the proposed method does not perform well for the case of underde­
termined mixtures (i.e. m  < n). However, we have observed that the more number of 
mixtures, the better separation quality is achieved. An experiment was set up to observe 
this behavior. The source correlations versus the number of mixtures (observations) are 
demonstrated in Figure 6.5. Source correlations means the correlations between the recov­
ered sources and the original sources. In this experiment two images of cartoon boy and
^The proposed method only causes signed permutations due to dealing with column-normalized mixing 
matrices.
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Figure 6.5: Correlation between the true source and the estimated source as a function of 
number of observations.
texture were used. It is seen from the graphs that increasing the number of observations 
improves the quality of the reconstructed images, as expected.
Next, in order to find an optimal A, we investigated the effects of choosing different A’s 
on the recovery quality. As expected and also shown in [6 ], selection of A is dependent on 
the noise standard deviation cr. However, our case is slightly different due to the source 
separation task.^ In our simulations Gaussian noises with different power were added to 
the mixtures and the mixing matrix criterion was calculated while varying A based on 
the annealing scheme shown in Algorithm 6.1. Figure 6 . 6  represents the achieved results 
for this experiment. From this figure, it can be found that all the curves achieve nearly 
the same recovery quality for A(t =  30 ~  40. Therefore, A % 30/<r is a reasonable choice. 
Favorably, these results and the range of appropriate choices for A are very similar to what 
achieved in [6 ].
As already mentioned, it is expected that the computation time for the proposed method 
increases at large number of sources. A set of simulations were conducted to numerically 
demonstrate this effect and also to evaluate the effects of changing other parameters such 
as patch size and dictionary size on the simulation time. In Table 6.1 we have given these 
results per one iteration of Algorithm 6.1, where the image patches had 50% overlap. A 
desktop computer with a Core 2  Due CPU of 3 CHz and 2 CB of RAM was used for this 
experiment. It is interesting to note that as seen from Table 6.1 much of the computational
^Indeed, we empirically observed better performance by starting with a higher value of a  for solving 
(6.20) and decreasing it toward the true noise standard deviation, as the iterations proceed.
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Figure 6 .6 :  Mixing matrix criterion as a function of Act.
of Algorithm 6.1. ‘Total’ means the total time (inTable 6.1: Detailed simulation time 
second) elapsed per one iteration.
Im age size: y / N  X y / N 128 X 128 256 X 256
M ixing m atrix  size: m ,n 4 ,2 4 ,2 8 ,4 8 ,4 16,8 16,8 4 ,2 4 ,2 8 ,4 8 ,4 16,8 16,8
P atch  size: t 16 64 16 64 16 64 16 64 16 64 16 64
D ictionary atom  size: fc 64 256 64 256 64 256 64 256 64 256 64 256
C o m p u ta t io n  t im e  (se c ):
Sparse coding (B atch-O M P) 0.032 0.059 0.073 0.133 0.134 0.172 0.116 0.184 0.354 0.747 0.760 0.965
D ictionary u pdate 0.366 1.229 0.724 2.314 1.450 4.391 0.565 1.594 1.532 4.786 2.772 7 .6 7 Ï
R esidual calculation 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.007 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.016 0.016 0.038 0.038
■xP estim ation 0.081 0.023 0.161 0.047 0.324 0.094 0.325 0.930 0.654 0.196 1.326 0.395
a .j  update  and  norm alization 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.004 0.004
Total 0.540 1.333 1.091 2.547 2.229 4.815 1.260 1.961 3.104 5.966 6.300 9.802
burden is incurred by the dictionary update stage (using K-SVD). In addition, it is seen 
from Table 6.1 that the computation of xP, in large dimensions (e.g. for image size of 
256 X 256), is less complicated than both “sparse coding” and “dictionary update” , due to 
pixel-wise operation. This implies that further effort is required to speed up the dictionary 
learning part of the proposed algorithm.
6.7 .2  A p p lica tio n  to  m ix tu res o f  1-D  signals
Although we introduced the proposed method and the corresponding results in the context 
of image separation one can easily adapt it for separation of 1-D signals too. In order to 
do this, we need to modify line 8  in Algorithm 6.1 and use the signal segments instead of 
image patches for dictionary learning. To demonstrate the ability of the proposed method 
for source separation of 1-D signals we give the results of our experiments for separation 
of a set of synthetic signals. The sources shown in Figure 6.7 include three artificially
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Figure 6.7: Four 1-D synthetic signals used as sources.
generated signals: a uniform noise (SI), a Gaussian random signal modulated with a sine 
wave (82), and a sine wave (S3), in addition to a quasi-periodic signal taken from [151] 
which is a type of Electrocardiogram (ECO) data (S4). We mixed these four sources 
with a random column-normalized mixing matrix of size 4 x 4  and applied the proposed 
method. Figure 6 . 8  represents the recovered sources using the proposed method and also 
using FastICA and JADE. It is seen that the quality of the results measured as SNR are 
comparable with those separated using JADE and FastICA.
It is worth noting that the synthetic data presented here is similar to those used in [152] 
meant for artifact removal from biomedical signals. In fact, the results of this experiment 
indicate that the proposed method has the potential for these kinds of applications too.
6.8 Conclusions
In this chapter the multichannel source separation problem was addressed. The aim was 
to exploit sparsity in source separation. Unlike the existing sparsity-based methods, we 
assumed no prior knowledge about the underlying sparsity domain of the sources. Instead, 
we proposed to fuse learning adaptive sparsifying dictionaries for each individual source 
into the separation process. This idea is motivated by the method of image denoising 
via a learned dictionary from the patches of the corrupted image in [6 ]. We extended
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the denoising problem to be directly applied for source separation. However, this direct 
method was impractical due to producing very large matrices. In order to overcome this 
issue we proposed a hierarchical approach. It was shown that the global sparsity priors (if 
exist) can also be added to the proposed method. Our simulation results for both noisy 
and noiseless mixtures were encouraging and confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed 
approach. The application of the proposed method in 1-D signals was also studied and 
the results indicated the effectiveness of the proposed method. However, further work 
is required to speed up the algorithm and make it suitable for large-scale problems. In 
addition, the possibility of applying the proposed method to underdetermined mixtures 
(less observations than sources) is of our future plans.
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Figure 6 .8 : The recovered sources using (a) the proposed method, (b) FastICA, and (c) 
JADE.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future 
Researches
7.1 Summary and conclusions
In this study, several novel methodologies regarding sparsity-inducing frameworks were 
proposed. Due to numerous advantages of sparsity, its assumption and exploitation, some 
effective techniques were proposed to improve the existing algorithms in three main frame­
works; compressed sensing, dictionary learning, and blind source separation. In addition, 
taking advantages of combining these three frameworks has been of our objectives. The 
proposed methods can be summarized as follows:
1 . Several effective techniques to design nearly optimal measurement matrices for sam­
pling of sparse signals in compressed sensing framework.
2. Two novel dictionary learning algorithms with the advantages of simplicity and 
achieving incoherent atoms. The proposed methods were also used as source sepa­
ration techniques and applied to fMRJ data for detection of activated regions.
3. A novel and efficient method for blind source separation of multichannel data which 
fuses dictionary learning for each source within source separation to improve the 
diversity of the sources.
The compressed sensing theory was introduced in Chapter 2 , where the uniqueness, geome­
try, and major algorithmic approaches for sparse signal recovery were reviewed. Dictionary
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learning as another important field, which incorporates the core idea of sparse recovery, 
was described in this chapter. The main concept and the existing algorithms were studied 
in detail. Last but not least, general blind source separation concept for multichannel 
data was provided. Major existing techniques were described very briefly. Moreover, the 
effects of exploiting sparsity, followed by sparsity-inducing source separation approaches 
were comprehensively reviewed.
Conventional random sampling in compressed sensing has been shown to be impractical in 
some circumstances. For example, generating a measurement matrix for sampling a large 
signal is expensive in terms of storage and transmission. In Chapter 3 a method called 
“segmented compressed sensing” was proposed to alleviate this problem. In this method 
a few measurements were taken from (overlapped) segments of the signal, rather than the 
entire signal. This strategy could achieve a block-diagonal measurement matrix with less 
memory requirement. It was shown in the simulation results that similar performance 
to conventional CS can be achieved using the proposed method. However, less effort is 
required for storage and transmission of the measurement matrix.
Finding optimal measurement matrices has been always concerned in CS. However, there 
are merely few feasible tools that can be used to measure the optimality of a given mea­
surement matrix. One of these tools is mutual coherence and is desired to be as small 
as possible for a measurement matrix. In Chapter 4 two methods for optimization of the 
measurement matrix were provided. In the first method, a previously reported optimiza­
tion method was reviewed and further improved to obtain matrices with smaller coherence. 
Then, an alternating minimization approach was proposed to decrease the mutual coher­
ence of a random measurement matrix and obtain a nearly-optimal measurement matrix. 
The numerical results were presented to evaluate the achieved mutual coherence and the 
reconstruction quality. We further analyzed the influence of the proposed method on bi­
nary measurement matrices and also noisy situations. By inspecting the results it was 
confirmed that the proposed method can lead to higher reconstruction quality compared 
with when pure random matrices are used. Also, the proposed method was shown to 
be superior to the existing approaches, in terms of computation cost and reconstruction 
quality.
Incoherent atoms and simplicity of the algorithm are two important desired factors in 
dictionary learning framework. In Chapter 5 an extended version of K-SVD (called IK-
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SVD) to impose incoherence into dictionary atoms was introduced. The proposed method 
attempts to improve the incoherence of the obtained dictionary at each iteration of the 
original K-SVD. It avoids generation of inefficient dictionaries with duplicate atoms. Un­
fortunately, both K-SVD and IK-SVD suffer from high computation cost especially for 
large-scale problems. Therefore, a fast incoherent dictionary learning algorithm (FIDL), 
following a gradient-based alternating minimization, was proposed in the second part of 
this chapter. This algorithm was designed for learning dictionaries with low redundancy 
factor. Due to the existing analogy of DL to BSS it was shown that the proposed methods 
can be used for blind separation of sparse sources. The simulation results on both synthetic 
and real data confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed approaches. The application of 
the proposed methods to detect the activated regions in fMRI data was also investigated 
in this chapter.
Most of the sparsity-based BSS methods assume that the sources are sparse in the current 
domain. However, if the sources are sparse in different domains, then the knowledge about 
sparsity domain is required for a successful separation. This, however, is not always the 
case and the underlying sparse domain of the sources might be unknown. In Chapter 6  a 
multichannel BSS method was proposed for separation of the sources from overdetermined 
and exactdetermined instantaneous mixtures. The proposed method exploits sparsity of 
the sources by fusing the dictionary learning algorithm into the source separation. In 
this method, source-specific sparsifying dictionaries are adaptively learned to sparsify the 
sources and increase the diversity of the sources to improve the separation performance. 
The proposed method follows a hierarchical scheme which breaks the mixtures into sev­
eral rank - 1  multiplications and can estimate the mixing matrix as well as sources and 
dictionaries for each source. It was also shown that this method is able to denoise the 
sources during the separation process. The simulation results and comparison with the 
existing approaches were provided in this chapter which confirmed the effectiveness of the 
proposed method to simultaneously separate and denoise both 1-D and 2-D signals.
7.2 Future work
The idea of fusing dictionary learning into source separation procedure in Chapter 6  is a 
contribution which will put a step forward in exploiting sparsity to multichannel source
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separation with least possible prior knowledge. It is indeed enough to know or assume 
that the sources have an underlying sparse structure to apply the proposed method for 
source separation which does a promising job in both separation and denoising. Hope­
fully, this work will attract the attention of researchers from different fields of research 
to the high potential of this concept. In this thesis, however, the main focus has been 
on theoretical development of this idea and further work is required to tune it for par­
ticular applications. One of the candidates for such applications is artifact removal from 
biomedical signals with least possible destructive effects especially for the cases where the 
artifacts are complicated and the prior knowledge about their patterns is weak. Another 
possible application of this method is in analysis of hyperspectral data. Blind source sep­
aration with sparsity constraint in wavelet domain and using MCA, has been used in this 
field [153,154]. However, sparsifying locally learned dictionaries can further improve the 
quality of extracted underlying sources from this type of data.
Moreover, high computational complexity for large-scale problems and when the number 
of sources and sensors are high should be alleviated. One future research path to mitigate 
this drawback is to learn one dictionary for all sources but design a strategy to classify the 
atoms of the dictionary with respect to each source. In addition, exploring the possibility 
of applying the proposed method for the case of underdetermined mixtures is another 
important future plan.
The FIDL algorithm proposed in Chapter 5 is very fast and flexible for learning sparsifying 
dictionaries. However, we have observed that it does not perform well for learning dic­
tionaries with high redundancy. This should be investigated in the future and improved. 
Further improvement of FIDL can make it suitable for the dictionary learning stage of the 
proposed method in Chapter 6 .
As it was shown in Chapter 5 both FIDL and IK-SVD are suitable for BOLD detection 
in fMRI analysis. However, the proposed methods can be applied to any other types of 
data with sparse nature. One possible future application can be artifact removal or spike 
detection in biomedical signals if they admit a sparse structure. The independency of the 
proposed FIDL method from the knowledge about exact number of non-zeros, and also 
imposing the sparsity constraint on the entire source matrix provides a great opportunity 
for analysis of these kinds of signals. However, correct selection of the parameters for the 
algorithm is a challenging issue and should be empirically or theoretically investigated
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with regard to each application.
The optimization of the measurement matrix in Chapter 4 has shown improved reconstruc­
tion quality and less computation time compared with existing approaches. However, the 
proposed method is not very efficient for very-large scale problems. This is a drawback 
of almost all measurement matrix optimization algorithms. Exploring the possibility of 
reducing the computational burden of measurement matrix optimization and also imple­
menting such optimized projections from hardware view-point are important for future 
researches. In addition, since the optimized measurement matrices are not still optimal, 
more research should be carried out to approach optimal projections.
Although mutual coherence is the only computable measure for the study of the structures 
of the measurement matrices, other measures can greatly help better understanding of the 
advantages of optimized projections. This, however, is very complicated and requires 
mathematical and theoretical analysis of CS concept.
All the optimization methods in Chapter 4 are signal independent. They are therefore 
universal, which is an advantage of this approach. Nevertheless, exploiting the existing 
prior knowledge about the signal to be sampled can help to design a more efficient mea­
surement matrix for that particular signal class. This has been addressed in some works 
such as [111,110,30]. For example, the method in [111] exploits the prior knowledge about 
power spectrum of the signal of interest. Incorporating such kind of information in the 
proposed optimizations in Chapter 4 of this thesis might further improve the results.
The segmented compressed sensing proposed in Chapter 3 can be very applicable for sam­
pling of signals in a parallel mode, which is advantageous from hardware implementation 
viewpoints. It can also be suitable for sampling and compression of data stream. These 
can be investigated in the future.
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